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theological exposition of the matter, and then
inquired, “Hut, my man, why did you ask so
answered
unusual a question?” "Oh, nothin'
the innocent Dick, "only we have seen it stamp-

FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
For this
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and experiences

are

brief

suggestions,

facts

solicited from liousekeep-

farmers and gardeners. Aildress Agricultural editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]
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ed on these sheets of hard tack, and were curiAt this point
ous to know why it was there.”

Industry.

luring the past two years a new industry has been introduced into the
State, one which we believe has come to
stay and which will prove of value to
both the manufacturers and the farmers.
1 allude to the Evaporated Apple Factories, one of the two already established,
located at East Baldwin, on the Portland
\ Ogdensburg R. li., I visited and lay
before your readers the result of my observation.
This factory was established and is
owned by Messrs. Perry &: Flint, who
have a sales office in Portland. All cooking apples of fair size are worked, tart
preferred, and only few sweet or other
apples are used. They are pared by
-pecla] machines, three in number at
present, each machine employing three
hands and having capacity of do bushels
The operatives receive an
pci day

is safe to say that our company cook ranked ail
He is living now, and if lie reads these

,irving apples.

Brooklyn

Herman proverb.
ru-t,”
bust,” is the American ver-ion.
n-t

If you
listen at

Huldah’s

word

A

:

advice—

ot

appear- that
are

the most practical part of
practical jokes.

coll

a

\ K'.KlAbl.h T<»M< l’ll.l.S llUVC cured
Hi. VIA.
seva
ot
y-ti-is and l ti ine ( a.tarrh afte;•
all other agents have Ucn used in vain.
Mac not

have

a

greed.

a
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-aid t«* be -elti.-h when

they

Wheat Bitters will make you bold, but not rash;
patient, but not in-en-ibie ■ on-tant. but not obstinate: cheerful, but not light.

Inquirer.—Where is
sing? The desert.

tin*

place

hr-t

learn t

to

*

I lorn-si > i- l!u

lu-st pojjcy in medicine a- well aAyer
Mir.-aparilla i- a genuin
unequalled spring medicine and
purilier. decidedly -uperior to all others i

other tiling-.

in

preparation,

blood

■

a

the market

Trial proves it.

Boot-jack- have cau-ed many illl'elim

bet

wee

neighbors.
v
If you see a notice in a countrv paper beaded
Wonderful Escape from Death,
you may know
that h. was cun d by Ki.txlH m I.TM Boor, the
Banner Kidnev Bemedy.

The poll on which
the north pole.

The

u«>

tax ha-

e\it

matter.

been h*v ied

Hank.

Highest

Made l'nnn harmlos- material
and adapt* .! j.»
the needs **1 fading ami falling hair. Parker*- Ha r
Balsam ha- taken the highest rank a- an elegant
and reliable hair restorative.
The

Harvard students

alway- trying

take

to

are

advantage

Heavy

A

like

widow-- -thc>

of

a

Irc.-h

are

man.

Swell.

11. Bloomer, \ irgille, N. ^
writes.—
“Thomas' la i_i;< nth Oil.*cured a badly -woollen
neck and sore throat in forty-eight hour.-" My wi e
was also cured of a lame foot in t\\ ent
L nr hourFor sale l»y 11. H. Moody, Belfa.-t.
Jacob

’*

Patients do more for doctors than doctors can *!"
for patients. The patients enable the doctors
live.

ft

Sure.
-Many miserable people drag themselves about
with failing .-trength, feeling that they are steadin'
-inking into their graves, when by Using Parker’s
Tonic they would lind a cure commencing with the
first *lose, and vitality and strength quickly and
sure’.v coming back to'them.
Quick

Tl

dilfercnce

is, that

one

has

light.

and

between
a

blonde and a locomotive
light head and the other a heada

India K. Pinkham'- Vegetable ( ompound doubtless rank- first ns a
urativ e agent in all diseases of
the procreative .-y.-tem, degene’ation of the kidirritation
of
the
bladder, urinary ealeuii,
neys,
«fce. Semi to Mrs. Lydia F. Pinkham, 233 Western
Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlet-.
2tl3
1!
are

the Bible had his Uuth. but modern
riuhless.
kiz

of

hoifes

An Fmincnt Divine >ays, “I have been using the
Pkki'vian svittT. It gives me new vigor, bouy
Seth W.
ancy of -pirit, elasticity of muscle.*’
Fowle A s,,n.-. Boston, will send, free, a pamphlet

Re-

address.

An innocent person asked an editor the dinference between prose and
poetry, and the editor told
him that prose was read.

Win sit per bushel.(iO lbs.
shelled corn.50
< urn on the cob....
.To
Corn meal.50

Dr. Baxter*.- Mandrake Bitters give tin* best satisfaction of any medicine 1 .-el!. They have advertised them.-elv
and 1 warrant
bottle.
N. DkKkikf. Druggist, Zet land, Mi« h.
Henry A Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment, for
external ust-, is equally good.
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WATERI'KOOFINii FOR I,FATHER.
A
good article may be made bv using paraffine melted with the requisite quantity of
drying oil, and casting it into suitable
blocks for subsequent use. This being
softened by beat, the leather of the manufactured articles, as shoes and harness,
is coated with it and placed near a fire or
in a warm place until the composition
has been absorbed.
When leather has
been impregnated with the mixture it is
not only perfectly waterproof, but it is
also rendered softer and more durable.
Shoes retain all their firmness and natural elasticity, and blacking makes upon
them a better polish than before.

“Sozodont,”

Talk about modern miracles; Mr. (. abba gel licad
-ays he cured hi- boy of some bail habit by the
on of hands.

••

Apples...50
French turnips. imi

Word

has alr**ady become a household word;, is
derived from the Oreek, and eonqxised of two
“Sozo” translated,
words, Sozo and Odontes.
means to preserve, and “Odontes’’
the teeth—
“SOZODONT” a preserver of the teeth. And it is
true t«* its name.
It heautilies and preserves the
teeth, hardens and invigorates tlu* gums. ml correct- all impurities of the breath.
The odor of this
pure preparation is so delightful that it is a luxury
t" applv it.
It i-as harmless a- water. Sold by
hull
druggists ami perfumers.
Which

**

HONEY
The

Every

New

BEES.

System of Bee Keeping.

who has a farm or garden can keep
1 have received
my plan with good profit.
one hundred dollars profit for sale of box
from one hive of bees in one year. I have obtained
over one hundred pounds <>f box honey from one
hive ol bee- in ten days, swarming controlled, No
loss of bee- in winter. A complete revolution in bee
Illustrated Circular of full particulars
| keeping.
fr*e. Address Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton, West
bees

one

an

lujney

|

j

|

^orDnitS

nam, Maine.

When a subject has been debated upon at a ladies'
| convention, and it is about to be put t«» the vote, they
call
it “popping the question.
|

Messrs. Ely Bros., Druggists, Owego, N. V.—It
I gives me great satisfaction to say your Cream Halm
(recommended to me by a friend) has completely
cured me of Catarrh, of'which 1 have been afflicted
for over ten years, after trying almost every remedy recommended, none having proved so pleasant,
effective and thorough as your Cream Halm in its
work. Very truly, etc., S. J. AIKEN, Wholesale
Dealer in Boots and Shoes, 14.‘i Federal St., Boston,
Nine men ill ten who plant an orchard, Mass. Feb.
5, 1881.
even now-a-days, do so under the belief
Messrs. Ely Bros., Druggists, Owego, N. V.—1
that they are planting lor their heirs. have been handling your Cream Balm and find that
it takes well. Some very old eases of Catarrl are
The impression is yet very general that said to have been cured by it in this vicinity. S. S.
Detrick, Druggist, East Stroudsburg, Fa. Friee
an apple tree at 40 or 50 years of age is,

Yet we opine
should he, in its prime.
that even in our most natural fruit localities, it would bedillicult to find orchards
standing intact and vigorous that had
been planted 50 years. Our own experience in the West is that trees 25 years
planted are, as a rule, already past their
prime, so far as their money value is concerned, even in good fruit districts.
[Western Farm Journal.
or

If your horse is troubled with scratches,
a little saltpetre to a fine powder
■and mix it with lard.
Wash out the sou s
thoroughly with Castile soap and water,
and apply the above ointment daily.

grind

50 cents.

2\vi;»

“1 occasionally drop into poetry,“as the man-aid
when he fell into the editorial waste basket.

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure for Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
and radical cure
Lung Affections, also a
for Nervous Debility amt all Nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human
I
will send free of charge to all who desire it this
in
French
or English, with full diGerman,
recipe,
rections for preparing and using. Sent bv mail by
addressing with stamp, naming this paper. Vr. A.
NOTES, 149 Power's Block, Rochester, X. V.

positive

suffering,
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SI MMER SYMPHONY.

Huldali!” he said, thought-

fully.

pan.
“Kuough for

a mess," she said, and
hurried into the house.
“What in the world has kept you so
long?" the busy, bustling woman inquired, snatching the beans from her daughter’s hands.
“Get to shelling as fast as
“There is
you can!" she continued.
somebody extra for dinner: some hifalutin musician from the city
He’s very
particular what he eats, I 'spose ; such
people generally are; and those beans
ought to be cooking this minute. They'll
be as tough as I (avid's armour, I’ve no
Huldah Calhoun, couldn’t you
doubt.
have been a little swifter?"
The child said no word ot Beethoven
or Bach. She never spoke of her dreams,
and rarely of her wishes, to her mother.
She kuew intuitively that she would not
But lluldah had
hare understood her
sensed very little of w hat had been said
after the one magic word “musician.”
She had drawn a chair to her mother’s
side, and was shelling beans with all her
might and turning things over in her
She did not
mind with equal celerity.
ask any questions.
That was not her
way, and she wondered where the musician would sit at the table, and if he
would play on the piano, and if he did
play should she hear him, or he in the
kitchen washing dishes.
“Mary Rich was in a minute ago," her [
mother began again, “and said you would
be dreadful pleased to hear the musiker
again. I s’pose that’s Dutch for musician.
1 wonder Mary don’t speak Knglish better, after living in this country so long."
“Why should I he glad f Did Mary
say f’ lluldah had asked a question at
last. One long yellow pod was open in
her lingers, and the lingers trembled so
that ills. Blaisdell looked from them to
the pale face of her daughter in unfeigned astonishment.
“Well, 1 should like to know !" she exclaimed, and front the expression of hot
face it was plain that she spoke the truth, i
lluldah emptied the pod and teprated
the question.
“She said he was the leader, or whatever you call it, of that concert she took
you to hear, and that you were quite j
cartied away by his music."
“You can leave now. lluldah, and tidy
up a bit.’ the lady went on in a tone ot
unusual tenderness.
The beans wete
not all shelled, hut lluldah needed no
She ran like a deer up
second bidding.
the long (lights of stairs to her little room
in the attic, and once there, locked the
door -for what reason she could novel j
have told—and sat down by the window
to think it all over.
“Mi Blaisdell may storm if lie's a mind
to," said Huldah's mother, as her daughter left her, “hut I shall send for Sophro
ny West, and give lluldah a breathing
spell, (food gracious! how her little!
hands trembled at the thought of the
music. She is just like her father.
If 1
lie'd a'lived, nobody would have beat him
with the fiddle.
1 wish I'd thought a ;
little more of Carl’s playing at the time, j
I wish to goodness 1 had.
I've told him
many a time that I'd enough sight rather
hear a eat squawk than that violin of his j
a wailing and
lamenting. It did use to
make my hair stand on end. somethin s, j
and yet Carl was accounted a good play
ey. I must try and make it up to lluldah
in some way.”
The little girl was too restless and excited to stay long in the attic.
She came
down looking very sweet and lovely, in a
light print dress, with pretty kme in the
neck and sleeves.
She would iron the
napkins for dinner, and the one that was
to he beside his plate should be just the
least hit nicer than anybody's else. She
would put some of the late Jacqueminot
roses in it, the great red-hearted, velvetleaved roses which were her special favorites. He wouldn't think it strange.
Roses would make a musician happy, she

1

Longfellow.
MORE

The asparagus branch broke, and Huldah was struck with a new idea. She
would go into the house and see if she
could pick out the notes on the piano.
The hoarders were all at dinner, and nobody need know anythingabout it. The
coast was clear, as she supposed, and
Huldah sat down 'o the instrument and
arranged her music. The symphony
went hard, as might he expected, and
after a trial of some of the simplest passages she struck into the fugue of Bach's,
of which composition she had never
a
note, at d only having heard it on
that one long-to-be-remembered occasion.
Her memory was perfect, and her ear
Her manner of
wonderfully correct.
rendering some of the passages that had
most pleased her was marvelous in the
extreme.
Her hands were too inexperienced and too stiff with hard work
for brilliant execution, but there was a
soul in every note she struck which told
a plain story of the genius which dominated her life.
"This is Huldah,” said a lady’s voice,
as the amateur musician took her hands
dreamily from the piano; and Huldali
turned io consternation to meet the kiud
Her roses had been
e> es of the master.
transferred to a vase, and this he held in
his hand.
"It was very kind of you, Huldah, to
give me these beautiful roses!” lie said

simnlv.

■1 knew you would like roses,” she replied with enthusiasm.
•‘Tell me, dear,” the gentleman went
on, as he drew the child to his side and
imptisoned one ot her little warm hands,
“how many times you have heard the
music which you have,just played ?”
Just once ; only once,” was the childish tesponse; “and then it seemed to me
it all came out of your stick.”
There was a general laugh at this, but
the musician, who loved art for art's sake,
and levered genius as a divine gilt only,
smiled and held the trembling band a
t title closer, and looked more seal chingly
into the tender, upturned eyes.
Then the master and tlie little country
girl walked out into the August sunshine.
He told her of the sacrifices and the
drudgery which a cultivated talent must
alwayseiita.il. but she smiled, and thought
of the dishes she had hated hut faithfully
washed, and did not feel afraid.
“It will he easy, because 1 love it,”
she said, simply.
“Huldah Calhoun, you haven't eaten «
mouthful of dinner,” Mrs. Blaisdell exclaimed as the little girl entered the kitchen at last.
“Oh! mamma!” said Huldah, with a
radiant look which reminded her mother
more than ever of Carl's lace when he
played the fiddle. “If you are willing, 1
can learn music.
The gentleman says so.
He wants me te see you right away. Oh,
mamma ! mamma! what do folks <lo when
they are too happy ?”
The beautiful dream was till realized.
This summer symphony was played
four years ago, and now Huldah is in
Beilin with her dear Mary Rich, the lady
who took her to hear her first concert.
"Huldah plays and sings like a seraph!”
Mary once wrote to themitsiker, and the
munihrr repaid, “I do think your enthusiasm is exaggerated: Huldah is Art's
own child.”
■

An

Eloquent Passage.

It cannot he that earth is man's only
abiding place. It cannot he that our life
is hut a bubble east up by the ocean of
eternity to float a moment on its waves,
and sink into nothing! ess. Else, why
these high and glorious aspirations which
leap like angels from the temple of our
hearts, forever wandering unsatisfied?
Why is it that the rainbow and clouds
come over us with a beauty that is not
from earth, and then pass oh' to leave us
to muse on their loveliness?
Why is it
that stars w hich hold their festivals around
the midnight throne, are set above the
grasp of our limited faculties, forever
mocking us with their unapproachable
glory ! And finally, why is it that the
bright foi ms of human beauty are presented to our view and taken from us, leaving the thousand streams of our affections
to How hack in Alpine torrents upon our
hearts?
We were born for a higher destiny than earth. There is a realm where
the rainbow never fades, where the stars
will be spread out before us like islands
that slumber on the ocean, and where the
beautiful beings that pass before us like
shadows, will stay forever in our presence.
[Geo. 1>. iTentiee.

"t womier now girls ieei wno never
have to wash dishes?” Huldah asked as
she commenced her scraping. “I wonder
if it is wicked to feel like breaking things?
1 always feel like breaking dishes.
Perhaps I shall throw 'em all out of the window some day,” and the little girl laugh- |
ed as she saw in her imagination cups,
saucers, plates, soup tureens, and oatmeal
pots —Hying one after another into the
yard. Then she pinned up her calico
sleeves, tied her bib-apron a little more
securely, and went briskly at the obnoxIt was hard work, but she
ious work.
did not stop for a long time. Then a
sudden happy thought seemed to strike
her, for her face looked very bright as
she washed and dried her little red
hands and stole softly into the dining
room.
There was no one to see her as
she opened a drawer of the great oldfashioned secretary and took out a piece was quite sure.
“Did the music mail play so very extra 1
of music and hurried back to the kitchen.
There was a strange, weird light in the nice?” Mrs. Blaisdell inquired,
lluldah
Fashion Notks. ('irons posters are
child’s brown eyes as she carefully part- couldn’t quite understand this new interstuck up.
ed the sheets, and placed them in a rack est of her mothei’s, and the lady would
Successful society people will wear their
above the sink. The music was an ar- have been puzzled to have explained it
noses turned up.
herself.
of
Beethoven’s symphony in
rangement
Shirts will lie put on over the head,
‘•He dtdn t play ;it ail. mamma.’- the !
A major.
It had been loaned her by a
trousers will not.
lady hoarder, who wondered what this child replied with a laugh: “at least, he
Hoots and shoes will be worn out.
little dish-washing country girl could had nothing but a white stick in his hand.
Large checks will he indispensable at
It
seemed
to
me, though, he made all the Summer hotels.
possibly want of Beethoven. If she could
have seen the child’s rapt look as she music. Mary says the stick is called a
Uentlemen's shirts will
without colstood on her wooden stool before the baton, and the leader of the orchestra."
! lar buttons at the back as be
usual.
sink, humming the wonderful strains, and here Huldah put down her iron, and
Terra cotta red will be fashionable for
keeping time with the glasses she was waived an imaginary baton “marks the bottle noses.
polishing, she would have had some faint time this way, and they all follow him;
Small boys will bathe in buff this Sumrealization, at least, of what it meant. but I told Mary he did a good deal more mer.
the
Sometimes Huldah got too near the end than mark
time, and Mary laughed
Hairpins \, ill be used by gentlemen
of the stool and lost her equilibrium, and and said yes, and the tight kind of a
this season -to clean pipes.
sometimes she forgot and polished the conductor always inspired his orches- ]
Hoarding house butter will wear its
tra ”
same piece two or three times over, but
hair parted in the middle.
she never stopped work, and, indeed,
“Well, you and Mary do beat all !”
Huffs are in much favor with circus admade considerable progress. In the midst Mrs. Hlaisdell replied, “and if your father
vance agents.
of Huldah’sgreatest enthusiasm her moth- was alive he’d match the pair of you."
False teeth with gold clasps will lie
er entered upon the scene, and immediHuldah had often been told that she
worn by elderly ladies.
took after her father in her odd notions, \
ately took in the situation.
Ladies engaged in the laundry business
"Huldah Calhoun!” she exclaimed, but this was the first time that the tone ;
will wear their sleeves rolled up during
‘‘those dishes ought all to have been of the communication seemed to have
business hours.
washed and put away. What are you either respect or interest in it.
When
Trousers are still worn tucked into the
found she “made a note on't,” as Captain
doing with that piece of music?”
boots a la cowyard in the rural districts.
"Just seeing how it goes; that's all,” Cuttle would have suggested, but it was
[Boston Commercial Bulletin.
said the child, with a sigh.
instinctively, and without the least design,
“Go and put it where you got it from, though with some natural curiosity. AfA Good Little Hoy Story.
A little
this minute,” the lady continued, sternly. ter the table was set, and the musiker's
His mother, wish“Your lather has just sent up word that place made as bright its possible, Huldah boy wanted adium.
he can’t spare anybody to pick the beans went into the garden and picked three of ing to give him an impressive lesson, sugfor dinner. You’ll have to do it, and iron the fairest roses she could find. The stems gested that if he should pray for it he
the napkins besides. Dear me, Huldah! she tucked into it fold of her visitor’s might receive one. So at night, when
If you knew how you keep things behind- napkin, leaving the wonderful blossoms ready for bed, be knelt down and prayed :
•'Now 1 lay mo down to sleep,
hand with your capers you would he more exposed to view. She did not put them
(I want a drum.)
iu a vase, because she feared he would
careful.”
1 pray the Loril my soul to keep,
Huldah took the music back to the sec- not know they were intended for him,
(I want a drum.)
If I should die before I wake,
retary drawer; then, without a word, and then he might not feel at liberty to
(I want a drum.)
wiped the dishes and hurried out among take them away with him Huldah' did
I prav the Lord my soul to take.
the bean vines.
Huldah liked to pick uot eat at the first table, so she could not !
(1 want a drum.)”
beans. Anything that took her out of see how the nieastro received her tribute ; i
His
who had been let into the
father,
doors was a relief and a diversion, and but that was of small account.
It was
secret, had meanwhile quietly placed a
now the full, green
pods came off the quite enough that he should be pleased drum on the bed. As the
youngster rose
curling vines and dropped into the pan with her Jacqueminots. The little girl j and his
eyes fell on the drum he exclaimto the time of the Seventh Symphony. was in the orchard when the great family
ed in an emphatic manner that banished
Huldah had. thought very much about of boarders poured into the dining-room.
all serious thoughts from the minds of his
the composing of this wonderful music. At this time she usually washed her pots
Some one had told her that this sympho- and pans, and skimmers, cullenders, and listeners: ‘•Where the devil did that drum
come from ?”
[Troy Times.
ny was written when the great master pudding bags—housekeepers only can
was too deaf to hear a note of it.
This tell what did not fall to her lot on these
Living on a Dollar a week.—II.
seemed very sad to the sensitive child, occasions—butSopbrouy had arrived and
and now the beans fell more slowly, and Huldah was at liberty to enjoy herself as Hayley, of Haltimore, missionary to the
Huldah had to leave off picking and wipe she pleased. She had taken the sym- poor, lias issued a circular letter urging
her eyes. Then the sad face brightened phony mit with her, and when the object people to help him in his good work. He
of her enthusiasm took up her roses she says that donations of $1 per week, or $50
as she thought of something else she had
been told.
Beethoven played so well on w as beating time with a bunch of aspara- per year will support a family of five perthe violin when he was only 11 years old gus, her symphony arranged on a low sons for a year. 'Phis is the way, he says,
that he made many of those who heard apple bough, with a fantastic backing of' this is done:
Three pounds suit meat.
21 cents
him weep and everybody came away from twigs and green leaves.
Three pounds salt fish,
10
“Are these roses intended for met” the
the performance wondering at the little
Five pounds corn meal,
10
boy’s genius. It was a piece of Bach’s master inquired as he picked up the
One pound sugar.
S
that he played when folks cried so hard. flowers.
One-half pound coflee,
ti
“
Two quarts hominy,
0
The lady at his right laughed lightly as
She loved Bach's music, too. She recallOne-half peek potatoes.
12
ed a sparkling fantasia and fugue she had she said:
•Six loaves bread.
is “
“That must be Huldali’s work.”
heard when a neighbor took her to the
0
Lard,
“Who is Huldah 1" the gentleman askcity to hear a great concert, and her eyes
shone with a new light; but they soon ed.
$1.00
“The daughter of our hostess,” his
grew sad again. Her friend had told her
The ghoulish writer of the letter brutally asthat Bach studied so hard that he became companion leplied. “She went to one
sailing the character of General Garfield, which
totally blind, and died dissatisfied with of your concerts not long ago, and has was first published iu the Washington Post, is
the beautiful things he had written, be- not been able to talk of anything else William Brown of Kentucky. The letter has
met with deserved universal execration.
cause he could not compose any more.
since, 1 am told.”
Bach played the organ well when he was
The musician caressed the roses for a
It was
X. II.,
exceptionally cold in Littleton,
only S years old. She wondered if Beetho- moment, then put them in his glass, and for tlie season,
Saturday morning. Thermomeven and Bach had been obliged to wash
asked for some water.
ter eight degrees below!

j

“Jane, it’s eleven o’clock; tell that young man t<»
pleas** shut the front door fr »m the outside.’’

White potatoes.00
Sweet
50
White beans
02
Wheat bran.
2o
Clover seed.
00
Timothy seed.45
Hungarian seed .4s
Flax seed..50
Kuekwheat..52
< irehard
gras* seed.,. H
Blue grass.14
Kedtop seed..10
Pears.*•
t Unions.
54

Success.

see

j

alway- keep your medicine.-in stock. Downs*
Llixir is selling better than any (jough Medicine I
have, ami with good re tilts.
<
M. smith, Druggist. Clarkston, Mich.
1

Lngland

it

“I must

dishes if they would have accomplished
such wonderful things.
She was 12, and
what had she ever done?
It was all on
account of having so much housework to
do that she could not play just as well
on the piano.
Huldah had the ambition
and the self-confidence which are the
fortune and natural accompaniments of
true genius.
Slowly, very slowly, the
beans found their way to the pan now,
for Huldah had left Bach and Beethoven
to do a sum in mental arithmetic. If she
could practice a half-hour each day, how
many full hours would that make in the
year ? It wasn't hard to reckon, and she
had just found the answer when her
mother’s voice recalled her to her work.
Huldah stopped short and looked into the

—

of 32 pages, containing a full account of this
markable medicine, t" anv one sending them their

We give below the legal weights of
some of
the more common farm crops,
ii must be remembered, however, that
different Mates have different laws governing the weights of produce. The following will be generally accepted in New

as

She stood before the dish-pan with a
questioning and perplexed expression on
It was August,
her sweet young face.
and she had washed dishes ever since the
first of June.
These particular dishes
were especially exasperating. As Huldah
said to herself—she was never known to
utter a fault-finding word in any other
hearing—they were “all stuck up.” Howtired she was of scraping, and scrubbing,
and washing, and rinsing, and polishing,
none but her weary little self ever thought.
The teaspoons were stained with eggs,
and sauce plates were rough with sugar
Then there were oatand berry juice.
meal pans, and pots, and kettles without
number. The great rambling farmhouse
was full of summer boarders, and Huldah
surveyed the pan lull and the table full
of dishes, piled up as high as they could
lie without danger of a tumble, and w ondered how she could ever go on washing
the sticky things l'orthe next twomouths;
for these boarders always remained in the
country through September. After they
went away. Huldah could go to school,
and—better than all—there would be a
little time for piano practice, which was
more to this little gill than everything
The proprietor of
else in the world.
this house and farm was not Huldah’s
own father.
He had died when she was
an infant.
Her stepfather, John Blaisdell, w as called by his Long Island neighbors an unusually “fore-handed man.”
Forehanded in this connection meant
••close-fisted,” for this larmer worked like
a slave to make money, and racked his
brain day and night to devise means for
saving it. In order to make this house
popular for summer boarders there must
be a piano in the parlor, comfortable, cosy
The
furniture, and a luxurious table.
piano came hard, but it was a good one,
and little Huldah was provided with a
teacher for the fall and winter months,
who agreed to furnish the necessary instructions for twenty-five cents a lesson.
There was one lesson a week, and this
was paid for on the spot by .Mrs. Blaisdell, who, to use her own phraseology,
••skinehed it out of the butter money.”
Mr. Blaisdell said that “of all the hifaiution notions, this was the hifalutinest.”
As he was never near enough the parlor
to be bothered with the “strumming,” as
he called it, he soon forgot all about the

would not have affliction visit y.m tw ice,
once to a

helpful

Dear little Lollipop! we are, like you.
Spoiling the work we are trying to do—
But surely the Father, who loves us, will heed.
And take in llis kindness the will for the deed!
[Wide Awake.

“Try Wbeat Bitter-.”

Weight of Crops.

Harley.4*

“It

a

with sweet

Better to lose the best cup on the shelf.
Than chill the dear heart which is giving itself.

man

is

the

flies;

other.

1

swelling

Dearer the love in the sunny blue eyes,
Than the dust slit* is raising, which fades

Paralytic stroke-, heart disease, and kidney af
feciions, prevented by tin* use of Brown’s Inn
Bitters.
“if i
trust I

on

"For how could my muzzer be able." said she,
"To get froo her work if she didn't have me!-’

advertises a powder to cun
of -omimmbuli in.’’ It is put in a gun

'logs

cat-or

SOU]).

**

pride?

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys, Diabetes.
No danger from tliese di-eases if
you use Hop Bit
ter-: besides being tin* best family medicine cvoi

Have the head split by the butcher, so
that it can be cut into six or eight pieces.
First take out the brains, being careful
not to break them, and lay them for two
or three hours in cold salt and water.
Then take out the tongue whole, cut the
head up, and wash it carefully in two or
three waters, removing all hairs and any
iiu mMane that may be in the nostrils,
thioat, c\cs and ears. Lay lilt- pieces of
le ad and the tongue in a large pot, with
two gallon.- of cold water, put it on the
lire, and, as soon as it boils, skim constantly so long as a thick skum rises;
when this ceases, season with two tablets ••>nfills of salt, a large onion stuck with
six clows, u dozen or more allspice, three
whole iilades of mace, a grated nutmeg,
a saltspoonful of white pepper, a tea-po aiful each ol dried -age, marjoram
and thyme, ami as much cayenne pepper
a- mu can take on the blade of a
pocket
knife.
The herbs and whole -pices
-uoulil be tied loosely in a cloth, so as to
lie easily taken out. The pot must then
be put back on the range to simmer for
lour hours,
t he tongue, however, must
!• taken out in an hour, or as soon as the
skin is perfectly loose, skinned, and put
n-ide for use. At tlie end of the four
hours, or when all the meat is loosened
;rom the bones, take all the pieces of
* ad
from the broth, remove all the
com s, cut the meat in pieces two inches
-ijiiare. steam the broth and put it aside
tocuol, when all the fat can be removed.
>
ee the tongue and
put it with the rest
of the head : take a tablespoonful each of
hour and butter, rub them to a cream.*
put them into three half-pints of the
broth, with a tablespoonful of chopped
parsley ; add youi meat, and put it on
the lire long enough to boil, then dish,
and dress with two liard-boiled eggs
sliced and a thinly-sliced lemon.
A glass
of sherry wine added just before dishing
is a great improvement
The broth put
m a cold place, will
keep for several days
and is admirable stock for any kind of

••

eli ide
The little heart

••

A

dropped

floor,
Left the paint twenty times worse than before.
Spattered and splashed—but oh! how could I

weight.

It

Kye meal..50
<>at-.32

Broke the poor cup which she

>heep and I.ainhs—'Those 1’r»»m the we-t w« re all
owned by butcher-, amt eo-t landed at Brighton, 7
jin' P if.;
Miecp and Lambs. tJ^nT-.c p ft.
live weight.
-wine—Mon* pigs sell at prices ranging from 0t<
P ft, it from 82 t>■ 83 An P head for small pigs.
Western fat leg-1
landed at the slaughtei
p tt., live weight.
houses, from 7 to

no

dat's what i'll

broom.

Prices -d bed cattle p 100 ft live weight, extra
quality, 87 no«7 "»«•; lir.-t,
>7J2 second,
third, $t "7 »A "A; poorest grades
$A -7 <j(\ 371
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $.3 A0g4 To.
p ft; Brighton Tallow,
Brighton Hides,
0«2e p tt.; Countrv Hide-. 7e p ft; Country Tal
low, Ac p ft; Calfskins, 12«12'v. p ft; Sheep and
Lainh skin.-. $1 (*o«l 7A eacli.
Working oxen—We quote -ales of
1 pair girth <> tt.. !' inches, live weight 2s ft ft.slAi);
] pair girth
ft.. 7 inches, live weight 2000 ft, 8117;
1 pair girth o ft..
inches, live weight 27ui ft. 8122 ;
1 pair girth 7 ft., 3 inches, live weight 33on tt., $1-0;
1 pair girth 7 ft 0 inches, live weight 3000 It., $1.V);
i pairgirth 7 tt.. lo inches, live weight 3000 It., 81 An.
.Milch cows, springers, etc-We note sales of 2
Jevsevs new milch cows at $Ao each: 3 cows and
caives, $.'».■» each; 4 new milch cows, $13A the lot;
A sluing* i-s ;,t $3o to 81" each; 1 extra cow, $»>A; 4
new milch cows for $00 each : 2 new milch cow- for
801; A milch cow -for 8100 the lot.
Veal Calves in fair demand at 4«7e p ft*, live

I'ru-t

housekeepers;

Little ALiss Lollipop went through the room.
Whisked the dust high with the edge of the

80.

Stew.

Kye..50

she,

"Must have vittle
be."

Cattle Market.
\vki»xksi>a v, March 2'.».
Anii'iint of stock at market : Cattle, 1320; sheep
and lambs, -toon; swine, 12.011; veals, 11.**; number
of western cattle, lAAtt; northern and eastern cattle,

lege education

Legal

She put on her apron and pulled up her sleeve—
She didn't want work that was just make-believe ;
"For muzzers who've dot yittle chillens,” said

Brighton

made.

Lollipop’s Housekeeping.

Little Miss Lollipop thought she must help
To wash up the dishes, and wipe up the shelf.
To brush off the table, aud sweep up the floor,
And clean off the stains from the paint on the
door.

To destroy the white grub, the pest of
corn, mix one part of common salt w ith
three of gypsum : put a tablespoonful in
each hill but do not it t it touch the plants.

The evaporator has a capacity of some
••rty bushels at a time and evaporates
exposed product in about three hours.
The dried apple is then taken from the
e’-aporator, the screens emptied into
ti ge 1,' iips of moderate depth, and thus
ilowed to undergo a slight sweating proess. when at the end of about three
they are matured t much to pack in
bit pound cases and neatly labelled for
i iie market.
pet ated some I d
v, 11 ks ai:
has used an average of about
ed and lifty bushels of apples
::e 1
The prices paid to farmers
bay
-■ from bln to dd ets. per bushels.
The
day of my visit they were at work on
Baldwin apples,
Ci ler is made from the w aste, an averIt is exige of about a barrel per day.
pect' i! anotbet year o add jelly making
:l<
nst of products and tints better
and more prolitabh utilize the waste
bom the evaporating preparations.
Tii s seems to open a new outlet for our
surplus apples, and we think it may be
ait the pioneer of many more like estab.sliiia nts. Not only apples may be put up
re the market, but all the. fruits capable
"i being produced in the State.
Some by
dying, others by preserving, and others
y being made into jellies and kindred
.1. \\h Lanh.
products.
A factory was established in Montville. W aldo County last year, of which
full description was given in the Journal .-ome months ago.
We fully concur
in what Mr Lang says as to the value
and desirability of these factories. Ed.
Join nab

The

Miss

says:
Take one day down cellar to throwout and carry away all dirt, rotten wood,
decaying vegetables and other accumulations that have gathered there: brushl
down cobwebs, and with a bucket of
lime give the walls and ceiling a good
coating of whitewash. No matter if you
don't understand the business: no matter if you have not got a whitewash brush :
take an old broom that the good wife has
worn out and spread it on thick and!
strong. It w ill sweeten up the air in the
cellar, the parlor and tin- bed chambers,
(if your cellar is like the ordinary farmhouse cellars) and it may save your family from the afflictions of fevers, diphtheW hile tile lime is about
ria and doctoi s.
you might as well give the inside of the
hen-house a coat or it.
It will be a good
thing for the fow ls, if you do.

remaining skin
portions and cut across the
a ter leaving the product in half round
si,ces with core removed.
This work is
ilie ii ostiy ty girls.
1 nese shceu sections are tlien put on wire bottomed
screens and placed on racks m a revolvig frame which is enclosed over the furf nearly dlHldeg. appliace and a heat
ed continuously.
This frame is turned
can few minutes aud slight fumes of
sulpbui are blended with the hot air for
die purpose of blanching or whitening

Head

Advice.

‘‘Young Farmer" in the Boston Jour-j
nal gives the following sensible bit of ad-;
vice which it is now just the time to put
in practice.
A dollar's worth of whitewash now wiil save lots of discomfort and
bad smells, if not actual sickness and
doctor’s bills a few weeks later.
lie

to remove

Calf’s

forgive

lines I know he will
Seasonable

limn those

ti

remarkable

others.

operated during its season continuously,
a night crew being
employed. The machines pare, core and slice the apples
and the\ are left in the shape of spiral
continuous tings.
The\ ate then clipped

c

“shining lights,” or men posqualities, in company II, it

But of all the

average d some seventy-live cents p*r
da\ ol twelve hours.
The factory is

at each cud

the

ttiat lie was sold, and walked

Chaplain saw
rapidly away.
sessing

laughter,

with

exploded

the listeners all

I

j

*•

The

ABOUT

THE GREAT POET.
SONAL VIRTUES.

HIS

SECOND SERIES.

personal

virtues of Mr. Longfellow were
He attracted and inspired
lie
was true to his friends and his
young men;
convictions without violence or contention, and
he lived from day to day in the most open and
admirable manner, if poets before his example were held to be unsteady, capricious, sensual. now servile and now bolil in their relations
to society, Longfellow's life would have broken
up the tradition and justified the way of genius
to man.
He had a definite task to perform and
he did it, and did it too. in the best manner. It
was irksome to many that he should be so successful in a career which was closed against
them; but he succeeded by being more than
they, not less,—and such was the kindliness
that nobody could feel any ill-will. He smoothed the path for others by the very qualities for
which he was sometimes reproached even by
those whom he served. His estimate of literature was a high one, but still loftier was his
sense of moral duty and of human brotherhood.
He made no pretentions and seldom aimed
higher than he could shoot. It could be said of
him with a modification of Pope's old couplet
which he wrote about himself.—
That though in Fancy’s maze lie wandered long,
He stooped to Truth and moralized his song,
for he did pick up from the by-ways and obscure places the plebian truth that lie wished
to adorn with the flowers of his fancy.
He was
the poet of the common rather than of the commonplace .--yet he was too wise to disregard a
theme or a manner of treating it because cither
was trite.
His topics sometimes came to him in strange
ways. There was an odd intimate of his elassmate-Hawthorne—one of those strange fish
which Salem used to find a market for—who
happened upon the story of the Acadian peasants and offered it to Hawthorne as a subject
for one of his romances. He could do nothing
with it and passed it along to the Cambridge
poet with whom he dined soon after, taking his
Salem runjren with him, and from the conversation tit that dinner table in 1S4<> or thereabouts,
is said to have grown the beautiful legend of
"Kvangeline"—the pearl among Longfellow's
poems. Yet, in its metrical form. "Kvangeline"
was faulty, so that it had to make its way by
the sheer force of its intrinsic beauty anil

wealth.

Profound as will be tin- regret felt for Longfellow's death in all circles of society, the most
touching manifestations of public sorrow come
from the persons who are the least critical and
whose knowledge of the poet was that which
they have of the bird singing before tlmir windows, or the unknown friend who has brightened their dailv life with a thought of beauty.
A scholar who had been indebted to Longfellow
for friendly furtherance and instruction in t b rman literature was thinking of his death as he
rode in sight of Mt. Auburn in the train. A
boy taking the seat beside him, said : "Did you
hear that the poet Longfellow’s dead? too bad,
isn't it?" “Yes, did you read his poetry•?" “(>h.
1 read some of it—and I like best about the
chair—the children you know," evidently having in mind “The Children's Hour." There
were a million school-children in America Saturday morning who made in tln ir hearts the
same childish lament, no doubt,—and it is by
such tlyt the dead poet vvouid have chosen to
be remembered.
[Springfield Republican.
THE FIRST MRS. LONGFELLOW.

l'OKT'S

a fond mother, when the day is o’er,
I,ends by the band tier tittle child to tied.
Half willing, half reluctant to be led,

And leaves tiis broken playthings on the door,
still gazing at them through the open door,
Nor wholly reassured and comforted
By promises of others in their stead,
W hich, though more splendid, may not please
him more;
so nature deals with us, ami-takes awav
< >ur
playthings one lit one, and by tile hand
Leads us to rest so gently ttiat we go
■Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay.
Being too full of sleep to understand
How far the unknown transcends the wind we

know.

LONGFELLOW

RToN."

INCIDENT.

It is well known that Longfellow was horn
in a wooden house, located at the corner of
Fore and Hancock streets, and now used as a
boarding house. A'esterday morning in one of
the public schools, the teacher, after speaking
about Longfellow and telling how beautiful his
youth was, asked if there was any otic in the
class who could inform her as to where Longfellow was born.
Quicker than lightning a little hand was lifted
and the teacher said, "Well Johnnie, where
was it?"
“In Patsy Connor's bedroom,” was the instantaneous reply.
As the Dutchman said, "Dot settled it."
(Portland Press.
Oscar Wilde’s criticism of
first

Niagara

Falls—lie

complained
grandeur
variety of line," but finally admitted their
“majesty"—inspired the muse of a London paper. We quote the concluding verse—
of their “want of

and

Courage Americans! closed is the ordeal,

is the cause, and with sympathy cordial
Hence I announce my decision to you
yet kindly, can I in this matter act,
Lo! I approve of you, fortunate cataract:
Falls of Niagara'! pass! you will do.

.Judged

Justly,

The carnival of crime pursueth the evil tenor
of its sway in the great Commonwealth of Kentucky. Murder most foul rears its slimy head
and flaunts its horrid and bloody hand in the
very face of law and order, with an impunity
that is al once overwhelming and astounding.

This is

not

a

quotation from

a

dime novel, but

the

opening sentences of a letter from a correspondent of the Cincinnati Enquirer—a budding ft. W. M. Reynolds of the West.
Clara

Louise

Kellogg

is announced for

a

“farewell” tour in opera this spring; which
means, no doubt, that she will sing for the
next twenty years, if voice and singer last that
long. Sueli farewells have invariably been
“long drawn out.”

The House has passed the bill prohibiting
Chinese immigration for 20 years, by a vote of
107 to tin.
ment

Mr.

limiting

voted nay.

The amend-

to

10 years was

Dingley
the prohibition

winter quarters.

lost, lot) to 131; also the In years amendment.
It is said that 30,000.000 eggs are eaten daily
in this country. Wonder who counted them?

short, thin, frail man, with
than the other, and the longer

1803 lmit closed, and once

On the 4th of December our

Potomac could rival him in the art and science

hill, upon the north bank of the river. The hill
overlooked for a long distance the blue river

the

that

and could never do too much for

bridge,

swiftly

base,

its

at

the railroad

vast expanse of country, and the fortifications upon the opposite side of the river. It
a

historic

ground.
position,

November.

Maine was

war.

ory of the brave soldiers from Maine who fell in
that gallant charge. In the trenches and among
buried the rebel dead, who fid’ in

their brave defense of the

encamped

position.

When

we

the breastworks were

down, and upon the rocky surface of the
ground we leveled our parade ground, made
torn

streets and built our tents.

our

It

beau-

was a

tiful

place for an encampment: healthy front its
position, and pictuiesqm in everv use
of tlie word. Our tepts, built of logs and covered with tent cloth, were large and quite comfortable. Good water was plenty, wood easily
obtained, the men were healthy, and this winter was the most pleasant experience we enjoyelevated

si

ed while in the army.
tigue duty, and only

There

was

but little fa-

picket

small section of

a

line to sustain, and a large portion of our Mine
was devoted to such amusements as we could
devise in camp. The principal feature in these

practical, good-natured jokes we used
to practice upon each other.
In our company
there were about thirty men. nearly all of whom
were less than thirty years of age.
As 1 recall
the

were

the names of thosi brave fellows, and think of
the amusements of that winter, I am almost

tempted

write that it was the

to

happiest period

of luy

life. Many recruits came to tis that
inter, and of course they w ere proper subjects
for practical jokes. One fellow from the backwood- of Maine reached the regime lit late in tin

w

aucriioou.

the

boys

nr

soon

that his

r, ..a:,;:

fear in

only

:re:’

a

becoming a

do thi* in

to

a

■!

soldier

that he would not lie able to stand on
/Mi." He felt that it would require

great deal of practice

skilful

man-

lier.

and since he had decided to enlist he had
had a moment's time to practice it. Of
the hoys had a great ileal of sympathv fol-

course

ium. and

kindly promised

which he

was

to assist

him. for

very thankful. They informed
him how difficult a thing it w as for them when

began.

tirst

They accompanied

him to the

lower end of the street, where a post some four
feet in height and -i\ inches in diameter tva>
set upright in the ground.
The upper end was
sharpened nearly to a point: and with a little
assistance the recruit succeeded in reaching its
sharpened top. and in the evening twilight, for
m arly two long hours, lie
managed to maintain
his position, and received the compliments of
his comrades. He then went to his tent, proud

■f the fact that he had mastered
problem in so brief a time.

so

difficult

a

Another recruit, fresh from the -ehool- and
relined society, hut who had never seen much
of the world, came to our company. The boy s
saw at a glance that
he was a glorious subject
for a practical joke, and anxiously waited for
It soon came.

opportunity

I'he young man
was very contidenfial. and before he had been
with II- a whole day. revealed all hi- plans.
He had enlisted, knowing t hat his duration and
an

polislc

d manners would

tion.

if

I

weeks,

course

so

give

he would be

he had

brought

rapid promopri\ate but a few

him

a

an

officer's uniform

with him. and had the whole suit

plans

we

he asked if

were

we

packed in hideeply interested

could advise him in

any way that would assist in his promotion: lie
would do anything to gain success in that line.
Various things were spoken of by his advisers,
which, if done, might aid him in his enmnicndablc ambition. < >ne remarked that e\tra\ agate-,
in the

of (iovernnient stores was the great
vil of the army, and when the officers noticed

that

use

mail was

a

prudent, and

looked out for th

interests of the <iovernnient. he

was

always
t inly

We all took the hint,

conversation fresh ammunihad been issued to our regiment, and that
which w e had carried so long, having become

ti'

n

worthless by exposure to air and moisture, was
thrown away.
The cartridges were scattered
along the street and through our tents. "Yes,
that is so." continued another. "Now, there are
those

cartridges:

it

wasted, and I have

ustereil he had

all old reteraus he had
cruits and which lie

a

profound respect,

a

Blit like

us.

great contempt for

re-

anxious to dis-

always

was

is too bad to have them
no

in

As 1 think of his kindness to me. 1 almost

trust. Daniel learned some crook-

positions of

ed ways. He learned by observation that the
longer lie boiled the rations of fat pork, the
more

lard would rise

to

the surface of the wa-

when it was cooled. He

ter

quickly

took advan-

tage of this discovery, and by purchasing flour
at the sutler's soon built up quite a business
frying doughnuts and selling them to us at tinrate of about ten cents apiece. We used to
complain to hhn that the doughnut business
sadly interfered with our rations of meat, but

always gave u- to understand that he knew
liis own business. There were but few of us

lie

who had any money to buy with, but we wore
all exceedingly fond of doughnuts, and many
the schemes we devised to come into possession of the coveted stores. Due fellow would
were

'ogive him advice upvery important matter, and he was
never known to refuse a request of this nature.
invite Daniel to his tent
some

on

While he

thus

was

occupied

graceless

some

scamps would ■ liter the cook house. break open
the well known box under tin- table, and bear
away half a peck of the stolen luxuries. Soon
after wt would see him coining from bis tent,

pielurt d on every feature, and \ eiigeanee
ringing in even step. He would make known
to lls liis loss.
II iw deeply we would sympawratli

thize

Some one would chance to re-

itb him.

u

member that la-

recruit coming from the

,,w a

direction of the cook house
A

-hurt time before.

:c

enough,

hint was

ami upon their luckless
heads he would pour the vials of liis wrath.
Then in the kindness of his heart he would
forth the remainder of

bring

tin-

doughnuts

ami divide them among his sympathizers, as a
-■/,
reward for tin .V /..
The last joke we play-

ed. however,

was

rather overdone, aud com-

pletely destroyed this branch of the cook's business.
It was payday. The soldiers bad lotof money, and the cook had planned for a rich
harvest. The rations of pork had been so large
that lie did not think it w ise to issue them all to

a

not

they

n

play.

well represented by several regiments, and in
the little cemetery on the hillside we built a
wooden monument and dedicated it to the mem-

returned and

iment was

feel condemned for the many jokes the utle. tellurs played upon him. Like many other men

The assault was one of the most

we

He was a generous, kind hearted man. and for
hoys who went out with him when the reg-

The rebels hail

brilliant and successful of the

the rocks

cookery. Among mess pans, camp kettles,
and dish cloths. Daniel shone peerless and alone.

and it had been

strongly
garrisoned by tin- brigades of Generals lloke and Hayes.
A detachment of eighty men from our regiment,
under the command of Captain \Y. G. Morrill,
had co-operated with a portion of the sixth
corps in its capture on the 7th of the previous
was

fortified this

more

march in the ranks, and 1 think lie never eifrried a rifle. But no man in the Army of the
of

rolled

much

one

Of course he could not

crooked than its mate.

of the l’otomae went into

lie was

leg shorter

one

a

STATION.

I

description

the

of him, and also thank me for revelatious

regiment encamped at Rappahannock Station
for tin' purpose of guarding the railroad bridge
at that place.
Our camp was on the crest of a

rapidly promoted.
th.1 day before thi-

Before leaving Europe in is.'Id lie had met, in
very much the manner described in "Hyperion,” tlie lady who was destined to be bis second wife, then Aliss Fanny Appleton, daughter
of the late Nathan Appleton, of Boston, and
sister of Thomas Gold Appleton, a well-known
author and art critic of that city. Those id’ its.
who can recall the second Airs. Longfellow will
never forget her distinguished and noble presence or the rare beauty of "those
deep, iinutlerable eyes" the poet sang. It is known that
bis suit was not at first acceptable to her, and
that she was not entirely gratified at being
the recognized theme of a romance so highly
wrought. There certainly was some reluctant
delay about the matter, as the romance was
published in is:i(>, and it was not till duly, ]s4:>.
that the second marriage of Air. Longfellow
took place. It was to him the source of the
most unmingled happiness for many years,
ending at last in a tragedy as intense amt concentrated as ever poet dreamed. On duly it,
Mil, his idolized wife was burned to death in
his very presence, by her clothing taking tire,
in spite of all efforts to extinguish the Haines.
The shock to Air. Longfellow was so great that
for a time it seemed as if reason itself was in
danger; and though he came gradually back to
bis accustomed life and pursuits, lie seemed
thenceforward an old man.
Act he turned
again to his work, and there was hardly an
abatement to bis activity until within thru'
months of his death.
[X. A Evening Rost.
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Airs. Longfellow died during his second sojourn in Europe, at Rotterdam. November Ah.
lsffi. How profound was the impression produced upon him is evident from the "Footsteps
of Angels" ami from the allusions in the early
part of "Hyperion.” Airs. Longfellow was, by
the testimony of all who knew her, a person of
rare loveliness of person and mind.
Her
maiden name was Alary Storer Rotter, she being the daughter of Barrett Rotter and Anne
(Storer) Rotter of Portland. Her father was a
judge of probate and a man of strong character,
holding very decided views as to education.
Although himself an old-fashioned classical
scholar, he believed the study of Greek and
Latin to be unsuitable for girls; all else was
open to them—modern languages, literature,
and mathematics. For all these, especially the
last, his daughter Alary had a strong taste : her
note-books, presen t'd by her family, gave, for
instance, ample and accurate reports, recorded
as being "from memory." of a serie- of astronomical lectures; and she learned to calculate
eclipses, which must have been unite beyond
the average attainments of young girls of her
day. She was several years a pupil at the excellent school of Aliss Cushing, at llingham;
and till her school papers, abstracts, and compositions show a thoughtful and well-trained
mind. Some exhibit a metaphysical turn, others
are girlish studies in history and geography, but
the love of literature i- visible everywhere, in
copious extracts from the favorite authors of
that day—Cowper. Young. Airs. Homans, Bernard, Barton and even Coleridge and Shelley.
Further on in the series of note-books the handwriting becomes tinner and maturer. and notes
and translations appear upon the pages in the
unmistakable autograph of Longfellow, almost
precisely the same at J4 as at 74. Strange that
while ail else in and around us changes, this
trivial accident called our hand-writing, shou i
so often be the one permanent and unalterable
trait!
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Sketches

doubt the t'olonel would

Hound after round of

the men.
laid

carefully

away. < if
stood all about it. This

pork had been
boys underday had been a busy
the

course

one

for Daniel, and

as

and

industry

possession of (wo large
with liquid lard. He had

lie

was

result of his economy

a

in

cauip kettles tilled
placed them under the table to cool, and two
kettles of

s

niilar size. tilled with water. wer<

sitting upon the floor of his rook house. This
building was covered with cotton cloth. Its
walls were mad< of pine logs, pitchy and dry.
The chimney was made of barrels, above the
tire place of rocks, and of course the former
like tinder. Morrison. Daniel's must trust-

were

ed friend, called at the eook house and informed Daniel that tile sutler

ished to

w

The summons was

moment.

see

him

a

quickly obeyed.

When his form vanished through llie tents the
were set on tire and the kettles of lard

barrels

exchanged positions w it H tin kettle- of water
spiral tomne- of flame are en encircling

Soon

the sooty barrels. Some
I- caught up, and tin ■!

cries-i,

one

!

■

! The cry

t lit 1::

resounds

Ilie.'1'
along the line. "l’»i«/«y II'
yell a hundred men. At that moment vv
Daniel advancing mi the double quick: never
before bad those illy mated legs done -mil unim

e

form service.

see

Breathless ami with flushed fan-

lie crosses the door -ill of that establishment
where he alum-

posed

vv a- king,
seizing what lie -apkettle of water in- hurled it upon
flames, and vv it bout waiting to tint ice

was a

the greet ly
the result, tie

kettle number two

ettioeiiis of

followed those ol number

A black flame

one.

of lire sprang tifty feet into the air. ami in a
moment the whole cook house was a mass of
tire.
It was with much difficulty that we prevented tin-flames from spreading through the
vv hole
eneamprm-nt. Boor Haiti' I was complete-

ly demoralized.

He

sat

ruins of his home and

w.

down

by

A ft

pt.

the smoking
of us gath-

w

ered around him and
over

sympathiz'd with him
putting away
the lard.
! our siirpris

the fatal mistake he made in

the water instead of

■>

lie shook his head, a- if In did ti"l In-lit v- our
theory of tin disaster. Lieut. Bickford, com-

manding the company come down to « here v\
were talking, and with a frown on his face amt
a smile of mirth twinkling u hiryes, asked lithe cause of the tire.

Morr-soit and others gas e
t- it.
But unfortu-

various theories in relation

nately

for

tin- Lieutenant

it-,

ami had known us for

some

vs a> an

old soldier,

time. A- lie turni d

away he remark'd. ••Morrison, volt and < It rrisli
and Tarbell and (i Union must rebuild that cook

promote any man who would gather them up
and carry them to his tent, hut I won't do it."
"Neither will I." said speaker number three. "1

this decision, aud for two

enlisted to shoot rebels: I am perfectly
w ado in blood, but I w on't do such

was mi appeal from
long days we toiled

in the work of

1 >amV! did in; exult

over its

to

that if 1

never

am

willing
w

ork

as

promoted." After this patri-

otic declaration lie y awned and turned over in
his berth as if he would sleep,
lint the bait
had been swallowed. The recruit glided from
the little group of soldiers, went to the cook

house

immediately.''

in

our

There

rebuilding.

misfortune: but there was

a

look

satisfaction upon hi- fact- a- he took charge
of the building squad, to which position he had
been assigned by tin Lieut, commanding.
of

AN H|.i> Bias vlt.

house, borrowed

two large camp kittles, and
the tents and streets he went, un-

through

then

til the ki ttles

nearly tilled with cartridges,
and he had all the load he could possible earn
Then staggering along with a kettle in each
w ere

hand, he walked to the

l

t'd the

on

olomTs tent, lie (lasduty there, and did
not halt until he had reached the doorway
He

guard

who was

then gave a smart knock, with the assurance of
w ho is confident of
receiving a w arm w elcome.
One of the field officers answered the
one

The expectant recruit made known
The officer glanced down the

summons.

Editorial

Sain Hard can cook eggs fifty ilitt'oivnt ways,
a better poet than Oscar H'ihle.
New let
the American eagle scream!

anil is

Too-too is the name of

and

the

laughing soldiers. He took
in the whole situation at a glance. There was
a scow l, an oath, a
vanishing officer, a door
closing with a fearful slam, and Company II
yelled and howled with delight. The sounds of
merriment must have grated harshly upon the
saw

of the poor fellow who had been the victim. This episode crushed his expectations,
and we never heard him utter the word promotion again.
ears

jokes

These

not eontiueil to each otlier,
but the men in the ranks took great delight in

The bread was mouldy,
very poor rations.
hard, and unfit to eat. There were no rations
of meat,and as for the coffee and sugar, the grip
of the Quartermaster could tie detected in every
on

spoonful.

There was a Chaplain in the region lit
supposed to look after the interests of
the men. especially if they were sick: but the
boys thought that this one paid too much attenwho

was

tion to the officers and too little to them,
never came

when he met
and well fed

as

he

to their tents or

spoke with them
them, lie was a remarkably sleek
looking individual. One day he,

in company with some officers from another

regiment, passed through a company street just
as the men were eating dinner.
The Chaplain
had his hands behind him, and wore
isfied look.
the

ground

a

self-sat-

A wag by the name of Dick sat on
by his tent door, trving to eat the

rhere

■

Southern Democratic papers are declaring
that their party wants another Jackson.
W onder if they have heard of Hoisted!'
An hotel clerk

speak- in very complimentary
of Koscoe Conkling. This i- not surprisThe popular estimate of the average hotel

terms

ing.

clerk is

a

Conkling
Maine

grandiloquent, supercilious being, and
tills the bill exactly.
capitalists

would do well to look at

home for investments.
and worthless

Bogus

Dakota bonds

mining

cipal

stock involve los- of prinand interest, while Maine municipal bonds

offer

good security

and

a

fair rate of interest.

The anti-dance movement

were

practicing them upon the officers whom they
did not like, when it could he done innocently.
At one time a regiment in camp was living up-

post otliec recently

a

established in Madison county, \labama.
is only one post offii -, however.

his business.
street

Notes.

reached the

Province of

appears to have
Novia Scotia. The

follow ing advertisement was recently
Glasgow Plain Dealer—

published

in the New

I have a sister that has been attending the
dance in New Glasgow, whom I will name in
the public press if she continues to keep the
company she is at present keeping, she conies
about 12 miles to the dance: and she generally
seats herself near the tiddler.
A l.ovri: in Dra i ni v.
The Christian Mirror does not meddle with
party polities, hut says its motto is the trite one,

"Principles, not men." And"oneof these principles, which in all proper times and ways it
hopes faithfully to uphold, is the righteousness
and expediency of our well known prohibitory
law." This law the Mirror believes to be right
in principle, and although imperfectly executed,

one

the

people as

that has conferred great benefits upon
a whole.

The New York Herald recently issued it septuple sheet, consisting of twenty-eight pages,
and containing one hundred and sixty-eight col-

musty hard tack.

umns

look

columns were tilled with advertisements. If the

Assuming almost an idiotic
Chaplain approached, he inquired
very innocently, “Chaplain, will you be kind
enough to tell me what the two capital letters,
I!, '., stand for when they are printed together
upon anything." “(Hi, yes," blandly answered
the Chaplain, raising his voice so loud that it
as

the

would attract the attention of all the men in the
street.

It means before the birth of our Saviour

—previous to the beginning of the Christian
era.” He proceeded to give quite a profound

of type, of which one hundred and seven

paper used in printing this edition was unrolled
and united it would extend from New York to
a

point thirty

miles this side of Portland. Three

hundred and ninety-two stereotype plates, each

weighing forty pounds, or a total of fifteen thoueighty pounds, were used
in printing the edition. The amount of printed
matter was about equal to two numbers of Harper's Magazine.
sand, six hundred and

Maine
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of tin railways in Maim1 the Central is taxed
for the largest amount, the Eastern the second
largest, while the Boston and Maine ranks third.
The demand of the Portland ship carpenters
for an increase of do cents a day has been

Matters.

VAl.l' \1U.K

I llKsi AlK.

i;

ikstimom

\

I.«

granted.

On the
(.rant,

seventh of last August Mr. Isaac II.
tin White Head Light, perdeed.
A storm was raging,
and the weather was
thick that it was only
occasionally, as tin- fog lifted, that objects could
be seen out at sea. During one of tln se intervals Mr. Grant espied a boat eapsized and two
men clinging to her bottom,
lie immediately
dispatched his little daughter to tin life saving
station for aid. ordered his wife to attend to the
fog signal, and put out t" tin* rescue of the men
in his little boat, accompanied b\ bis sin. ><»
violent was the storm that the mast and sails
had to l»e thrown overboard, and it was with
the greatest difficulty the shipwrecked men
were reached and taken aboard.
Ill consequence of this gallant rescue the Secretary of the Navy has forwarded to Captain
Pickering. Commander of this Light District, a
magnilie. nt silver medal, which lie will present
to Sir. Grant.
It is of a si/• muMi Iarg« r than
a dollar, and very heavy.
It has th«* following
inscription. On the obverse side is a female
liguiv reselling a drowning man. surrounded by
t!i' words, •■Life Saving Medal of 11.« Second
class, Cnited States of America.” On the reverse is a laurel wreath encircling the inscription :
To
Isaac H. (.rant
for
Heroic Kil’ort
in
Saving Human Life
Aug. 7th. 1-ssi.
Around the rim runs tin words, I n test imoin
of heroic deeds in s;i\ mg life from the perils of
the sea,”
[Portland Press.

Among Longfellow's classmates at Bowdoin
in IsAA were John ($. C. Abbot, the
historian; Jonathan Cilly. the Maine Congressman
who fell in the duel with Representative AVm.
J. Craves, of the Louisville district: J. \V.
Bradley, the eminent lawyer and politician:
(n'orge B. < 'hoover, the anti-slavery advocate;
Nathaniel Hawthorne and others who achieved
eminence.
It is rumored that the new steamer State of
Maine, of the international line, will run direct
from Bust m to Bar Harbor the coming season,
to accommodate summer travel.
Longfellow memorial services were held in
main churches in different cities of the State
las* Sunday.
An Augusta despatch to the Portland Press
say s it is about settled that the Coventor will
call an extra session of the Legislature for redistricting the State.
The Executive Council has adjourned to April
24th.
The State pension business has been
placed temporarily in charge of the Secretary
uf State. Cov. l’laistcd has appointed M. M.
Folsom, of Oldtown. as aide on his stall, with
tin rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. ColJ F. H.
Strickland has been appointed colonel of the
coiid regiment.
The Bath Times wants a printer competent
to take charge of its news room.
Mi ssfs. Burleigh and Bodwell of Vassalboro'
and Hallowed have just closed what is w ithout
doubt the greatest private sale of thoroughbred
cattle ever made in New England, if not in the
I nitial States. They sold fifty-four lieall of imported Hereford cattle to Messrs. Fow ler and
Van N'etterof Lafayette. Hub. the largest cattle breeder'in that State. Mr. 11. C. Burleigh
w ill at once make plans for again going abroad
early tin- coming summer to select a new herd
of this most popular brei d. which he will bring
to Maine another fall.
The Bucksport and Bangor Road is the long-t line of three-feet gauge in New England.
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'j»' rial despatch l'r.»m Philadelphia to tin
Boston d. uirnal mid* r da « of March 2th h, a \ -:
Considerable stir has 1>* < 1 caused in official circles by tin demand of the Covernun lit for S;>o."oo
j»aid by t• \-1 >tmaster Bingham to C. K.
hicks,of the l>j\ Island Cranih Company
four or five years aim. Wh<n tin* N< w York
Post otlio was finished the (lovernmeiif direeid the plant on I»i\ Island, Maim to 1m sold.
\11 advertisement was tiirured and inserted in
an ohseiire paper, miiuis tin usual reservation
r iiat tin < ioYeminent w n 1<1
reject bids that did
not suit it.
This made it an absolute sale. Tin
I‘ix Island Company purchased tin Covrrnmeu:
j hint h r *1 .boo. althnUirh it was appraised a.
sIu-j.ooo. s.t.m after a portion of the >am«
piaut was -a sold to tin Covernmcnt for s:in.01 Ml.
he UTa 11 i: to he 11', d for tin P:iilad'-]phia
Post Oilier. Supervising \rehitrct Mullen directed lliuirham t<> pay tin sbn.nun to c. P.
i m ksi 'ii. w hich he did.
When tic
account
came to he audit'd at the Treasury l>-partment
tin- original sale was declared irreirular. and
<
"injitrolh-r Taylor refused to p iss the bill.
Vfter laying for Iiv < years a demand has been
made upon Binirham to settle his accounts,
vvh h h<• refusrs io<loun!'
Mull, tt n im!mi's
him for the sum expended.
The l»ix Island
afterward
sold
another
Company
part ,-1 the
plant for s,,ni4 \ < vv York inferior state buildinirs. and cleared *>v. r spin.on,i on w liat eosi it
Si.boo. The matter B to he v«^itilat*•< 1.
\ ia.ier re| «»rt 'ay > that the impress-,,n aiwu
by 11 above sj ;i t rim lit that the ipUUTY soid for
Slbno is riToneoiis. Tile •piarry.it apprars. m ,-r
l»el<mired to tin irovernment at all. Tin facts
an- that
the Treasury huildinu a.1 Washington was roiitract. ,1 to 1m built of this I>i\ Island
-rranite. Tin* irovernm> :it contracted w ith Mr.
1 >i\on. the ow in r <»f tlie <piaiTy. to f11mish the
r*muh stoiie only and und< rlook it .self to put
up the m <•, svary build inim for tie w orknn-n, and
'Uppiy the workmen, jilant. tools, lab ax etc.
idle rolitraet ic illlT completed, these hllildi IL1'.
tools. < i,
hrloniiin^ to the "ov- rnm. nt. and
for which it paid sunn1 sbo.oon or more, wenadvertised
for sale in the usual way.
pubiiely
<
w. iv sent hi. and
A thes<
July a few tend*
M r. ! >ixon's iiriuir tin hi.u'liest. vv as accepted.
A
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All the leading

papers of Paris hail notices of
Longfellow's death.
:

Tin issue of the u. w tive-eeiit Gartield postage
stamp will begin April loth.
Thi spinin rs in the Sagamore Mill at
lliii r liavi ileeided to strike.

Kail

Legislature,

of the

this unnecessary cost.
Jacksonian Governor
the State Treason

And so, for

posed

'Then

a*

time.

a

have

lMaisted. carry the Legislature, and send a Fusion Senator and four Fusion Representatives

Tin-pro-pcrt« of the Delaware peach crop

That was before the spring
t> Washington.
electi* ns. Since then the bottom seems to have
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The student- «.i Bovvdoin eolicgc met March
-sth and pas.-ed appropriate resolutions in
fellow. Th
r*-<»lumemory ..f tie poet
tion- are as follow- :
Whereas, by tic death of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow an overruling pr*»\ idene. ha-summoned to an immortal heme a p... r t. ar to the
hearts of all: and wlirn*. a-, once cm meet ed with
this institution a- student and a teat-h* r and in
after lift as a light in the literary world lie has
been among the most cheri-hcd -on- -t Alma
Mater.
IL-soh ed. That while \\e deeply deph iv hidcatli.\et w< nianilt-t wir hear;felt thankfidHe-- for the
xample of hi- life.
Ite-olvet 1. That although "" cannot add 1«» th«
Tic-worhl
has hardly e. a- d t*. rt-ntFr
homage
at the emu ning point of hi- lit? .-a -tiht-h-we de-iiv t«»
xpre— anew "ur -im-< t- : .mi.:
Tit.n of his genius.
Kesolveil, That witii thos. who were intimately connected with the departed u*- must
deeply grie\e o\el* f lie -t \«Ted tie-. We illollHi
his loss to u- all ami perpetuate hi- m< inon in
our hearts.
KM out I

III

I.lql I»t; l. \\\
Since tli' inaugural ion of tie u. w rity <io\
e
ri in* nt "f Pori land. a<
op. ration- :, ir:i i, l-t
liquor sellers IiaVe been lyLllii !.\ til-- police ili
accordance with iiistnieti.-nmu Mayor * has.
F. Libby.
There ar
Puir -](-ia 1 deputy
sheriffs under Mu-riff >
-v. all
Fusimiists.
w host
special duly i! iwage war on tilt
ruinseller-: lately ii i- a—erted tin y ha\e don.
et.inparativt ly nothing t< n force tlie law. I hPre-s of >aturtlay morning contained tin* following from N< a I 1 >o\n :
1'oth lbnu.rabif < -unity < mnniis-iomrs
1
am just !e.lie from Ma--a. !iiisett- and t-aiie- to
yt.ur oliiee immediately to nler a formal j*r<»test against tie payment by the < minty of the
hills ot the four deputy she rill- appointed to ufm-o tie- anti-li m*»r law.
1 wi-h in this hasty
way to notify tie < ommi--ioiier- that l will
pre-cut to them-itch a protest in the name of
tie-tax payers.
le -peetfulh your-.
Portland. March ;•!. lss-_».
\i m. jn.u.
MI N I

«*l

I

■

in <;kni:i: \k.

Fast Maehia- has ;’.7 residents who ar<-o\er
71'1 wars of ag -.
At the annual town meeting. Addison\.*n d
for the shore Line railroad subsidyu ‘.*2 in fa\ -r
to 57 against raising tin mom y.
flit P.itltleford Tine
-ay> ihe pro-peet now
is that tin- lumber business w ill he brisk in that
vicinitv for st»m» time to <•<>m<.
It i- f-timatetl that tln-re are at piv-t-nt actively employed in mining in the Hancock
county mine- a thou-and nidi.
rilftv i- talk of a race between the crews of
P.owdoin Ft.llege ami W*-ley an l liiwrsity at
Lake < .et.rg. or at >pring1'n Id in .!mu
Mr. Part !< n. w In. u a- )• <•! 1 ..u.- ,,f tin- Selectmen of Kliot March 2Mh is ihe tirst IT put*1 ia n eli«
nit. ofliet in that n.wn in lift* uv. ar-.
Mayor Libby, of Portland, has told his police
that they will b.
\p.. t. d to nfmve all lawimpartially, including tin- liquor law
i’lle Poll lull l kero- u- Work- employ about
•*" m n at
pm-eiit. When running full rat*t hey employ about 5o in* n and
produce wurlv
o\ er l .non/urn gallons of refined oil.
Thomas M. IP •* d. of Bath, died March gs. at
tin
Arlington Hotel. Washington, aged 7s.
1 »•-ceased wa- long on* of t in foremost Ini-iin -.men of lii- city ami State.
By the deei.-ion t.f the -upreim court in the
-uit of tin- Manchester and Keene railroad
against the city of K. * m-, Messrs. W. P. Fry.
and d. 5’. Seruton. of l.« wi-ton. u ill each gain
S-j5.noo.
A petition i- eir.-uiatimr through tin- State
praying --that a competent woman physician
may l«- appointed a- assistant in the Maim* Insane Asylum, to have charge of those of her
*Avn st \ who have b'-t n. <»r mav b;consigned
thereto.**
1 In* town debt«»t .loin -port i- s i ,5ou ami one
«'t tin-town's public-pirited and liberal citizens
‘'tiered to pay on* -half of tin* debt, provided the
other half would be raised by subscription.
IP*v. daeob Bray, th<-oldest P.apti-t Minister
in .Maine, died in Bridgeton. March ^‘dth. aged
over ss years,
lb- i- the last -ur\ iving metuber
blit om*of tin* Bridgeton < ah in Baptist
hun-h.
Blam-he Howard, tin- author of -om Summer" and “Aunt Serena." i- now in Stuttgart,
and lias under Jut charge Lawrence Barrett's
three daughters. Sin- has a permanent home
there, and ha- live or six \in<-riean girls with
her.
There i- much inter* -t in Knox county over
th*- approaching trial of Hon. L. M. Staple- of
Washington, w in* i> charged by the<»rami Jury
w ith
mi-appropriating the town'- funds while
la* was Chairman of tin* Selectmen. Mr. Staple-. who was formerly I h-mocratic <ountv
Attorney, says that a large part of tin-detieieuev
charge*l against him <■< n-i-t- of matters witii
w hich h<- had nothing to do.
Tile ice on tin- Kennebec is rapidly breaking
up. Ill a few days the river will he opened for
navigation, and the shipment of ire will be immediately commenced. Then* arc now over L000,000 tolls ot i' stored on the Kennebec, most
of which w ill he -hipped the coining season.
The Kpiscopul Society of Augusta has in contemplation the erection of ail old ladies'home.
The Bangor opera Ilou-* i- to he opened with
“Kosedalc.” Aj»ril IT. Frank A. Owoi i- t*» !»■
manager.
The town meeting at Hast port. March 2!hh.
was very exciting.
'J'he Fusiotiists elected \V.
•I. Fisher moderator. by 201 against ts7 for
Joseph Anderson; also elected one selectman
and port warden.
The Republicans elected
two selectmen and the road commissioner.
These were the only offices contested for.
Messrs. A. V. Denison A Co. are having ."i.Oim
ords of poplar wood cut in Mexico and Carthage for their pulp mill at Canton. The wood
is jij.fsi to st, at the mill. The Messrs. Denison
make 350,000 to 400.000 pounds of pulp per
month. Aland eight carloads of paper pul]i
per month are shipped to various paper mills,
and about the same amount is used at tin- company’- paper mills at Mechanic Falls.
An alleged commercial traveller has victimized several Ihingor and Bueksport liven men
In hiring teams and making off w ith them, lie
took two horses to Boston and sold them at
auction. The fellow is still at large.
Mrs. Dan’1 Desliou. lot years old, died at her
home in Portland Thfirsdav night. She was
one of the first residents of Portland,
There is an increasing temperance interest
through Aroostook eountv.
The annual meeting of the Harvard ( lull of
Maine in Portland was held Thursdav night
and the following othe rs elected: President.
Rev. Thomas Hill, D. I).. ( lass of '43: N ice
Presidents. Rev. Asa Dalton. '4s. (ieo. C. Burgess,W; Treasurer. Albro K. Chase. '05: Secretary. Win. M. Bradley. 'Tli.
A carrier for the Portland Advertiser lias a
dog that takes (lie papers from ill's master, on
one of tile up-town routes where there are
many residences with high flight* of steps, carries them uu the steps, pushes open tile stormdoor with his nose, deposits the paper and
comes bounding down, wagging his tail mid
harking for more papers.

Longfellow memorial exercises wit! held
in Boston. New York anil London Sunday.
li

i-

ported that Minister lliirllmt died
of heart disease at Lima March gs.

r

suddenly
n

The remains of general Kilpatrick are to he
moved from Santiago to the l nited States.

I.i' iit. Harper's search for DeLong has hern
• I- laved
hy the ilitliculty of procuring a steamer.
row 1 log. convicted of the murder of Spotted Tail, has been sentenced to lie bang'll Mav
11.

'Hie reverse
intelligent farmers of Maim
proposition i* the correct one. viz: That

of the

lion. II. T. M rriek lias been appointed assistant council for the government in the star
lhnitr eases.
Washington special sax it i- reported that
•Mm I. Davenport has discovered the author of
the Morey letter.
\

Mr. Blaine lias ... asked to address
tional Kdueational A-soriation at its

meeting

title

Naannual

Saratoga.

at

Mrs. Wall, who -hot her husband at New
1 1 rrr ht. N. Y.. has been indicted for manslaughter in the third degree.
Tl-e council for the defence in die Marjroutr
ra.-e- are re-orting to
very imaginable -ijibterfugi to stave off a trial.
to tie nil Butler lias positively declined t D take
part in any of the pr."dings which ms}- fol-

low ill tin (rllitrall

ease.

The Treasury I lepartment annoiinee- that the
balance is becoming so large that another bond
call will shortly lie issued.

gradually]

The A.

i. Stewart estate is
and
purposely ri liaising it- hold oil business, intending to roiim|ui-h it altogether.
President has approved the act granting
to Mr-. I.tteretia (lartield, Mr-. S. ('.
I’olk. and Mrs. Julia <>. Polk.
I ll

pen-ions

monthly debt statement shows thy- dcrf a-e during March to he sd>t.-hl2.!4U.7J.
Cash
in the treasury s2oJ.'J!ll.701.72.
The

It i- hrlirv ii that more oats, wheat, and corn
have been planted in Georgia litis season than
in any pre\ ions year since the war.
t >vv
ing to a lack of harmony in liis party-, exS[o alo-r Kandaii declines to serve on the i >emoeratie ity committee, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Sterling P. Rounds, nominated for public
printer, i- atiout tifty-tive years of age. and a

native of Vermont,

ilr

i-

a

practical printer.

wind storm at Reading, l'enn-ylvania.Sunday blew down a number of buildings. Three
person- were killed and several badly injured.
\

vv ill publish a limited edition of the
ongn
trial of tDii!'an. which will make about 2000
printed pages, to be edited hv District Attorney
< orkbill.
--

l iie bark (iraliams Polly was destroyed by
tin off I ted lor'- 1-land after her captain hail
I a-* ii compelled to return to port by a mutitiouilegro crew.
bark
ll'-nry Poster, tin Spiritualist and
medium, who iias attained considerable notoin
Boston.
New A orb and abroad, is dying
riety
in tin- Insane Asylum at Denver.-. Mass.
in tin suit of Richard M. 1 toe against Conrad
Iv abler of liicago, for infringement of tin- line
newspaper-folder. Judge Iilatehford lias divided in favor of the Hoe folder.
-i

nator

l.og;m lias ... afflicted of late with

inflammatory rheumatism and indications of
what i.- known as Bright's disease. He iias
goin to tin Hot Springs of Arkansas.
'the I'ill of except ions ill the Guiteau ease lias
bei n signed by Judge Cox. The exceptions
! alien are the iioii-admi'siiiii of ev idenre and the
ruling on certain points of the law.
Mr
iiarles Laiiman. who lias been intimate
with the late Mr. Longfellow for many years,
ill -o .ii publish a chapter of interesting releolI". lion-, vvitli eight or ten original letters.

w

A heavy
sin i rails,

decline iias recently taken place ill
price- having fallen £1(> since Jan. L
opportunity for a saving of several

This git.
hundred dollars per mile in railroad const ruction.
terrible blizzard swept over Dakota a few
day since, by which a number of people lost
their lives, por some unexplained reason tile
facts in the matter were suppressed for a number of days.
A

The

again-t (ten.

'urtis,

charge

of
receiving money from New York custom lionise
the
last
w
employees during
campaign, as qiuish> d in the L.
>. Criminal Court.
Thursday. It
is understood that this is the last of the ease.
ease

<

on

a

ornelitis ,1. Vanderbilt, brother of "William
JL. shot himself through the head at the Glenham hotel. New York Sunday, dying soon after,
lb w:i- a continued epileptic, and had not been
on speaking terms with hi- brother since the contest over their father's will.
<

Mrs. GariicM i- preparing to leave Clev eland,
and will take tier children and the late President's mother t<> Mentor for the summer.
"Law titirld" i- but three miles from Lake Erie
and only four from the famous Little Mountain.
The cemetery lies between it and Cleveland.
A steamer was burned at Memphis. Thursdav
morning, ami between thirty and fifty people
lost their lives.
The second engineer first discovered the tire and might have escaped with
liis own life, but lie gave the alarm and then
-tood at liis post until his escape was cut off by
the llames.

guided in

by considerations of party
advantage. Now it is positively

this matter
that

an

extra session is to be called.

talk of economy.

more

no

and perasserted
to

tin*

ber of

The Catholic Provincial Council, which recently met at Cincinnati, lias prepared a pastoral letter to he read in the churches. It denounces the arbitrary rules of labor unions, delines the duty of obedience of Catholics to the
church, denounces the Irish World, and expresses sympathy with the Irish people in their
efforts to ameliorate their condition.
The Boston Journal says: March went out
like a lion. The day was cold and blustering,
while the high wind, which blew at the rate of
’Ji miles an hour during a portion of the day,
whirled clouds of dust into the eyes of pedestrians. The maximum thermometer was 35 deg.,
the minimum 23 deg., and the mean 27 deg.
It
was the coldest day since March 15, when the
mean temperature’was 25 deg.
■I. W. Seliuckers, who was responsible for
Garlic-Id’s letter to Chase being made public,
wrote a biography of Chase and then turned
Greeiihackcr. and’tlie reason why he took this
opportunity to injure Garfield's reputation is
apparently the fact that Garfield handled him
very severely in the great Ohio campaign of
1877. Schuckcrs and Judge Kelley were misstating the history of English resumption early
in the century, arid were demolished bv Garfield.

on

see

de-

large

a

came

be solved.

The last is>ue dt!
a

letter from H.
a

".

|

Downing writes to the Boston
a deep and widespread

di*satisfaction among the colored adherents to
the Republican party.** Mr. Downing is a colored man. and

as

keeper

of the lion***

r*

staurant

for many years, dealt out dv spepsia and whiskey
—tlie latter under the name of ••cold tea"—to
Win

Congressmen.
Mr.

Downing

the Democrats earn** in

n

tried to retain the

place

and fail-

What lie

isfaction" would
i> concerned.

cease,

*<»

far

as

Mr. Downing

of

and

«

uli*-dor Tom

x-(

appeared

Murphy,

iuiou- feeling had almost nothing to do
with the action of the mobs. She makes a strong
• •ase. and
her article is well worth reading.
The
statements in regard to the deeds ot the kahalti and
and belli din- are ahuo-t incredible and remind one
of the organization and conspiracies of the Jesuits
and lh.it

in the Boston Traveller.

Murphy

of tbi* ridiculous attempt to put
a ridiculous light before the coun-

try.
The brief mention of

Longfellow's

treasury.
The public

Lugenc "die. It will arouse a lively eonand the next Century will have a reply to
her article. However, the excitement in regard to

tr *ver.-y.
tin -libit

givt

ment. and yet tin newspapers of the world, including all the London dailies, have devoted

leading editorials to the dead poet. Maine has
produced many distinguished men and women,
who have

won a

wider

or more

endur-

ing fame than Longfellow, and the papers of
his native State should not have been outdone

by

strangers in

paying

tribute to his memory.

publish
of Army

We

this week the lirst articleof

a new

Jr.,

good d- a! in thi-

a;

These sketches are attracting

one.

a

good
praise

<

Don't mention it.

You

are

quite

welcome.

fare to Montana—

That amount would have brought them to
Florida and secured them forty acres of land
within stone-throw of railroads.
The Republican .Journal, of Belfast, i> one of
the handsomest, best edited, and best printed
papers in our state.
[Christian Mirror.
Such a reflection, from so bright and shining a

mirror, is very encouraging.
The Boston Budget tells a correspondent that
Pall Mall is pronounced Pawl Mawl. English

people

pronounce it Pell Mell.

as

in the old version.

for convenience of reference
foot-notes to the

Chro-

j

are

also inserted

respective

\
passages.
History of tli<- Key ision, and an Account of tin*
Methods folloyved by the ( ominittee on Key ision.

as

I have heard among several old people the
d" porridges’ for a little porridge.
What is its origin:' Sallie S."
[Boston Bud-

expression *a
get-

The old people are
Scotch descent. The

probably Scotch,
expression

or

of

few porridge," is a common one in Scotland, where
may also be heard the remark "those porridge
"a

very good." The expression may be found
in .Miss Perrier's novels, printed more than

are

]

half

a

century ago, and very popular in their
Here is a

specimen from "Marriage," her
first book, published in ISIS.
There are some
excellent family broth making below, and i'll
day.

The Florida Cnion says of the car loud of emigrant> from this county who paid sT"» per head
as

improvements are as follow*: 1.
hapter headings in Roman numerals. *J. Run-

adopted by the Committee on Revision,
are incorporated in tin* text. Those which were
rejected are collectively in the Appendix, and

<ien. (irant is quoted as having declared the
publication of the Morey letter “tin* mod infamous thing that had over been done in American politics.**
But that was before the recent

There have been fewer colds and coughs
around this winter than usual, the Belfast .Journal says. This writer thought lie was getting
some other man's share, but lie didn’t know lie
was robbing all Belfast.
[Boston Herald.

comparison

yy ere

tender.

blacken the memory of the late

make the

nology of the Neyy Testament. 4. The Readings
preferred by the American Committee, which

semble the shad in the number and fineness of
its bones, and tin* meat to lx* not unlike that of

President.

to

accurate,

ning Head-lines

and enter the ('ongrcgational pulpit,
probably an April 1 hoax, which by
mistake was launched three days ahead of

so

as

ditions and

ministry

not

arranged

so

book is printed from clear, hold type*, upon good
paper, and neatly and strongly bound. The ad-

that **it is

Carping critic isms have followed the partaking of the first American carp served at a Washington hotel. The new food li>li is said to re-

and

The text may be relied upon as absolutewhich is not the ease yvitli many of
the editions hastily prepared and thrown upon
the market to meet the tirst demands, and the

ly

The Boston Post says of the report that lion.
James (;. Blaine is about to prepare for the

to

to

be

Lynn, Salem, and I'annton,

a

grand

or-

i Mr-.

.1

king,”

nl

n

b

a

uiralto

<

puic

;t

Mary

Mi-.-

H.

win) lai- what i.-

11.

in

How,

a

young lady

extremely

rare now

voice, strong and of

won*

ully line quality. Her method of using it is remarkably -.1, ;a.d her singing is very artistic.
The audience wa- large, and almost all of the Bos«■ *n ari-toeracy wa-there.
Our visitors from New
M \ieo, the /uni Indians, attended in native cos
tuna
Mr. Cu-hing, of the Smithsonian Institute
at \\ a.-liington, went among this tribe nearly three
years nun. has been with them ever since, is now a
•Hi* Main of almost the highest rank, and his dis*
i
are -aid to he of great importance to ethThe /uni's are one of the oldest tribes of
o|-»g:
Indians on i!ii- continent, retaining the customs*
1

r!

•-

language, ami traditions of three hundred
ami li: ia .' ii
ago, from the time of the Spanish
1
\plori r- an 1-ranei-oan monks. They are a handhabit

-.

1

Tney have no written
language, and their history i> in the form of a poem,
a k'a l of /nni Iliad, which takes twenty-.-iv hours
and

-ome

lecire

to

hande* 1

inicllmei

a>

race.

d i- pr- -erved in one family of priests,
from father to son.
Mr. Cushing

down

to the tribe ami

to r<-1urn

pi'-po-es
four y.

until he ha

ars.

regarding

learned

de-<vii laid

their

of the

glory live

gr^at

stay from two

learned all there is to be

past. They are the lineal
1'eiiMo race, which was in

-i\ centuries

previous

to the

Span-

eoii'iucst, p t-sihiy thousand years ago. This
wa-tin pc- rie ihat built the remarkable cities on
riva r- •:
<
uthwest, an l tliese Zuni Indians
I
luavi- tradiiiou> oi the grand ruins in their country
iv In
that
lp to solve the mystery so long surround:-a

a

—

..

ing th«-ni. The live chief- vv ho have visitedu»have
1. t-ikni
«-\ery when*, and their astonishment is
'■ cindle.--. <>;*•■ evening
they visited the Globe
•'

j

w

easy.

deal of attention, are receiving great
from all quarters, and when issued in book form
are certain to have a large sale.

attempts

concert

Hall, the 27th lilt,, in aid of the
Handel and Hayden society, eh©

the

Ttmair*-

during

""I time.

compare the old and lieyy versions, and instead
of having to consult two volumes, has both in

practical jokes played in camp will be found
very entertaining. The next sketch will take
the reader to the Wilderness, on the eve of the

though

line

Knowles, Mi-s How.Chas. Attains,
lb r-' lifi, ;;>id John Winch a- soloists.
It was a
rand siieiv--. Oncol the best things was the ren
!!!■ n of ..at- ot Hersehel’s ballad.-, "There was an

omparath* Testament, both \« r-inii-«*n
the '‘tma* page in parallel columns, published by
Porter A Coates. Philadelphia. lias been great 1\
improved since tirst issued, ami is now lie most
complete and satisfactory edition of the yyurk in j
| iln- market. T'li«- reader yvill naturally want t«* i

the

tin* bass,

remarkably

Irmic-

from

ru-e-

chcftr.i.

The <

series
Sketches. It gives the humorous
side of the soldiers* life, and the stories told of

battle.

in M'

a

§d

et iatu-•

refimt-rby

ill be agreeably astonished, w
predict, to learn, as they will ere ITof. Harlleti
gets through with his valuable article-.that manv
mines ami lodes now traduced and “under th
weather** can he easily made with proper <•< u'•eiitration <-f their ores t * * take rank among the
best dividend paying properties in the east.

death in

the Maine papers i> somewhat surprising. Very
few have made it the Mtbject of editorial com-

none

p»!d b\

as

minstrel

a

of

Belfast

and

The ice has gone out of

Vicinity.

A robin looked from a narrow chirk
Of an old barn’s rude facade,
Old Zero perched on the weather’s brink
And the snow-flakes did parade;
The robin thought of the vernal way
He’d sung of the cold gone by,
And said: “I fear instead of a lay.
That song was a sort of a lie.”

There were three funerals in this city last Sunday.

April 7th will he Good Friday, the i»th Hatter
Sunday and the 13th Fast day.
lot of railroad ties has been hauled into town to
to Hurricane island. The ties are used

A

shipped

be

road which conveys the granite from the

the

on

quarries.
April came in cold and blustering. In this city
the mercury was hut a few degrees above zero,
while at Thorndike the thermometer indicated hut
one degree above.
The concert and ball of the XII club at Hayford
Hall last Friday evening was a very pleasant affair.
Chandler’s orchestra, eight pieces, of Portland, ga\ e
a musical concert which was very fine.
The boys
netted a handsome sum.

Messrs. Burleigh A Bodwell, of Vassalboro’ and
Ilallowell have recently sold a carload of imported
Herefords to Geo. I>. Otis A Co., of Boston, to go
upon their farm in Belfast, at tin* head of which

purchase

is

the tine bull Duke of Penponi.

desire Tibby to bring
Mr. Tilden is
struction of his

using
new

a

few."
Maine granite in the conThe sage of (<ram-

house.

mercy Park knows a good thing when lie sees
it. Maine is famous for its granite, its poets,

singers, statesmen, editors, lawyers and pro-

hibitory

law.

Jacksonian (inventor will be
star out after the September election.
Our

a

The story that it hundred
people lost their lives
the burning of a gin house in Mississippi, is
not true.

by

But it is true that gin has caused the loss of
hundreds of thousands of lives.

joilier,

\

men.

agreeable number of gentlemy good fortune to fall in with,
furthermore, a better looking company. The
•nvcntionnl inu.-i'ian is supposed to have long
hair, dirty linen, and a "wild expression into his
but thcM-, with lmt one or two exceptions,
v
noticeably haml-ome and well-dressed men,
wh" would
'toner have been taken for bank di
i''tor- than dev op-cs of
Kuterj)e, vv ere it not for
it

n

isi

more

was never

■

1

1

Lcir

This particular evenapparent honesty.
i:.,u lie* entertainment consisted of piano solos by
bang, Lett l’silea and Dr. Maas, .-inging by Osgood
md the Winch brother**, a ’cello solo, and a delirious
l it o| humor
by Louis C. Kl.-on, who took a very
obi German song and then gave it as the different
e#»mp**-ers won 1*1 have written it—much the same
as if a literary critic should take an ancient
poem
and then write it with the peculiar metre and eharn

Tennyson, Longfellow, Swinburne
wa- a prepossessing piece of pleaswa- most thoroughly
enjoyed by the

teri-iies ot

ami other-.

antry and
hearer-.

It

It this letter iwill

overlook

a

it

incoherent I feel sure you
when 1 tell you that, as this Is
tilth*

L:*-P

week, I started to attend a few openings and
w rite up tin* new feminine fashions.
The doctor
ii w as the most foolhardy
-ay
thing he ever knew
a man to do. but that if 1 have no unusual excitement tor

a

y

car or t wo

I

may

come

out of it

without

serious hurt.

any

r.

Portland Advertiser says—
A spring session of the Maine Legislature will
he a liti\elly.
I'lii- is about the time when the
Legislature lias usually adjourned sine die. It
ma\ be a summer session.'‘too, before the State
ean be
satisfactorily redistricted. The cull, if
ii i- is-lied, will indicate that the («overuor ami
his ad\ isers think it more prudent to hold tin*
two eastern dislriets than to risk
everything
upon a general ticket.
I'li.

Hon. d. IL Drummond, in the Portland Adpoints out that the apportionment of

vertiser,

the State tor the ehoire of members of tin* legislature lias expired by express limitation, and
classed towns
which reason
i-

are no
an

longer classed by law, for
session of the legislature

extra

indispensable.

The Massachusetts sea serpent is
jiow off San
Hither he or the man who saw him
1 >iego, ( a I.
the
been
around
lias
Horn.
[New York Herald.
The man who saw the
snake i- supposed to have

Washington county
previously surround-

ed several horns.

jam at President Arthur’s first
but what else in the way of refreshment is not stated.
There

reca

Perley says the star route system was originally devised during the Administration of that
reviver of Jeffersonian Democracy. Andrew
Jackson.

good deal is -aid concerning the Miter rivalry of mu.-ieians, and their ill
feeling toward
one another, but you would not think it to see these
\

was a

ption,

Pepublieaiis have*
Poardman by 450 majority,
Calais

re-elected
and elected

Mayor
a

full

board of Aldermen.
Ceu.

Secretary

Stanton

was a

forger.

Hanlan-lloyd boat race on the Tyne
by th* former by four lengths.

The
won

Hosccrans has attacked another dead
lie says

man.

was

The April term of the S..I. Court will begin in
this city April 18th, Judge Virgin presiding.

City Marshal Cates has appointed Samuel
ami Alpheus Dyer as night watchmen.

of

Dyer is laying the keel, at his yard, for a
masted schooner for ( apt. >.
Ha-kell, of
Deer Isle. The live ship yard- in this city arc now
D. W.

two

actively

at work, and .*d\ ve.-.-cls ac* iu procc.-- of
construction. Carter A Co. have two under way
and McDonald A Brown, D. W. Dyer, J. \ Cottrell
each.

one

here to

Hardly a day
get figures for

builders have several conhand and it is believed that this branch of
industry will be active for several years to come.

building
tracts

a

vessel.

(Mir

on

Samuel H. Walker, who

recently stricken

was

with paralysis at Camden, died at hi- home in this
city on Thursday morning, ol last week, aged fifty
eight years. He leaves a wife and two children.
Mr. Walker wa- a ship carpel ter by trade, a bard
working, industrious man, and had many friends in
this vicinity.
He was a member of all the Masonic
bodies in this city, ot Waido Lodge, No. 12, l.o. o.

and

F.

a

Maine .Mutual Belief Associa-

member of

There will be a public temperance meeting at the
vestry of the t'niversalist church, next Sunday
afternoon at 15.4a o’clock. All are invited.

tion, I. O.O. F. He was buried >un lay afternoon
by Waldo lodge, seventy odd Fellow- being: in pro-

Three hundred volumes of Rev. Mr. Goodenough’s
Those
are on sale at C. W. Haney’s store.
in want of a first class book at a small sum should

library
call at

a movement on foot to organize a new
temperance society among our younger citizens,
and a preliminary meeting will be held next Wed
nes lay evening, at 7.do o’clock,in the rooms over F.
B. Knowlton’s store, where all are cordially invited

York.

to

This city is to try an experimental oil lamp t<» test
its usefulness and cheapness as compared with gas.
The lamp is to be erected in front of Ellis A < Jinn's
store under tin* charge of Alderman Ciinn, who lias
agreed to test it for one month. The cost of running one of these lamps is said to be but a fraction
of that of gas.

Sale of tickets will begin Friday
See advertisement

niltitv, A<has gone to

morn

was

the

Mr.

location of the jail l<»t in this city
f mg. *
0—4u west, and lat. 41—2.V--is north.
B\ keeping
these figures in your mind you can tell
exactly

saved, a portion of that above was lo>t. Fire was
discovered in the upper story, and a -mall child at
sleep near the lire was with dilli* ulty rescued. A
very high wind was blowing at the lime, but the
prompt action of the lire department and the generaldampness of the surrounding- saved ;t more

conllngration.

extensive

I.o-- about

$l,uoo.

in-

sured for $700.
The sketch of Army Life in an Old Private in
this week's .Journal is in .-harp contra-1 with the
solemn proceedings of -hooting deserter- described last week. The pre.-ent number contains much
fun and will cause the read* r t*> smile a- he reads
of the jokes practiced hy the soldiers t > relieve the
monotone of a camp lift* in winter quarters.
Dick,
the soldier who asked the chaplain what the letters
1L (’. meant, was Hick Quinlan, of Belfast, and the

clergyman

was once

located here.

soldier, and served through the

sequently

lost at

Hick

He

war.

good

wa.-a
was

-ub-

find in the Boston Journal and Lewi.-ton .Journal a statement to tin* effect that “The Biddeford
.Journal remembers that not l*mg a_e> a wedding
We

performed by

was

way of

j«*ke

a

in Y**rk

county.”

remainder of the item published in
of last week
Journal,ami * apt ion
cd, “What Constitutes a 1 .-gal Marriage.” There

Then follows the
the local e-.»iu

m ns

quote*I.

two errors in the sentence above

are

In tin*

first place the Biddeford Journal does not remember anything of the kind; ami secondly tin* ceremony was performed in Wahlo and not i York
county. With these exception.- the item is -trietly
accurate, as everything is apt to be that originally
appears in the Journal.
The pauper ease of Rockland vs. Belmont warned at Rockland last week, resulting in a verdh t
town.

The action

was

for

fur

a pennant i,i iuisine-s can he built up
Hail -ays, that if lie close- a trade, that 1
shall either remove his machinery to North < o

Mr.

jail

.-

«

get her

decided

A cheap lire alarm is among tin- advantage- tii.•
telephone offer-. Mr. Whm ler will U- Ii- n- again

exr<

in

few
\x

few week.-.

a

Notes. There were eighteen :e i-essumM**thodist clinndi la.-t year, instead of eiglc
printed last week.Tli.-re will he an Faster
m itm

the

to
as

service at the M. F. church in

hath.

meeting
singing
Sunday morning
Praise

principally
Boss’
will

of

the

next >an

evening, con.-i-ling

subject

The

sermon

Hcv. Mr.

at the North church

Dead and Fver-living

be—“The

Faster

in
—

tlii-city,

hri.-f

t

an

sermon.

he had for the occasion. The subject for tin
morning sermon will he “Voices of the Dead."
(
Mumtnion will follow tin* morning service
The
s.ubie« • of the evening lecture will he “'-piritua I
ism,” vvliieh will close the lectures n r the -ma-.-'i.

also

Si

v

PENSU>NS.

i.

Gallagher,

We ha\e recci
\|
Pen-ion agent, i.i- annual

Mate

t<>

or private charity if the Mate
The names of all draw
granted.
B-dfast has eleven
pensions are printed

report

public

was

ing state
Belmont,

not

one: Brooks, three: Burnham, one : Li
erty, two; Monroe, one; Montv ille, four; N'orthp. rt
two, Palermo, the; Prospect, tour; Scar-port, two

ami Searsmont two.

whose claims

were

each range, from

appropriated

applied

Seven

rejected.

from

$12 to $4S per year.

for state

Bclf;:-t

The amount

pen-ions

I’ht

for DM

paid'
ani>>ai.i

w.i-

Amount paid out, s17,71.V
Number of appli
cations made during t he year, 7'.*n.
II. F. Pier-

lias

.■

a

v

in the

Roeklami,

for

defendant.

in

was

town

Fred

>.

last week.

Wall-, L-q.,
Yinalha\cn,
He i- iuteresled with Mr.
of

finish*"i ha- rutting

the season. After filling hi- house with II.ere
he has cut *>,0UU tons, taking ii from the p.m.1
as fast as vessels arrived.
,-nd
Many ton-* of
'•rop iee will melt in the pend. The la-f h-r-taken
were over

erect the

coining season he houses -unbuilt t«> gi\ e
ihem r>o,ooo tons capacity
.T’he Kenm-b.
Journal
gives a list of all the ice firms in Maim-, ar.d 11•
amount cut the pact winter. The whoii- annum
given is 1,4n*>,.“.00 tons. For Bella t ;h** ligue am
Pierce, s,uoq tons, ila/.eltine, s.ikh* ton-, am; -k
A Townsend, la too tons. Tin* amount for I! i/< !••
..

Webster in shine lands in the interior-Byron
Kimball, of North Bridgton, Craml Master *r
Maine I. O. <L F., was in thi- city last week. He

returning from Fll-worth, where he instituted
bulge-Mr. Libby, who thirty years ago was
employed by II. C. O. Washburn, in this city, is
now at work at Corbett’s book bindery....( apt.
was

a

Win. R. Roi.x, of steamer Katahdin, remedied in
this

city

Sunday, joining the steamer when she
came down tin1 river Monday.W. <■. Frye, h3<|.,
of this city, the newly appointed l nited States consul general at Halifax, V s., in place «>i Judge Jack
over

has arrived and assumed the dutie-.t hi- ■-tliee.

son,

Lohsieks ami smelts. The law prohibiting
the sale of lobsters under a given length i- off, and
that shell lish is now for sale in our markets,
smaller and dearer than

ever.

The

following

is

Townsend, are about rig
Pierce has harvested *2u,O0o tons.

number of capitalists in New Y*»rk and Maine

recently

formed

association known

an

a-

Tin

New

ami Maine Cranitc Paving Block Co., with
its otllee at 4’> Astor House, New ^ <>rk. 'l'he stockholders are David Babcock, Albert \. Nolen, John
Peirce, formerly of Frankfort, of New York, John
T. Rowe ami Ceorge Peirce, of Frankfort, J. R.
Bodwell, of Hallowed, ami C. J Hall, «*l Belfast.
David Baheoek is President, Albert \. Nolen,
Treas., John Peirce .Secretary and business manThe company has $50,000 paid up capital
ager.
and will buy and handle paving block- extensively
The company represents a large amount of money
and has every facility for furnishing paving. Most
York

of the stock holders

are owners of granite quarries
large quantities of raw material.
They will also purchase when neecs.-ary. As a

ami

can

furnish

the company has a contract to furnish l,ooo,for New York.
A large crew is now
at work at Mt. Wahlo in Frankfort, getting out
pavings, and the force will he enlarged. Mr. Hall

starter
000

pavings

foundry in this city, i- easting the iron work
number of ears to be used in conveying the
stone from the quarries t*» tin* wharves. This one

at tin*

for

require seventy ve.-scls
the pavings to New York.
Tkanskkks

in

Rkal Kstatk.

to

The

transport

those wh

re-cript

the

■

In last .Journal you gave an account *u
county men now ding bu-ine.-s in I’a-sa
dumke.ag and Medford. Brook-and lumv are al-o
ivpr. -eiitcd, in the per-on o! Mr. Wm. Leonard,
mere a.ant and lun da riiian.... \pril 1st was a w in try
Bitot

>K-

Waldo

day-M.

following

float about, play tin* piano, Am Mr.
Pierce mistrusted that it was a fraud and subsequently found in Fisher’s possession, the ••fixings’’
who would

have no feeling in the
to be greatly disturb* d.

We

seems

CITY GoVKUN.MI-.VI Mr.K'IJN*..

l d eru-f

spl^n

eo

doy factories

tow

No. 1, amounting to s=.X41 -;l, pa»>.
F11.■ 1
order was passed—"That the asse-sor- ..f 11..•
of Belfast he and are hereby req i».-s!ed
*'\an. .avail real and personal property in -aid iiy. limit they
■

able to make

may be

equable

ja-t valuation
of said property for the purpose of taxation accord
mg to law ".I. D. Tucker was grant. ■! an am turn.
ecr’s license
tla* ring.-$40 was appropriated ;
ing of one of the chumh bell.-_The emu. mi high
an

ways was ordered to procure -tabling bn-llu-1.
of city members who live out of town.... The
marshal

K. Rankin,

same

town.

Geo. F. Math-

Searsport, to Wm. J. Mathews, same town.
Timothy Mayo estate, Monroe, to Ransom Rich,
Brooks. Aniasa T. Patterson, Belfast, to Lucy A.
ews,

Dunbar,

Pearson, Belfast, to
Morgianna Robbins, same town. Natli’l A. Rich,
Winterport, to Kstella N. Fish, same town. RanWm.
som Rieh, Brooks, to A. W. Rich, same town.
P. Ray, Boston, to Albina 11. Rowe, Monroe.
Clarissa Smith, Searsport, to Geo. F. Smith, same
town. Julia A. Weed, Unity, to Vinal O. and Wm.
V.

Weed.

same

town.

s.

W.

in N"

\\

It.

(

rights began

to

sandy

for

was

bay

a

elia-ed

intere-t

authorize*! to detail two

|

.,a *•

r-

same t*> the treasurer... .TinI
oue-p.
between tin* Mayor and railroad dr* !■ r- w a
roc*i\ od, recorded, and placed <m lilt*..
\ pot it ion
of Geo. F. Wight and others for a -idew;dk >.u Pearl
street bel*>w High, was received and referred.
The finance committee was ordered t< procure and

pay the

■

■

dice

self-extinguishing

a

street

lamp

in front of

Kllis A Ginn.The following police
men were elected—Howard F. Mason, Charle- A
Fills, Fli-ha Harris. Klijuh M. shuman. A. J. liar
the store of

riman, K. S. Carter, F. s. Shuman, Aipheus Dyer
S. G. Kllis, s. (;. I Inward, G. n. W it it*-. Da id YU-x
ander, ( has. Walker, Tim.-. J. llopkui-.Horae.S. Perkins was elected Harbor Master in pla* »•
«

Cyrus Patterson declined.\ddition:.l weiglu-r•l'«-oaI and hay—A. M. Cart**r. t has. B. Partridge
-Additional measurers of corn, grain an 1 -alt
B. II. Couant, F. B. Bobbin-, and Finery Bobbin-

•

Adjourned

t«* tin* lTtli in.-t.

STEAMKK No

I KS.

The steamers of the

\

Bangor Steamship Co. will begin to make fourtrips
week about the middle ol' April-steamer City
of Richmond lias returned to Portland, Ima ing re
eeived her machinery. Slu* will soon be ready for

a

her mute-The

Maine

Bangorand

of steamboats.

as

a

summer

Bar 1 larhor steamboat

The

resort

a rt putation
popularity of

has

for

the

ea>tt

rn

made passcngi

r

good and this line keeps abreast of the times,
adding new and larger boats as the traffic increase.'.
Two new steamers for the line are now nearB ready
for launching in the yards at Brew *. r. Tlu ir nanu s
are

Cimbria and Florence.

The Cimluia is named

the (ieiman steamer that summered at South
West Harbor a tew years ago. she is bio fe» t long.
•JS feet wide, and will be about 200 tons inca-ure
ment, being about a third larger than the steamer
City of Bangor. The Florence is To feet long and
18 feet wide. She will be used as an c\eur-ion boat.
for

137.V8, the May Field was built for the line
apt. Barbour, and there have been built since that
time under his supervision, < ity of Bangor in 1ST'.* s<i^
the Queen City, Nellie Kune, and Little Buttercup
in 1880-81, ami this year the Cimbria and Florence
will be added to the lleet. The May Field now runs
The ( ity of
between Rockland and Yinalhaven.

Kil

of

l,

pur

kom.

-to*

an

t

(.ranyc la-t >aturda>

r«•*ia

evening, yaw the fourth degree to ten m w mem
b*-r-. pnmdpaliy youuy men. A collation a as >er\
ed.

10

all.

1

t it
h

w

M. \ ksm->s

united and pr

wa- never mere

the

at

time, liiyhh en.myed h\

serial

\ er\

a

a

grange

present time.
Haws, of this

.loel

i-

who

t-wi..

under bonds for hi- appenrauc.’ at the Aj»ii’
term *>t court, is allege*: t• haw ma ie a raid. la-’
now

week, onnthcr people'
hi

-toe-

hither'

ing into the
man's

he

L’obert Hiu.*-;
other

wormy

a|>pr*1 priat•

w

allot

!:«---e*l the !e>r-e into am-thei

nat

Hi-<••

that lie
and e.»in

It is -aid

proper; >

hot--,•. harness and

iday

way.-u

team

a

one

\\

p*»e

wheel

a

am'

n.atid drow-

dee] to liis
robe

from

uV in

ipie-t of
It i- allege*l that lie returned t*> his
w:_

yam*

neighborhood

and took three -lieep from
Pend!*ton, then drove t" M**ntvilie win re
di.-posed **t them. This took plae in the night.

"wn

-tepin-n
ho

following night

other

sheep

Ha\i- he

t

were

appropriated.

Libert*

:a

was

ami

at

liberH.Next Sun 1
'•luipdi will be

U.

da\

t'oik>u.,da;. Mr-. >amuel Miller and
thrown from a yroe*T> wagon b\

and in tin-

.rated with

w- re

up-etting of tin
i'Hi- luiurx r. -ade*!
tin-

ip

W

a

tn 1

lay

i*

i;t:r*

.w

i>e

during tin*

r-

\«*ung

a

Kori'..nat*d>

sea:

I*,

byrrl.ameat -Imp t »r

in lit-

*r

Tb<*

n:

k

e

il
id

r.-

Mr*.

trigerat

r

lie

w-nmy

'‘dueerf.La-t

-‘hperintewlent

«.t

m*

b.*

-t

lit

n

-unum

ourMn.

circular from a publishing
house m (dimago last week, directed a- follows
•!o the atv >.f the Pastor, wm.nterport ami Cok< •'flier, Bang*a- P«»-t < Mice. Main*
The -a:d pa
lishers should -tu*ly geography* and p. -t routes..
li"o|- ft*eei\c<l

-<

The thinl

it*1 of

a

*len, *lied sn*! ie rd>

apt.-To-ioia Hopk: »,
Hanip
tin* J-th iu-t
aged To years.

H

tie

w

lh>t wit*
I\

<:ty

otli

\

bought

She will be used

Krauci- Heats,

dipt

In sell.
...

completed.

A. Lrskine lias

Buck-port

coaster.....(

an

repairs ami put tiny

to he

\car, are

O.pt.

r.

will command her

atm-

w

soph (V
Crockett, with

L.

(

n

w

( **rn

sidling Imre

and i-

•Jo-i-ph

L.

’Jr

*t

(

i;, t,

apt.

Bn- k-a >.<rt, and mother of
*f \V interport
..Sehr M

Atwood

ed Man h doth

aid-

a

L'i* h. *>f North

1

M

a

erect

Mali is -who..! 1 >:-trift agent
elerk. Tho

>we,

last

l*<*in

left, ami -bdiny and
I
rt
re se\ oral
The -eleetmen are on their
..

1‘eiieinian, of

-eh.

am

night watch-The collector wa-ordered to
••oiled all unpaid taxes as speedily a- po-e-iMo, and
as

travel

to Martha

and

....

-mw

u

beat.1..

annual

■

fast, to Win. C. Vose, same town. Basthslmha B.
Dilling, Albion, to Bradstreet Fuller, same town.
Jos. L. Kldridge, Guard, and Henry L. Kldridge

Trundy, Searsport. Avans P. Knight,
Lincolnville, to Frank If. Rankin, same town.
Suel Knight, Lineolnville, t<* F. H. Rankin,same
Patrick McNamara, Thomaston, t<» John
town.
Carr, Rockland. Jackson Mathews, Lincolnville,

u

all

er

*\

footing is A1 of

the

m

■

>

and Mr-.

daughter

I:

.»•

the new city government since tin- organi/atim:
I.*• > 11 of i.
an
was held on Monday evening la-t

building

to Levi

;,t

nil* r.

of

Drinkwater, same town. James M. Clark,
Belfast, to Rufus 1\ Hills, Jr. Wm. Davis, Bel-

Geo. Rowe. Morrison R. Heal, Searsmont, to
Fendersan Heal, same town. Fcnderson W. Heal,
Searsmont, to James H
Thoma>, Lineolnville.
Mary A., James S and (Jeo. F. Harriman, Belfast,

T

n

l colt

d

year

<>•,
will
re.i 1
Mr.
Hranville I.cnfcst recently btitv-d limit
tir-t iiii• 1... .The lumber mills ar* all
rating
Tin- travel liny is bard for all vehicles
'There is a

he ti-li, tin* kit

on

l’iie la-t heard

not A.

to

being

are

valuable

by being cast in stall... .1. boo
-awed at the kit factory p-*rda>.

ei\ -d

re.

I he

company is establishing quite

by Guard., Winterport, to James Healey, Portland.
Sarah P. Harriman, Prospect, to Sarah M. Dow,
same town.
Patrick Fahy, Winterport, to Frank
W. Kelley, same town.
Hiram A. Hustus, Monroe,

d. I)"W lo-t

injurie

net,

female.

•!ue the line

w a

Tin- funds of an insol vent tlrm. paid :<v one part
upon hi.- privatv debt, w ithout the eon-, nt ot
the eompanv partm-i, m ,y be attached in the hands
of the private creditor, by trustee process in be
firm redito:, tin* priv ate creditor knowing
half ot
when be received the funds, that they belonged (■
the 'uni. The principle applies although the note
e
..lit
made
tlie single
upon W bieli lie
partm-r note with ti e copartner’s name thereon
a- a
-uivtx
be e.uleefed
and although tlie mom
bv a 'b ait giv eii in the name of the iina i" the wdi an a.gi nt -u the private credit' r.

He says that Fisher would enter his cabiwhen presently there would emerge a female

a

nuctliing

m r

pci.ms than

doubt his word in this

know him will not

1

a

action trusteeing- the money use,; ia pa>i a.
odvvnrd’s private del t- Testin ony w: -partia
ly taken before commissioner- and the v f < uri.
when it w.-nt to the law < ourt on report. Tl
plaintiff- prevailed and Mr. I'ieive, the Bank an *
Mathew s e-tab- will he obliged torefund tic immev
paid them. The dei ision is virtually that a tirmVcreditor's have a lieu n the firm's as-* > before the
creditor of in indi. i lu .il mem her.
Tin* following

matter.

the transfers in real estate for tlu* week ending
April 4th. Charles A. Bryant, Lineolnville, to Mi

are

I

II

j* a report of p i-1;. i? .anift-te
The Journal knows nothing about Mr l-'i-i
er, but David Pierce, of this r;ty, at who-*- mm-.
Fisher performed a few years ago, detect* d him in
fraudulent proceedings. Hi- uncle Keene,"one of
the tirst men of North Turner," was with him at tietime.
Mr Pierce is a well-known spiritnaii~t. an i

a

contract will

:

Following this

Morrill

A

In

lions.

No lobsters of less size Ilian ten ami one-half
inches in length, measuring from one extreme of
the body extending to the other. exclusive of feelers and
laws, -hall he sold or exposed for sale
from the tirst day of Augu.-l t«> the iir-t day of
April follow ing, under a penalty of ii\e dollar- fur
each and every lobster so sold or exposed for sale.
After the tirst day of April these infant lobsters
are caught and sold.
Why wouldn’t it be better to
have the law enforced all the year, and give these
lobsters a chance to grow to a respectable size be-

they are sold. A large lobster is a rare lish
a-days-No smelt- are allowed to he caught,
except w ith the hook and line, between the tir-tday
of April and the tirst day of October in each
ear,
under a penalty of from $10 to $:>o.

a.

Perhaps our readers will remember that a w --k
two ago, wc had some remarks about a m- dium
named Wilbur Fi-lier, whom tie- Belfast Journ; 1
-aid was a fraud.
His uncle, Beni Keene,
the first m. n of North Turner, reque-t*- i Mr ii r
>cy and others to go over and investigate him
Gardiner Home Journal.

of

fore

A

-ev

."no.

or

the law—

now

ley

Raipii

if

n

part: -s la
dohnsoii et al

W

Briny

for

d "Ml

law eourt has

e

liich affects

w

j-irtie-. Mr Woodward paid some d
his private debt-, giving the "cnipai.’s check m
tl" ir Boston account
Mr. Leorge
ivin-e u.A
pails.,:;;., tlie Bclfa-t National Bank ;?:»««> ai
B. Mathew- i? P hi. Tin- plain tiff- m this -uir la _■ u:

-taw--

tons,

ai

Pku.so.nal.

case,

c:l-M-

H--i

-.

of si

-um

-*•

of

Ti

v-r.

from Boston

from

('On.

Ick Notks.

itlie

11

.pv.

«

v\i

important

an

Woodward, prineipals, et
al. tr:i';In 1>74 l!er-ey A Womivvardwere d*’
ing I• 11-1 ne—m r iii- 11 x ,- ml the firm became insol
sent. The eoiep.tnv w.t-indebted to R. ( .lohuson

ire

port for the year DM. Mate pen-ions ::i .dlowc
to claimants on application of the municipal office rof cities ami towns, “and no pension
ahc«*n al
lowed where it did not appear from their -tatement
under oath, that the applicant would he compelled

pension

*

an

Prayer meeting in the evening...
The Lnitnrian church will be especially trimmed
on Sunday for Faster services.
Special mu-ic \\b!

M *L

!\il-ii;i

this

a! in

v\ mi

o

command

ea:

v

large granite pi rat ions
a large business.

it ii hi-

w

he made to connect ^carsport with
Belfast. The advantages derived fr mi
iciepln
communications arc great and no city u !mi if
been introduced can possibly get al< ng with.on \i
will also

fort

..

Belmont, unless one was acquired by a live \* .;rcontinuous residence in Roeklami. Rockland claimed that Crockett lost hi- re-idenee in that city by
his removal t«* Camden, which was -*» proved. City
Solicitor Mortlaml and Pierce, of Roeklami. !<>r
plaintiff; W. II. Fogler.of Belfast, and ) Ik Hanly

b-

believed that

T1 .- pn>twenty inches in thickne-|
plfl*.
supplies
i• 11
lH*cts arc that all the i«*e will he -old thini.-hed James f. Croekttt and family. The suit
Tin* Arctic Iv Co., -*t Bang.-r, has
paying prices
was first brought against the town of Morrill, but
-old 22,Ooo tons at iJl.oO per ion. Shqq ing
ill b<
that town got the verdict.
With Morrill out of the
gin a> soon as the river open-. This company u:i
he
the
settlement
was
then
said
to
in
way
family’s

for

some rune

a

lina, or Wring the work to hi- foundry, in thi- rip.
Wheeler, of the National Bell Telephone <
of Maine, was in this city the iir-t of the week in
whichever plan seems the best to him.
It is p, t
I
the interest of the company.
Nearly cverv «*iiv in I hoped he may be induced to remain and build up a
Maine has telephonic connection and tin- eompanv
large business here, for which he ha- the he-! -o
facilities, 'something in the above line «*f mam
desires to introduce it here. if thiity-ub>ci-ihcrs
laclure i-, w hat he needs at his ton miry, and tl
m
can he obtained the enterprise i« a-sured.
\n

to

sea.

with

Mr.

(

The dwelling house <n Harvey II..Smalley
near the lower bridge in this «*ity, was totally dcstroyed l>\ lire on Thursday evening of last week.
The furniture in tile lower part of tin* house was

for

ha

party in North Caroii;
concerning the extensive manufacture of mill ma
V xf week Mr. Ifall will go south for tiechi tier >.
purpose of perfecting his arrangement-. The Noi
( urolina gentleman guarauto's an order for tiff
mills which will amount t
It iat lea-t £-.!*>,"<H>.

cession.

FlUK.

daylight.

I lall, of this rit'

.1

(

correspondence

in

exact

go to

in

door

later he could

few minute-

a

bulated the streets until

tion ascertained that die variation ot the «•- mpa.-s
in this vicinity is 1degree* and ■> minutel !..•

\ on

Returning

at

o'clock

closing n spring -loek

ml went out

a

stopping

thought the rapping
were ti<*m some drunken hoodlum, refused to open
the door.
That young man with scarcely anything
on save a paper collar and a pair of slippers pm am

standard meridian lint* for Waldo
established on the county land, in this

hen

purchase carpet

market to

western

get in. and the clerk who

not

a

arc w

morning

after him.

city, in the rear of the jail. Last week Mr. Hiram
P Farrow, a surveyor, by an astronomical ob.-.-rv a

where you

patronage

A young man from Islesboro while
one-*f our hotels last week, got up at

good till the loth. Delegates must take care to he
provided with credentials from their lodge in order
to l»e certain of receiving the railroad deductions.
county

1

of

ings.

The _‘4th annual session of the Grand Lodge
f
1. (>. of G. T., will lie held at
Augusta, m
Meonian Hall, on Wednesday and Thur*dav
Apn!
1-th and l.'Uli, DK*2, coinineneing
Wednesday at
lo.:lo ovioek, A. m.
Half fare will he given on tinrailroads.
Tickets on sale Monday,
April loth,

fall

oldest furniture store i..
\\ Burked

Thi< is the

worthy

town and

7th.

Last

Read Ills

Nkw Ai>\ i-'.ktIskmknts.
Mr. and Mrs. \. I>
Cha-e for the next ninety day.-, offer to tln ircus
tomers a large and selected -d»ck of dry, fancy am
•fros good-..
Read their advertisement... .1. <
1 lu'inp-on \ Son advertise their large stock of fin

superior artists as principals. Tin* above date
probably be the last time of listening t<> "Tin
Mascot." and scats should be •secured at omv at 1
Pote’s.

a success.

agent for the Traveler’s Insurance Co.
advertisement.

will

W

and make it

come

People who are going west will save money by
calling on F. K. C’rowiey agent, at the M. ( K. It
depot in this city. He is the only agent in Belfast
selling tickets to all parts of tin* west and south.
He is also
He can give you terms for any station.

The Mascot. An opportunity will be present
ed to listen to the above beautiful Opera Coinique,
on Tuesday evening,
April 11th, at Hayford Ihill.
The Boston English opera Co., will present “The
Mascot," with beautiful costumes, grand eii' iii-.

ing, April

once.

There is

—

for New

Maine,

arc

block, buying it at par.

A com; the Wh arves. Ben liazeltine has loaded with ice the sell. Abbie K. Bently and sch. Web
ster Bernard bay for Jacksonville.. .Sibley A Town>cml have loaded seh. Florence Newell iee for New
York
H. E. Pierce has loaded sch. Electa Bailey

Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows was instituted in
this city four years ago. Five members have died
since that time. Four ol the members were insured
in the Odd Fellow Mutual Belief Association, thus
bringing to the families of their members $*:,000 in
cash. We mention this fact, for any institution
which creates property ami relieves distress should
receive the sympathy and support of theeounnunity
in which it is located.

that parties

The Baptist society of this city has invested $900
its $1,000 Hazeltiue legacy, in Masonic Temple

Ellis

(.

Two very large flocks of wild geese passed over
this city on Sunday. They flew very low and after
circling about rested on the waters of the bay.

and

passes but

Isle.-boro letter received too lute for publication
week.

City Point.

this

Daniel Sheehan, Jr. and Charles McIntosh wen*
arrested Tuesday ‘or drunkenness and disturbance,
and James Sirmlly and \-a McIntosh were arrested
The two former
Wednesday for same offence.
were tried Wednesday and sentenced to eo-t- and
30 days each in jail. Appealed.

and <». W. Cottrell have

river at

our

A special meeting of the city government has been
called for the 17th inst., to consider the matter of
refunding the city bonded indebtedness.

■

Mr. Blaine in

but

r.

|

of New York*

is a bosom friend of Gen. Grant, and tin* editor
of the Traveller wants President Arthur to appoint him Collector of the port of Boston.
There does not seem to be need for any flirt 1 er

explanation

means w

|

The absurd report that Mr. Blaine is about t<»
enter tli* ministry was published oil the author-

ity

hjlt by

their

saw

performance, amt—we
J i"pc the young iadic- will pardon us—but this ami
*
I iheii visit l Wellesley College seem to have been
11 * •; im»-t enjoyable experiences. Of the minstrels
^
I ’m-y said, "This night we have seen that which
the concent rat ion of ores, noxv in course of pubIt is reported
pa.-se.- all "ilie-.- things in wonder."
lication in the Maine Alining Journal. Air.
f nit they
reeo-ni/nl one of the jokes of the "end
Harnes says
n” as a part of their oldest tradition, but this
j
Uie solving of the concentrating qu< "ti«*i» a"
may be false.
I bad the pleasure of attending the last meeting
regards Maine ores i" of vastly more importunethan tliat of smelting. Let custom smelters h*r
'*f the
'lei- a -diort linn since and passed a most
and in Hoston, N'exv York and N-xv Jer"* y tale
enjoyable veiling. It is a club composed of the
care of that branch for the present. until mor*
n-ading mu.-ieians of Boston—such as J{ J. Lang,
mines become self-sustaining.
It is a w dknoxvn fact that more money i" made in workWm. II. "dierwood. Geo. Osgood, Dr. Maas, the
ing large veins <>f low grade ores, first coiu '-u- Winch brothers amt others—and is chiefly' social in
trating them, xvhieh can he done at a vt\ low it duiraeirr, although a short programme of music.
cost, rather than working high grade ores from
;The members assemble
given each evening.
narrow pay streaks of Hit* average sized veins,,
erecting therefor costly and experimental "melt- monthly in the concert room at the Yendome, have
ing works, often bankrupting a company's a
-upper MTved, and dev ote the evening to a

evidently wants now is that, or
some other place: and this secured, there b no
doubt but that “the deep and widespread dissated.

they

wlio.-e hands

■

<

Mr. George T.

klierem

possessions passhich, although not under*
^tandii :r. tle*y knew t"
And she
fwrtluf >a\
that the damage wa. confined almost
wholly t> property, that the loss of life and the other
outrages were uro-sly exaggerated, that the Nihili-l- we re t.-r-most in keeping lip the disturbances,

■

Herald that “there is

the person of a Gentile

oven

be underhanded.

\

my business brings me largely into relations with on- buxers and eoiisum* r-. ! ran
"late authoritatively that then i" jp at d< maud
lor all the priifipal ores from Maine. I eammt
seem to get the ores IloW tla x ale d< "il*» d.
This very mo'iieut 1 am r« -adx to purchase or
ontraet lor future d* livrv of l on .nun tons of
/ineores: also large amounts of copper mv".
either low grade thix. high grad** sulphurets. or
pyrites : tlie same of lead-ami galena ores. ! am
ready to mak< adx alters on account of "iiipm lit" either on railroad receipts or bills of lad1 am also ready to bond valuable zinc and
ing.
al"« px rites properti' s for a few months for iv"polisible parties xvliO will drvclope them t" a
«•' rtain
depth and test their value w ith tin >r
oxvii lii'Mi'-y. with the privilege of pim-hasim:
them at an agreed tigur«' if satisfaetorx. When
the interior minerals are in such demand, certainly mining might to pay.
There are in Maim1 and New Hampshire a
numh'T of properties carrying largt v- iiw <r
lod' s of the above named minerals and tin* "in
lace showing" ex m are rcmarkahlx promising.
N -w tliat ore huyers ami cousinm rs are «-arne"ily asking for Maine ores and ivadx ami willing:
to purchase lliem in large 'juantities at remunerati\« priei ". and now that the fact has been
established that such ores do really \i"t in lhi"
-date in paying (juantities. if only properly and
conomieally mined and xvorked. it i" c» rtainlv
a strange anomaly that such purchases '-auimt
be made.
If mining property owners and. «»re
producers xx'i 1 i plan* tiicmsclxa s in communication with me, I can In* of valuable service t,.
them. The inferior ores can be made to pax all
expenses and leave the valuahh- mineral" almost an entire protit.
our great trouble has
been that too much money has been "pent on
of
the
in
ground
top
expensive and» xp» riim nt:i 1 works, also in stock manipulations.
Thus
upon the relapse, companies have become crippled and th* too confident investors damaged
and discouraged.
Instead of discouragement
Maine mining nun should now take courage
and go ahead, protiting by experience.
Of a series of articles by ITof. Hartlett -n

1

hat

the

;he

to

ing hi’

Alining

Harm

.ii-ol.evinu

liable

in:

num-

grief th-

t<»

t

mandates of their officers
or great ex-eommunica
J i * 1:. a rur.-e the most terrible that can be imagined.
Madame Bag. /.in say- that the riots were caused by
the hatred <-l ?he common people towards the Jews,
i-

people. Lx cry man would have had
his farm —in imagination and when
ventures

it

-i

description of the beth-din—the kahnl
example of the means used, and any

a

fair

a

Jew

hat the

t

give

>

\"

try.

vote of 1 Hi to 10.->.
manufacture and sate
the State was defeated in the House. Wednesday. by a v ote of 11(1 to 110.

The American packers now save and make a
protit out of everything about a hog, except,
prrliaps. its squeal. A little over #1 is now
realized from portions of the hog which, three
years ago, it look money to get rid of. This
saving means to a packer who kills annually 1,ontl.niHt hogs. #1,000.000 a year saved.

not to

Had the newspapers all unit' d in
lexer at the beginning, the

of Portland, which promises
direciion. M y. Harnes sax"

Representatives, time," and concludes by saying
out a provision
But if Mr. James <L Blaine should take it into the people, by
to his head to preach, there isn't a church in the
The hill prohibiting the
of intoxicating liquors in j I'nitcd States large enough to hold the people
who would flock to hear him.

flair gav<■ a dinner party in WashingHis guests were President
Arthur. Hamilton Fish and wife. ex-Sccretarv
ItohoMin and wife. Bancroft Davis and wife,
Commissioner I.oring and wife, Hen. Selienek
ami daughter. Geo. Bancroft. Mrs. < raig Wadsworth ami Mrs. ( handler. Mrs. Hale’s mother.

«*,.

editor in the Spit-

I
i-

mining

xvay
Journal contains

ing what has been done in Philadelphia by **nouraging tin* establishment of manufactures

Tile Massachusetts House of

Friday night.

our

to

Wednesday, refused to strike
submitting the prohibitory bill

8eiva!or
ion

or

extinguisher on mining in
day. A- it i". those who
have lost their money are comparatively few.
and most of them can probably afford Hi*- loss,
while the problem as to whether mining in this
“date can he put «*n ;i paying basis is now in a fair

*

some

a

sea

would have |*iit mi
Maine for many a

exchange publishes tin* following, show-

largest manufacturing cities in this country, anti that the prosperity <*f tic* I a boring
classes i* evidenced hy ihe fact that then- are
more dwellings in the ouak* reitv in proportion
to population than in am other city in the coun-

l»\

engaged
as

these wild rat

When the Governor issues a call for an extra
session it will 1 >« recognized alike hy all parti*
a* a
proclamation that In* has abandoned all
confidence of carrying the •'tat** this fall, and
seeks tin* desperate chance of an attempt to
browbeat or dicker with til** Legislature, in tin*
hope of saving something from tin wreck.
Meantime tin* Republicans an*, evvrywher**.
full of confidence and preparing to bring Maim*
solidly into line in September.

of tin

mine

a

and < ourier:

Four hundred and sixty-three factories were
built last year in Philadelphia. In tin* course
of a speech made a few night* since in that city.
Mr. Jaim
l>oh*mi said: Philadelphia offer*
to-day better facilities for manufacturing establishments than any incorporated * i t \ on tin* Atlantic coast. Then* is not a workman** tool «>f
any kind that U liable f«>r cither city or State
taxation. There is not a steam engine or boiler
that is taxed. There is not a loom or spindle
that is taxed. There i* not a loom of any kind
in any machine shop in the city that i* taxed.
It only remains to say that Philadelphia is one

an

he

result must have been ruinous to

people is not considered. 'Die Fu*i»>ni*ts are
not counting their unhatched chickens so much
as they were.
Tliev prefer to take the chances
of capturing a stray bird in the hush to attempting to bag a whole covey on the vfiug. To
quote an Augusta correspondent of tin Whig

An

land." Tlx re is not

lic at large.
feeding the

There is

'Die expens*

max

intelligence
greater the prosperity of the State the greater
the prosperity of the press: and that his interest ties in furthering all industrial and oth r
enterprises that will promote the general
welfare.
Hut he has a duty to perform as
well in warning his reader" against visionary schemes, and the opposition to speculative
mining was as much in the interest of legitimate mining as it was for the good of tlie pub-

marines, hut not to tin* wide-aw ake mariners

sonal

which Maine men

to

"os on

u

is subject l" ibis -ale, and then other Jews are forbidden to enter into relations with that person to
the prejudice of the tir-t.
B\ means of this plan
combined with I lie natural shrewdness of the race
the Jew-, although denied many of the privileges
of citizenship in Uussia, become very wealthy; for
instance, in is»;;i, seventy-throe per cent, of all
the immovable property of the western provinces
I have not space
had !>n--ed into their hands.

eertainlv is not true of

It

void of common

welfare, and not upon those of party and personal advantage."
1'hat will do to tell to tin*

Governor lMaisted will be cutirclv

The wild

the Journal which is pledged to ••hud a helping
hand to every worthy pursuit and enterprise in

dropped out. There ha* been a cessation of !
brag ami bluster, and a change of tactics. It |
was tirst intimated that “the question (of callI
ing another session) will he decided by the Governor entirely upon considerations of general

and

It

ev

believe to be true.

ss

L\-( mi eriior Moses, of South Karolina, has
bu n arrested in New York for swindling.

whatever’.’’

year may
eat sola tin

idently had their day and at present Hr
mines are apparently worked honestly, intelligently and on business principles. Ii has h. eii
said that the press of the State generally is hostile to mining enterprises, but that we do not

the watch-dogof
told hy the

Minnie Hank lias quarreled with Mapleson.
and \ ow< sfie w ill not 'ing for him again.
from 4 .libO.lKKI, to b.g.iO.otKi basket si

show better results.

we were

Fusion papers that their party
sweep the State ill September

pocket to another
hope, however, that the present

from one

«»m

its

“The kahal sell- to the Jew V a house which is
the property of the Gentile M. without the latter’s
Of what use is such a
knowledge or consent.
tran.-aeiion to the purchaser? Simply this; he has
acquired right of ownership over the house of M.
in hare whereof lie is given the exclusive right,
... from interference or competition from
other Jews, to get pos>ession of the said house as
expressly >ai I in the deed of sale ‘by any means

others, ami the money that lias been expended
has to a large extent simply been transferred
We

in

jurisdiction, and tne following
extract from Brafucann’s work will explain how
ransactions are done.
it

believe that Maine would be little, if any. bet ter
otf than it was befot.peratioiis began. What
has In eii gained ill one direction will be hi-: jn

people, and in denunciation of the wicked Republican papers who wanted the State put t«>

in

now come* a

property

of

have sunk their money here will be chary about
embarking in any new enterprises in this State,
if the mines should be shut dow n to-day, we

expense, and his organs have had much to say
in praise of his regard for the interests of the

t he notorious outlaw "Billy the Kid" has
b.
n shot in Arizona Territory.

range

I nless it
is demonstrated that mining in Maine is, m- can
be made, a [laying business, w e need not look
for further outside assistance, and those who

result in

only

which could

eloquent speech

York, denouncing the Russian authorities.
Russian writer, Madame Z. Rag
(./in, in the last Century Magazine, and makes
some startling statements,
she bases her article
on a book written by a converted Jew, one Brafucann, who declares that the axiom of the Talmud,
that “the property of Gentiles is even as a waste,
t ree unto all” is the foundation of Jewish organization ; and means whereby they accumulate property
the kahnl (administrative council) and the
are
beth din court of justice.
The kahnl of each cominii11iiy eousi- ler- itself the only owner and disposer
But

to come into the State on this basis?

Music.

most

a

New

as

being a satisfactory
expect foreign capital to continue

w e

held in different cities, and

were

Wm. M. Evarts made

balance sheet is far from
( an

sent to

news

meetings

Ma.-s

lie names may be mentioned lumber and general merchants. But conceding all that. Unone.

to

in this country, inasmuch as a great host of the
refugees arrived heie, fleeing from their homes.

Mr. Bartlett says, is untrue: and in addition to the classes

doubtedly

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
Ii
date on the colored slip attached to the paper.
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May SI, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the dab*
will be changed to correspond, and M Bm RIDERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.
the

proportionate

of the State,

zens

badly

as

merit
the London Times was
moht appalling in its description of the murders,
outrages, and robberies which had been committed,
and it further declared that the Russian government allowed the riots to go on without making an
effort to check them. Although a great part of this
was denied by some of the other English Journals,
the lirst account went abroad as nearly correct, and
a great deal of sympathy was aroused, especially
The lirst

it?

*10.000. Is it not plain that there has
practically a total loss of the $!)7.~>,(KX) invested by parties in and out of the State? That
most of the money expended has benefited citi-

Admtnistra iors. Executors and Guardians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

Face

metaphor, were the Russian Jews abused
reported, and had they done anything

as

been

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Oilice to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the oilice to which it is to go.

Cannot

di'l not

over

nave

but bow hard be was struck and whether he
deserve it. To drop this charming poetical

now,

share of the
amount received for ores would he but a little

Horace I»odd, 205 Washington st., Boston.
Geo. 1*. Rowell A Co., 10 spruce st.. New York.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

Dews

Boston.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Boston, April J, Ins-2. “Who struck Billy Patterson?” is not the question demanding solution

one

mines, and whose

Prom

A
Tin: l-KHSKiTTIuN '*F THE .JEWS IN RUSSIA.
CONCERT IN AID OF THE REFUGEES. THE /UNI
THE
CLEF CLUB.
INDIANS.
AMIABLE AND
HANDSOME MUSICIANS.
A MAN AMONG MILLINERY.

hundred per cent,
nearly
Not those of our
on tile original investment?
citizens who have invested sina.ooo in the
Who has made

The following arc authorized agents for the Jour
nal:
S. R. Niles, No. 250 Washington st., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A >, Treniont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
203

Letter

Minea.

Mr. F. L. Bartlett, of Portland, says, in a recent number of the Maine Mining Journal:
From 1S7J up to the present time there lias
been invested in the Maine mines, in lands, machinery and working ^117.'),000; and there has
been received for ores about sdn.ooo. (This statement includes only the gold, silver, copper,
lead, and zinc mines). s?(iOO,lKMl of this monev
came from outside the State.
iSKoO.imki of the
entire amount has been expended in our State,
and gone to benefit laborers, farmers, mechanics, railroad and steamboat lines. The inhabitants of the State have put in s:!7o,000. and hav<
received $Ki35,000 in return: a pretty good dividend to the State of Maine.
If even mine
should shut down to-day in the State, vve have
still made J 00 percent., or nearly that, on outoriginal investment.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 18®.

It was stated weeks ago that Governor Plaisted had determined not to call an extra session

Generalities.
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sudden bounce,
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for

Kldrtdge has
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two cents... .( apt.
omplctcd the -ale of his

prepertx to id*\. father Dudd\
(apt. K. will live
in the house former!> occupied by ( apt. wrocn, on
K tUr

street

expected

...
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preaeh

to

Prim

P»uck-p

■!

*

is

.rt

again in a few weeks. Ke\
Mr. Pratt will be absent attending a Huarterh
tie « ting.... Will low. Woo.-lcr Parker
p!ca-r favor
us with further reminiscences of missionam work

in

Vermont

tin-

here

are

interesting reading

verv

people here, win* remember him
t

ngregational tdiundi.

thi-
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ear

will be
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by
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He\

Air

to

pastor of the
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Past
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Blanchard,

-ermon
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health ....The
wreck at t-erri-h
l-iand. of the schooner L
\.
hlliott ot W interport. has been sold t<>
parties pi

at*'

l"

has regained iii-

-a

Bo.-ton, for
.Tin* boot ami
owned ami oeeupied b\ K. A Man-lield,

Portsmouth and
-hoi

dole,

jr., was partially «lestr«*yetl by lire early l'ue-day
morning. Loss on building and goods about si,
Odd; insured. Cause overheated stove.
injured In- bark at thtweek, incapacitating him for
W'*rk for a few days... .Two o,<MrO lbs. anchors have
recently ht.cn turned < ut at the anchor works and
<

vmim-.v

anchor

Frank

works

Prince

last

( apt. t hnrh
■diipp.-d
Treat, i- at home for a fe

I
w

»ow.

d t>

<

t

-cho<

>i)cr

Neiln-

cargo of o»rn
ha- iu>t been received by the (amden Flouring
A11 i Co.
I IT.* hurrcl- of lime was shipped t>> lies
\

fr >iii tlu- lime kiln last week_(). L. Fuller
piv-ciited to tlu- High school some curiosities
and specimens in addition to those
already collect
t-'ii

has

Hie -eh. lk'-ton

<•'!..

Light

is

taking

in cargo for

being her first trip since undergoing repair-. ...»>ur schools all begin their springand sum
mcr terms.ui
Monday the 17th inst. with the follow
ing corps of teachers; W. I*. Foster, of Weld.
it

High

^clinol.

(.rammarand

Intermediate, Theresa

Ttiorndike.

Primary, Sadie simonton. Mountain
Intermediate, Lizzie llosmer. Primary, Kubic

In

sc

(

(louid... .The motion fora m\v trial for Nathan
Hart is to he argued at the Sept, term of court by
simonton iS: Licit....The private school by A. 15.
Mr. («alen Tribou lias
Tribou, closed last Friday
been ver\ siek of pneumonia at Burlington, Vt
since he left here, but is now convalescent... .Mr.
P». F. Vdams has a very fine riding horse, and a

Bangor plies regularly between Boston and Ply
mouth, Mass. The Nellie Kane is located at Lamoino
and the Little Buttercup runs between Bar Harbor
and Sullivan. The Queen City and the ( imbria w ill
make the trips betw een Bangor ami Bar Harbor_
May Queen is off for repairs, and steamer
May Field is on her route-The new steamer IV

steamer

will have woven wire matresses in her
staterooms. Fred Atwood of Winterport has connobseot

tracted to furnish them.

A

F.

pair of Mexican spurs has been -cut to him from
Colorado to be used in his horseback exercise.
( hester, ( apt Kent, of ("am ten,
loaded with cement, bound from Itoudout, V X to
Newbury port, went ashore on Hick- Lock, Ports-

Schooner. Laura T.

Tuesday, sustaining severe damages.
bilged, and will discharge
cargo, which was insured, but there was no insurance on tlu* schooner. The crew are all right.
mouth harbor

The vessel has since

Searsport
Muilgclt lias

Mr. .1. li.
In

-'

Kinpiiv

Dover,

I to

move,

loaiUiijjliiiy

is

Clippings.

Locals.

"Rapidly growing!" And this is just what
! we have all along said of rmn-drinking'in Maine,
j [Brunswick Telegraph.

N. II.

Nicliolsaiul Nick

for

erson.

;

Senator Hale has done a commendable thing
opposing the admission of Dakota on the
tor Salem.
I ground that a portion of that territory has reits bonds. Parties in Maine lose $.T>,pudiated
Tile schooner Andrew II. Kdnunls i. loading ice |
1*00 by this operation and other parties $170,000
:• r New York.
more.
[Bridgtou News.
M

f

Black i.

loading

Brunette vvitli luiy

Sciir.

!

in

j

A»lvent society has been bolding

d'lie

revival

meetings

at their

a

series of

Wanted by the i •einocratic party of liiddcford.
voters enough to carry an election.
No qualification required.
"Anybody and anything to
beat tiie Republican party" will In- taken, and a
good price paid. Apply to Tin- Disgusted Democracy of Biddeford.
[I nion and Journal.

chapel.

Drama “Above the Cloud.-" is to 1h given at
I nion Hall
Tuesday evening next.
I he

lir

"■

ready

having been thoroughly repaired,

Avon

business

for

is

river opens.

the

as soon as

The talk about an extra session of the Maine
legislature is merely guess work. There is no
necessity for one. but. if Cm l’laisted thinks
be can damage bis Republican friends more by
calling than by not calling one.be will undoubtedly summon the survivors of the last legislature together again.
[Boston Herald.

Mial "argent has taken a contract to move two
hundred cord- of kiln wood to Moose Point for
< apt. ( harleWording.
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The inti n st manifested by the Democrats in
the welfare of the Republican party. has been
illustrated in several towns in Ibis vicinity. Willi
immense magnanimity. they have said, !■•« >li
don't kick up a row: iet us all unite and elect
our best men. regardless of polities."
We are
sorry that our brethren have been, in some instances. deeeiv ed by tlie-e professions of nnparii/auship and fair deal, and an now compelled
to admit tin! like lambs they have lain down
inside of the lion.
[ Vroosfook Republican.
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Ordinarily a perfume lias a limited application,
and admits of little more than to be dropped upon
garment if a liquid, or carried or laid away in a
sachet if a powder or a solid. For toe refined demands of the household more is needed; a lasting,
agreeable odor in a fluid form, which shall prove
itself pleasant outlie handkerchief* captivating for
the purposes of the toilet, and (greatest of luxuries!' impart a delightful fragrance to the hath.
The famous Murray & Bauman Florida Water fully
merits these demands of refined living, as its prodigious sale in all parts ol the civilized world at-

NINETY BAYS

a

tests.

GEO.W. BURKETT

Du. K i.ink’s Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
«*f the age for all Nerve Diseases. All fits stopped
free, ^end to !*31 Arch Street, Philada., Pa. 3ml4

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Bv C. II. Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.
PRODUCE MARKET.
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APRIL, MAY & JUNE.
Our Friends Everywhere!
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Apples ? hush,
35g7.”> [lav#1 ton,
dried,? 1b
5gt> lides i?lb,
Beans, pea,bush 3.2o§:i..p>0 Lamb # tb,

$lo.0031f».0o
(is?
030
Lamb Skins,
$1.4031.70
Mutton#'lb,
037
Oats # bush,
503*r>5
SO a 90
Potatoes,
Round Hog # II)
7gs
Straw #■ ton,
$0.00gS.00
1*2314
Turkey # lb,
Veal # lb,
OgS
33
Wool, washed, # lb,
#
H», 25
Wool, unwashed,

*•

Medium $;{.<xtg:i.2o
Yellow-eves 2 .*>032.65
Butter ? tb,
20325
Beet ? tb.
6gS
Barley ? bush,
oOgOO
Cheese? tb,
12£14
Chicken ? tb,
]0£12
Calf Skins ? tb,
12
l)uck?tb,
12314
?
16
KiTgs do/..,
Fowl ? tb.
1U312 Wood, hard,
< ieese ? tb,
«i
12 14 Wood, soft,

7g8 Lime fc" bbl.,
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day and take the corn, but in the morning the three
--.-I- were aptured by an American named James
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In* i.aine here an* all de-eendaiits
til- -oijs.J m.c-, Alex.ai. i r and samiiel, Samuel,
the lather d W illiam, wa- born in what i~ now
.ii-port, on the last day of the year 177a, w;iled to Mary
about lTbua; Loiin
ierry.by Kev-Brown, hav ing walked tin*
tin distance. lie had by her a children. 7 boys
giri-, "annu l <
William, Woodburn, Janie-,
Benjamin < Alary J., Nancy K. and Jo.-epb
t whom are now
the youngest being
William married Nancy 1*. Nichols, daughter
t Al« xander, December
ivj*;, and had > chiln,
l.oy- and ! girls, t of whom are now living.
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wife of H. c. Mack,
of Londonderry,
! a leal and pine grown on the old Nichols honiead .n that place, to be presented to William on
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Webster, Robert Clark and
Horace Maomiiii r are very sick-The funeral on
of our esteemed fellow townsman s. K.
.James A.

\mim

Whiting, E*q.,

very fully attended by thecitlCastine, and many from adjoining towns.
All that the Democrats take the Republican
was

of

>"im;al for is
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“just to see what is in
student, has recently

Normal

it.”_Mr.

called
me on account of the death of hi* brother who
"'a* killed in a R. R. accident in the
West, and
brought home for burial ...At the last meeting of
the J.y< emu at Normal Hall the students discussed
the following question—Resolved that a Limited
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form of

decided in the negative—Win. II.
Witherlc, J hn N. Gardner and W. G. Sargent
tried for Boston Monday.
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vernment.

Morrill. .James Wing lost one of liis lingers last
week while sawing staves—T. W. Robinson, wife
and daughter, started for Montana, Monday, the27th
March. They expect to be gone two years. J. R.
Dickey and wife have moved on to Mr. Robinson’s
!arm, and will carry It on during his absence_
The stave mills of Daggett ami Merriam are actively at work-The Methodist Quarterly Conference
was held here on Monday of last week.
Rev. Mr.
A rev, Presiding Elder, preached in the afternoon.
..Quite a number of our village scholars are at-

tending school at the I lead of the Tide, Belfast....
Mr Israel Woodbury, one of our best farmers, is
preparing lumber for a barn, to lie erected on his
meadow.Elisha Merriam, M\, had a paralytic
shock lately, and is quite feeble.
Fkankkokt.
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I’pton Treat, who has been
considered out of danger—Capt.
Mr.

very ill, is now
Hiram Treat, post master, has been very ill, but
is slowly recovering.Colds are very prevalent
about town ...Mr. John Peirce, of New York, has
been in town for a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Peirce are expected to return from Washington, I).
Mr. Marcus Merrill tills the place
C., this week
"f hook keeper for Peirce, Rowe & Co., in absence
of Mr. Bridgham, who is at home sick
Master
Lincoln Peirce was very agreeably surprised, on
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death. Indeed’, marly "V»r. e.i-'e u heart di-eu-e
with all it- Ire.-uiful suddenue-> vv hieh has ev er "«•eurred. can he traeed more or i.
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In its chronic form it -miens the
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forms can be cured. Thi- bring trm the
imp.|riant question ari-e-: "How doe.- this poi-nmjm.urie acid act into the blood, mid how can if be-t be
removed!'
I’ric acid is a vva-t> material of
(he
body which the kidneys should curry out, luit bcau-e they are weakened they cannot throw it from
the system.
Re-ton* the kidneys ami vou re-tore
the power that will torce the mi- acid from the -!v.-tfin and tliu- banish the rheumatic agonies which
it causes. This is rea-m; it i> science.
No one
who-o kidm y- are in a perfect condition wa- ever
trouhl.'d with rheumati.-m, and no rheumatic -pf
ferer. however sligl t the pain may be, ha- perfect
-,

kidney-.
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been made 1-. treat that part ol lit body.
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suit. Hie pain has departed but the disease has :r<
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out at -ome unexpected
( he'ekinir the
moment.
att-*rs the -ii -e.4se
pain in anv .-npflc locality only
through t!ie -y .-lem, when, il the-eat of tiie dis|»r
dor, which are tiie kidneywen* reached, a complete cure would he the result. The w ay, therefore,
to expel this rank and poisonous acid before it a-sume- an intlanimation «»r ebnmie lonu is hv
keep
Hijl; the kidney ii, absolute health. Tiii- i> no e;(-v
thin- I do, anU no means h i-, uidii vv iihin the
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r e a -h and a He,
the-e ar> at or^ai
At last, how’,
c; or. scientists have di.-envered
that the leaves oB ;i
tropical plant, pn v i-oi-ly hut little known to j, uec
nmt unknow n to nidieine. p,»--r,| marv ,l.,nqualities mlapted for the kidney-. These leaveb-’tve been skillfully ••oinliined in the
remedy mjivv
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departure for Hallowed, by his numerous friends coming in the tyidst of the storm to
wish him success in his studies and a pleasant time
while away-The friends of Miss Lida Kingsbury
are pleased to hear of her advancement in music
and studies, in Farmington.
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of his
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Mary Whitcher’s Shaker Housekeeper*
In order to introduce this new and really the best
cook book yet issued, the publisher- will this week
distribute free, through local retail druggists, the
entire first edition. Among its novel features mhv
be mentioned dinners for every day of the week,
how to cook ami how to serve them, a chapter on
etiquette, scores of cherished family receipts, contributed by prominent New England ladies, selections from noted chefs, some choice collections of
the Shakers, such as apple sauce, brown bread, etc.,
the whole making over two hundred of the mo-t
valuable receipts ever published in one book. T<>
be hau free of charge at any of our drug stores.
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troubled with Dyspepsia, C onstipation,
or Nervous Headache, or hud any’trouble
"toma' h, Bowels, or Liver, I would use
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Wiggin’s

Billets.

They

have an inherent power to
•ure. never
in the history of medicine.
.'U -cuts at
Druggists; by mail on receipt of price.
Wig :; A < o., Rockland, Me. Miss Sawyer’s salve
ms now prepared, beats the world.
23 cents. ;{inlo

surpassed’
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QUILTS
Marseilles at $1 30

l

COTTONS!
Bleached and Brnvvn

Qualities,

in all Widths
at Lowest Prices.
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##*Re<juests
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Doods sent immediate!;. on appii'-ation.
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Respectfully informs the public that having
cured the large and desirable store.
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DKOPSV. (.HAUL. DIABFTKS, INFLAMMATION OF
THK BLADDFH. BKH k Dl sT DF.PO.NIT, Hill IMATISM, D\ SPKPMA, FF M ALK COMPLAINTS, VN1) M L DIM Ws OF
TI1K L HI NAIM
OHOANS.

Druggist has Sold

\

CHAMBER SETS
LOUNGES,

(HAIRS. (ASK RTS.
etc., of the latest designs and improved styles.
Having purchased this stock for ca.>h, at a great
reduction on old prices, 1 can give extra bargains.
Being an experienced Cabinet .Maker I am prepared t" do repairing and manufacturing at short
notice.

1,000 Bottles.

ul ]; ^i'orK

and One Bottle Cured Him.
Mass, March vis, is,Si.
.1. W. IvlTTKKlxii:, Agent Idii\ir «»C Lit. Uout
Dear sir:—Having suffered intensely for four
years with di-case of the kidney-, alter having
during that time tried various tm dieines without
obtaining relief, I was induce 1 to try a bottle of

S!i.»• :M I

Dead

your KLIXIlloF' I.IKK HOOT, and i! ii'Tu-ds me
to say that one bottle of it completely
cured me. I recommend it a- the only
alcalde
and certain cure f«»r kidney trouble* 1 haw ever
seen.
I would add that before taking your medicine I had become so weak that 1 wa- about to give
up work.
Hoping that others who have suffered
like myself may be
fortunate as to try v..invaluable medieine. Trillv voiirs,
T. 1
Mi .MAIN.

idea-lire

nl

Eprsads I Tasis Linens

M

>

Nearly

PINE,

over

ID)*'Ki. \m*. Mi:.. A ..rll
l-'-l.
1 haw -old over one thousand bottles ot Klixir
of Life Ko'tr, and have never unuid a ea- where
it failed t give .-atisfaction.
WM. IL k ITT UK LX. K.

Ginghams

f

lou!

ft!

jilatii..;

\

«'

[*m

<

,'

i;

*iiT

>

li- siiii.

Just bet'on tile grout strike ut the I’aeite
lit..
Mills, tln-re w •> a >aghi J

-■>

we

.A
MPIIIAIC- rO\l( AND 4 I*IM
TIZCII IT li t* AO HH A I

A .*

ONE

took advantage

the;,

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

e-i

ear.

the market, am!
>3 low as

t

ta

v

t

are

he bough: at wholesale.

Remember the 1‘laee

bontjhl for

arc

ingtherefrom,

lm> had

renovated and tilled with a NI\W and
FRKSII STOCK of

MIRRORS,

Scotch

ney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris~

High Street,

occupied by Andrews lirehe

SOFAS.

78 lain

No. 20 High St.,
BELFAST,

Opposite Phoenix Row.
MAINE.

J. W.

Our Commodious

HITTHEDUE, AttEXT.

H»<'KLAXl». turn:
ajtai.i. i»nr<i(.iisTs ski.i. it .»»

lyrtO

custo-

NEW

l

Please Give Us

Baggage Cheeked Through. \<> Trausler ( hauge

In Boston.

Also agent for

Traveler’s Insurance <’<mijanii/.
$3,000 and $13.00 per week for 23c. per day.

FIRM!

SUCCESSOR

A. B.

Patent Lever s
> SLEEVE is

Lessee.

f

The only appearance this season of the

raiemeu ->ov.

30

A or

Ladies

Made from FI\E

BUTTON

THE MASCOT!

FINE

ROLLED

|

mis itu

i‘i|uau

COLD,

and this unprecedented olTt-ris m:uV onl\ 10111troiluee our (roods. To protect ourselves a. aiU't'.lew elersaiitl Dealers, we send utf> sets to any address.
For Sleeve Button vefurni-h either oldoiig, square or
round shaped stone, and either Moss Aaatr, Stri/nA A<i>tft,
lilisul Stone. Onux. Cano Hon, or Gold Stone'.as de>ircd.
iti:tl or society cinWe will turmsii mill M ini fancy eiiblem 4*11 stone, or
k front
instead of
ameled or engraved [
buying of u you
stone, if preferred.
save jobbers’ andv
profits, as
Satisluclion
we are manufacturers.
guaranteed or nmnev refunded. This
is no cheap jewelry
otter, hut u squ ire
Order
statement ol the exnet facts.
now. as this notice
will a linear hut

(

Mention tins

twice.

]lly
/retailers’

iHiiier.

Miow Tins to vmir iriemm.

Address

W. A. BATTEI
CO.,
Manufacturers of Specialties,
Office, Jilei Nta(o Street, Buxton, lllax*>

IMPERISHABLE

JOBBERS

AM)

|

Cornices, Poles, Curtains,
LAMBREQUINS

DRAPERIES,
Nice Cretonnes, Lounge Coverings,
&

FRINGES, GIMPS,
kinds,

a

large .supply always

on

*1 IB. ('ll IS. COO.n BA will he in the
ready at all times to wait upon any who call.

US

Kidney
CO.,

RE! All. DEALERS

express at tlie old stole.

IF. A

store,
10

AT

4wl3

dohnU*. Pendleton.

)

order to close

1111

possible, 1

NEXT

the SEASON’S WORK

STOPPED
FREE
Marvelous

I

PERFUME.

success.

L.

Insane Persons Restored.
DR.KLINE'SGREAT
Nerve Restorer

for all Brain St Ntuvr Diseases. Only sure
cure for Fits, Epilepsy awl Nerve
AJFections.
Tnfalmijle if taken as directed. No Fits afU r
first day's use. Ti catlse ami S‘2 ti i:»l bottle free to
Fit patients, they paving express
•*. S-nd ramp,
> T‘KMNE.y.'U
I’, t». a.id express add.
ArchSi.Philadelphia, i
;
IdnuvjUts.
,.

Belfast, Me.

Real Estate for Sale.

I

OFF Kit TWO GOOD IIOl'SKS
for sale in Bueksport Village,

either

both

easy terms, or
will exchange for western land and
difference
if
any. Address Mr.
pay
>• i’. IIai.l,
Bueksport, or the subscriber at KewJOHN W K NT WORTH.
anee. Illinois.
March 1”>, 1882.—.‘hnl.'i
or

on

FEW

:5m 14*

RUBBER COATED SCYTHES.
Temper Nut Started by Polishing, Oil Temper-

REMEMBER, this offer is only fora FEW
KKKs.^
GEO A. QUIMBY.
Belfast, March 2i», 18S2.-l.Uf

Copyrighted.
13w0

ed, New Process.
Prices on application.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.

KNITTING COTTON,

Dolman

Cloths, Woolen

and

Srochcl

Shawls.

Any style
Mill surely do It. They are manufactured In Deltas t, of the purest materials, pleasant to take,
liern in use more than thirty years, with InrreasIng suir.
Me keep a bottle open for all that wish to try
them.
They are free from all intoxicating liquors, and
are not a beverage but a medicine, curing all
unions Diseases, Loss of \ppcille. Drowsiness,and
giving wonderful tone and vigor to the It rain and
a,)

Don't let the Spring pass without

trying

MORSE, KALEY & CO. MAKE,
Only 5 l-2c.

per

garment got up at short notice

TRIMMINGS !
This
of

department

intend to make

we

one

leaders this season, and shall exert

our

every effort to place before our customers the most elegant line of

w

and Bnltons
ever

JUST F ECEIVED A SPLENDID LI* E OF

BLACK

DRESS

SILKS

At $1.25. $1.42, $1.75, $2.25.
These goods were bought direct from the manufacturers agents, and are the 11KST make in tins
country. The $quality is as good as any ijci.no
quality in New Kngland. All of our *ilks are warranted, and we know what we are talking about
when we make the above statement.
All those in
want of silks should see ours before purchasing.

THE BEST

shown east of Portland.

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL

B.

F.

u

1,000 Pair Corsets!
quantities

tit a

us

to

buy

greater discount, therefore you will

always
at a

we

of Corsets at

wholesale and retail, it enables
find

us

to have the BEST MAKES

LOWER PRICE than
in tltis

WELLS.

As

Bought direct of manufacturers.
handle immense

can

be found

city.

Ball, at

TO

WELLS.

THREE HUNDRED VOLUMES

\\T IlKKEAS.uiv wife, ELVIRA IIAUDINU, lias

TL1ROM the miscellaneous portion of REV. S.
HOODENOCGH’S LIBRARY, will he offered
C
C. W. II anf.y’s store, beginning on Monday, April 3d, at from one quarter to one-half their
A rare opportunity to buv good books
eost.
cheaply.
13
for sale at

and

WEEKS,

Caution Notice.
left my bed and board without justifiable
TT
cause, this is to warn all persons from harboring
or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no
debts of her contracting.
A. M. HARDING.
Appleton, April ">, 1882.—3wl4*

Jacket

as

if#

F\

Ulster,

will for the

application.

B.

Jackets and Ocinians,

WM, O. POOR & SON, Proprietors.

pay an EXTRA PRICE for all work done for me.
EXPERIENCED HANDS, whether 01.1) customers or NEW, can he accommodated with work on

W

IT!

Walking

I’riee (lit Cents.

VEST MAKERS!
soon as

NEGLKCT

Body.

('. F. Morison.

*2\vll

70 Main Street,

DON’T

them.

IN

Complaints,

OSGOOD'S

Morison <f* Co., ;>£ Main St.

Morison.

increase «l

stimulate and strengthen the
Kidneys A Liver and purity the Itlood.

orders by mail and

Established In 1 S.*>5 b) A. J. Morison.
\V. K.

and Liver

great

which to

IN

Headquarters fur Hammond's Searsport Express.
Agents for Plurnix Pure White Lead. Murphy
Varnishes, Kelley’s Axes. Ac.
to

a

resulting in Dropsy, Heights Diseases, Ac.,
March, April anil May arc the months in

Nails, Glass, Hubs, Spokes, Rims, Carriage Trimmings, Sheathing & Wrapping
Papers, Paper Bags, Twine, Agricultural Implements, 4c.

hand.

tiEO.
B»E PROO. for so many
li. Mathews, has an interest in tlu*
year' with A
and
will
he pleased to wait upon those
business,
w ho call.
Will also he ready to attend any calls for
hi- .-erviees in the undertaking line day or night.
MB

REMEMBER

all are aware there is

As

Hardware, Cutlery, Iron, Steel,

&c.

Caskets, Coffins & Robes
Of all

Co.,

:ssous TO

ift?’Special attention given

tucnts ana i iiiHii eis,
ROLLED GOLD, will l>o for-

Bonn,

MATHEWS,
-ALSO-

warded, po-d pai l, to any address (if order d within.'!
months man this dato'on receipt of $1. l-’or hulieF
chemise. Stud sent instead of Foliar Button, lieu;- inker, the goods we sei d are

Andrnu's (.rand Opera Comlque

StJC(

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS,

collar!

ivi.,

TO

HAS NOW A FULL STOCK OF

|i

ax s*

W. K. Morison &

Call.

711 II.MIlim, 70

F. E. CROWLtY. Agt. M. C. R. R.

HAYFORD HALL,
Tuesday Evening, April 11, 1882.

a

E. J. MORISON &

And limited first-rlass tickets to Boston and return. good for 13 days from date of sale, $0.00.
Second-class tickets one way $t.00
Letters asking information pri'midly answered if
addressed in
>ml4

A NOTABLE EVENT!

Best for TOILET. BATH
and HANDKERCHIEF.

complete

routes,

sonville.

FLORIDA WATER.

prmhteed.

150 PIECES

Suits!

|LIX

UNDERTAKING

\RTS <>F Till:

Crowley,

••

Murray & Lanman’s

ever

and tiiiuniin.u

Attended to promptly. The trimming and >ale of
Caskets made a specialty.
Call on me. Prices
reasonable.
P2tf

Who is the only agent in Holla'd sidling via all

Jachin, French, New York.
-M, schr. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.
-M, schrs, Abby K. Bently, Mahaffy, Jacksonville; John I). Page, -, New York; E. L.
Warren, Babbage, Lineoluville.
April "»tli, schr. Webster Barnard, --, Jack

TUB

the ehoii'i'st <lesion

PROPRIETORS.

NEW

I), Chase.

AND

WEST

sclir.

Mr. G. P. TOWLE.

Boys’

Store.

Dry Goods

IN WALNUT AND

5\\ 11

TO ALL

.11-t, schr. Elector Bailey,-, Boston.
April l-t, schr. Florence Newell,--.Portland.
>d. sclirs. vVebster Barnard,-, Bucksport; Min-low Moist*, M<Donohue, Wiuterport;
Minetta, Wade, Boston.

Cm 14

Over A.

A N D-

MAY

*11r

TICKETS

>.

POPl'LAIt PRICES ONLY.
Admission 35c.
Reserved Seats 50r.
Sale of seals to begin at E. IY. POTE’S Friday,
lsv 14
April 7th.

line a.-soit

FOR CbSTOWS WORK.

CHASE,

I Nt H DIM.

Window Shades,

postpaid t<* an) :nMiv-~ -m re«ei|>! *>i ..{,-r
ami price to any part of the I niL-d siate^.
for

ton.
Marc!

Musical Director,

P.

FURNITURE!

For Spring and Summer of 1882,
Sent

Belfast, April,

Produced with Beautiful Scenic and Mechanical Ef
feds. Elegant Costumes and Grand Chorus.

Watered. Brocades & Armures.

a

ANDREWS

R.

it

POUT OF BELFAST.

In

-I N

WOOLENS!

continuance of the

a

same.

formerh

Oil Cloths

Butterick s Metropolitan Fashions I

NEWS.

ARTISTS

for

hope

No. 20

Clothing,
Carpets,

Tcile'. 87 1-2 cents.

Mr. & Mrs.

30

Mens &

i».

24th,''Alfred,

GKO. A. JONES.

Dranite,

AND

ossi mm stock

J,\,

April 1st,

otfi red in Boston.

ever

OWE CASE

In I*, iroit. Me., March 2*tli, Maud S
daughter of
L >» n !’. and Mary s. Files, aged 3 vears, C» months.
In Camden, March 24th, Samuel Heal,
aged 7s
ear- and 11 days.
Li Camden, March 23th, Mrs.
Mercy Andrews,
aged
years and 1 month.
In Camden, March 2bth, Hernion B.
Thomas,aged
22 years and 0 months.
In Ca-tine, March 2<»th, Frank W.
Campbell,aged
2- years.
Li Hope. March 2‘Jth, Lafayette M., son of Wi!
liam A. and Alice Fuller, aged (5 months, 13 days.
In Tliomaston, Mar. 2sth, Catherine Ellen,
daugli
ler «*l Daniel and Bridget Murphy, aged 3 months
In s.»urh Tliomaston, March 27th,
Mary, wife of
lolm l’orter, aged II years and 10
days.
Li Rockland. March 27th, Emma
daughter of
Nelson and Julia Lane, aged 2 months.
In Rockland. March 23th, Mary L. Smith,
aged 77
years, lo months and 13 days.
In Appleton, March
daughter of Mr.
and Mr- Freeman Esaney.aged 10
years,5 months.
In Appleton, March 10th, Carrie, wife of Lew man
Danfort)], aged lit years, n months and 13 days.
In Washington, March 20th, Lizzie,
daughter of
John and Nancy Howard, aged S months.
Iii W aldoboro, March IStli, May,
daughter of Ed
\\ ai d ( hapman, aged 12
years, S months and 2 davs.
In Ell-worth, March 2Mh, Mr-. Hattie E., wife*of
iIcnr\ W
Ejipe :, aged 24 vears.
In Ellsworth. March 2Sth, Mrs. Susan H., wife of
(>wen lJyrn, aged 43 years and lo months.

V RltlVEl

patron-

Largest!
—

SHIP

1 he best
comprising even imtnlier.
judges aelviiow o-dge them better value

25 PIECES

pair.

in stock

now

public

lS"J. -.'1ml t

The

years.

In LinciJm ille, March 27th,
Wyman Drinkwatcr.
aged 73 years,
months and 2 days.
Thn~ ha- pass, d away a higldy respected
neigh
1
'cl cjii/en.
He was a kind husband and
latlici', and his honest and genial disposition commanded the respect of all who knew him. He wa
ver r,-ad\ t" rendci his services towards the
needy
and allln led, and alway- willing to hear his
part of
Hie burdens t life.
His illness was short but very
distressing, and be leaves a void that none can llli.

BLACK SILKS!

age the past few months, and

Thompson & Son.

i»elfa-I. April

Cocheco, Merrimack. Oriental, Simpson's,
Manchester. Hamilton. Allen's American,
5c
Lawrence tnd Windsor, at 4 I 2c
6c., I

—

for their very liberal

ORDER.

FO

all w e a.~k is f«»r eu.~tonn.Ts to give us a call
k "\or
nr extensive ~turk ami get priees,
feeling n~ ur* d that if they do we -hall get our
share of the tradt.
i..j Do mu fe< l .afraid that you will offend us if
you do not purchase.

Black and While
& Sq are, Wooland Shetland.

& BRUSH.

I desire to thank the

■

\M) MADE

Broche, Long and Sqtiar
Cashmere, Paisley. Long

In this ciiv, March 2$th, Mrs. Sarah, wife of the
late ( hciicy Hodge, aged
vears and 24 (lavs.
In this city. March 30th, Samuel II. Walker,
aged
3s years.
In ihis city, March 31st, of
meningitis of the
braiii. Lucy L daughter of Lucy and the late John
Robinson, aged 33 years and 11 months.
Iii
tockton, March 23d, Joshua, .-on of Joshua E
Jordan.
W .Ido, March 17th,
1
Joseph, aged 3 months and
b* ‘i.i,March 21st, Joel, aged 3 months ami It
lay-, twin sons of Willie J. and Annie A. Blood.
In Burnham, March 27th, Lizzie Murray, aged 2o

'■

We have

Also

in<j Hoods.

in

large lot of those

r

meat of

RUBBER, COCOA,

PICTURE FRAMES ON HAND

SHAWLS !
en

1'rith

tly
iiiy

d

n.

pee

COFFINS,

'I
hand, and receiving NEW supplies
v
ry boat from the best manufaeturers
and \t w York, and having one of the
fir
the latter city !•■ buy and keep posted on
and Prieto; and also having bad over thirty
; nr- \p a i ne e in buying ami handling the above
g"< d~. we feel eontident that we can meet^he mar
da- '. '\v, deal a- fairly, and give as much for
k»-l,
the mo n
a- any other tirn..

Black Spanish, G ipure, Blac k and White
Spanish, French Laces, Antique. Russian.
Mechlin, Irish, Clnny, Languedoc:, Maltese
Torchon, Saxony. Valenciennes & Breton.

DIED.

Anothi

Pants,

Doeskin. Diagonal

-1 N-

HEMP

t the

li;ei

Open To-Day

$ii.no. $4.00. $r>.OOanil $0.00

-ALSO-

L-q._.

We

oi.tkii

we wen- i

goods t•
the puhlie.

demand of

A tine assortment of

In

••mire stock in

our

RKK1' to JirOl-Ui'O

than

& TAPESTRIES.

nearly

last closing out sal.',

former price $2.50.

Dress

MAINE.

closed

Having
our

price $1.00.

All-Wool Pants

$1.50,

OUT-DOOR RUGS k MATS!

I), Sew York City.

k.

former

50c,

the I. A UtiES'l’and REST STOCKS

of

FEATHERS, MATRESSES,
S ACHING S I Me Cutlery, Crockery, Kitchen Goods.

In ilii
city, April l-i, by J.
Harriman, Esq..
Lai'asi lb- Baker and Mrs. Julia A. Knowles, both
"f Bel fa.-t. Also l»v same, April 3d, Isaac I.. Baker
and Mi-- Ele/a 1- Merrithew, both of Belfast.
In Isle-boro. March 2oth, by Win. 1*.
Sprague,
Mi- Aaron M. Hill of Needham. Mass., ami
Lydia A. Hodge of I-lesboro.
In Hamari-cotta, March 22d, (d-orge T. Kuhn and
Li/./ie M. Hall, bwth id' Waldoboro.
In North Sedgwii’k. March 22d, Mr. diaries f.
Robert-on and ( ora N C'andage, both of Bluehill.
la Boston. March .’Uth, Thomas B Hedge and
Helen Aimin', daughter of the late Hon. James Ii.
Mitchell of East Bridgewater, Mass.

former price $3.50.

BRUSSELLS,

Forest Mils and Aetna

you,

$1.00

Boys' Doatile & Twist Pants

and Checks.

VELVETS,

Rochdale, Gilbert. Middlesex. Bradford,

weakness, early dewill send a recipe that

nervous

FRKK Oh' Cl I \RCL.
This great
renie 1\ u;;> di-covered by a
missionary in South
America.
Semi a self-addressed envelope to the
cure

Rkv

Mattings,

MOQUTTES,

--

my.
'vill

Straw

-1 N-

CARD.

A

price

AX MINSTERS,

Striped Satins, Colored Velvets, Colored
Silks, Watered Satins, Novelties, Faille
Silks, Foulards, Momie Brocades,Shoodas,
Plaids, Black and Colored Cashmeres,
Cheney Colored Silks. Lyon's Black Silks \
and Velvets, Tinsel Novelties, Drap de
Almas, Flenriettas and Cordurettes.

Bib', sick

former

Mens’ All-W ool Pants

SMYRNAS,

LOOK HERE

Working Pants

Mens’ 34 Wool Pants

IN-DOOR RUGS k MATS!

respectfully request an examination
merchandise, t heir quality ai. I pnee.

our

Mens’

$1.25, former price $2.00.

In all widths.

Plain, Fancy

C"

i

<

HEMPS,

and

eompletJlj.

troubie-

Block.

DRESS goods:

.f.

Stevens,

City

a

--OF-

I'ii M \

Eight Thousand Foot

\ i

presentintr tin* most ATT I’ A( TIN K
(iOODS it has ever boon in our powei

-.

known a- Warner
"ale Kidney and I.ivei <' u 11 •.
II is. n j to the
preyenl ime, the only known prepurntb *n b d act "" oireeth" upon I ne ki Inev a t>• ef
feetual
cure the v arioii-dangerous lon’n*. of kid
ney di-ea-c, and lienee remove all uric acid from
the blood. A- a result, the cures it ha- been the
means of performin'; are really
very remarkable.
In h
i. there are thou-ands of persons in Aim riea
to-day who ovv their restoration i*> health and entire freedom from rheumatism to thi- simple vet
powerful remedy which i- known i:ni\er-ai.iv,
manufaetured in Rochester, N. V.,and -old in every
drui; store in the land.
I'loiii me 11 *('ior- in the \arious cities of Ur*
I’nited State- who have eertilied over their own
signatures tq tin* seientiti*- statement that urie arid
in the ldood i- the cause oi rheumatism, are a large
ninnhrr of Bo-ton phv-i ians. among them being
I>r. A. I*. Lighthill, Dr. .John I. Foley. Dr. Fivd
Barbit, Dr. M. L. t. Iiamheri dn. Dr. Albert N.
Blodgett, Dr. -lolm « sharp, Dr. < 'has. \V.
Dr. H'-nry W
Bradford, Dr. Tiniothv H. Smith,
Dr. ( baric- M Newell, Dr. William A. Dunn. l)r.
.1. 1
Ih-rn I )r. .John Burke, I)r. Michael I <,a\|n,
Dr. Aaron Voting. Dr. Elisha >. Rowland. Dr. OjtU
Bray Randall, Dr. Stephen
Martin, I >r. Bcorge
F. Bigelow, Dr. <> W. Dow. Dr. Morris B. Winder. Dr. Robert W. Newell. Dr. Franklin F. Batch,
Dr. Darius Wilson, Dr. William F. Cornell, Dr.
Henry Sold, Dr. Nathaniel Downes. Dr. William K.
Ripley. Dr. Bcorge ( Shattuek, Dr. William In
gall-. Dr. d. B. Oliver, Dr. dost ph F. Lotild, Dr.
Wilson Atwood, Dr. A. Fernahl, Dr. Francis IF
Brown, and Dr. Hamilton <).-good.
The theory of the doctors a- above explained,
ibid- it- continuation in the fact that when the kidney- ha\e been ••tired, rheumatism iremoved. This i- not, of course, ahvavs aecopiplished instantly, lor in a disease -o suhtie, theedre
is often verv slow but under no other plan can
ajnv
hope of permanent relief ever be found. There are
hundred:- of cases on record during the
present
Winter of person- alllicted with rheumatic
of the worst order wlm have been entirely cured ihv
following the theory above stated and using me
remedy mentioned. Many of these persons had
the very worst possible s\niptonm. Vague aches
indifferent portions of the body wore followed
agonies the mo-i intense in -ome particular
Acute and throbbing pain.- succeeded each ot!|cv
and the coursing j»oi-minus acid inllamcd all the
veins. Troubles which began with slight disorders
increased to derangements the most serious. It is
sad to think that all this suffering was end lined
when it could have been «o ea.-ily relieved.
Acting
above
upon the theory and using the
lioned the kidneys could have been restored to their
usual vigor, the urie poison expelled from the system, the inflammation removed and the pain entirely banished.
These are some of the real and scientific facts regarding rheumatism, attested by the highest authority, and they are, beyond question, the only
correct ones ever brought forth.
We are aware
they are advanced ideas, but ten years hence they
will lie the accepted belief and practice of the
world.
If people suffer from rheumatic troubles
in the future and with these plain truths before
them, they certainly can blame no one but themselves.

St.,

arrived with

LOTS.

JOB

OIL CLOTHS

OF FLOOR ROOM.
In nmsMorat.'Ui »»f

Supers,

COTTON CHAINS,

Geo. W. Burkett,

DRY GOODS!
m i l am

TAPESTRIES,

SELL-

85c. per yard, the BEST MAKE.

just

Great Mark Down to Close

I

igi’na:

—

—

\i

83 Main

to m«: hum) i\

Have

5Gc.,

& Domestic

Foreign

PANTS!

BRUSSELLS,

From 75c. to 95c.

-O F-

<

di(-or-

-WE

r

LARGEST STOCK

Young Ladies VI Club, Scarsport, desire to
thank-to \ 11 Club, Belfast, for hospitalities
Mended, on the occasion of the First Annual Count and Ball of the latter, Frida} evening, ttl-t ult.
"
Mi 'port, April 4th, lss->#
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(it'l nliackt rs of Maine! the nu n who have
20 Oat Meal ¥ tb,
.1
sold you are delivering the goods a- fast as Corn ¥ bush,
02 Onions 4*" tb,
.'Pag4
trd at Bath will be iianit d the Bi-hard
Koger’liei-ciiey will allow : your commit Ices and bead < 'racket! Corn ¥ bush, 02 Oil, Kerosene^gal.04^20
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
02 Pollock V tb,
men vv ill be tt-i fill this year to make democratic
4L*g-i
1
Buck, and will bo commanded by ( apt. d T
U«10 Pork 4Mb,
11 a 12
nominations win n that work i- done they vv ill I Cheese ¥ tb.
arv. r, <f tbu t »w n.
t '"tton Seed ¥ c\vt.
1.70 Plaster & bbl.,
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quietly slip
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tb,
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*!i m
for Decoration Day
s *2 i« 10la
notwithstanding the state ( on vent ion may ibis year be allowed to go i!ove-r Seetl, ¥ tb. 11 J-21 Sugar 4? tb,
the farce id nominating a democrat i1
40
F!our^ bbl., $> OOgO.75 Salt, T. I., V bush,
through some mi-understanding, tailed to through
t ieket. tint that Won't lie lleeessarv next va-Til1II.
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Boston Market.
at Belfast, Friday night,
.-peak very highly
sati kda v, April 1.
the tiiembi r- * f the dub as entertainers and preA Strong Endorsement.
Hi ri kk
Kim* dairy butter, 3«S«j41‘*; fair to good,
un« e it thi event of the season.
:■!.*»<i37<*; common,2Au33c, new western fresh cream
\ lady re-iding in < orgia. vviiose sou was
'Tv, I.'mj 4Ac; fair t<> good, 40 £41<‘; old butter, Verhi in !I \• I 1 -.
! he stibic I "f the morning -ei
threatened with eonsuniption. wrote to seVi rtil
mont, 23 ii.’JOe; common. 10u20e; western low grades
..c ww
Imrch, next "i.n lay will be “The ! of our old
patient-, vv ho-, ti -timnnia]- in favor 12 g 17<*.
■1
'There will bean Ea-ter runTriumph of < i.n-l.
September an 1 October factory, line,
iimpi mid »xy gi-n we bad publi-hed. a-kiug
!3'-i n 11<*; fair to good, 13ij 131 * e; ordinary to eoniit' tin -e printed te-iimoiiial- wa re true.
a
ihe "miday m pool in tin* evening ...There
Among moii,
lo«12e; mediums, J21ac; Worcester county,
tin-m wa- 1'. >. Art bur. I lie well-known author.
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I mi 13' .<•; range 14 >j 14 l2c for choice, fair to good, 12 c.
special Ea.-ter service at the Metin',ti-t
| vv ho replied to her lime I7t!i. Dsn. as follows:
E«.i;s—The market is higher and very lirm at 20c;
hurch next Sunday morning.
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In reply to your favor. 1 will
ea-tern are very lirm and closed at 20/j21c, some
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The Desirable Suit of Offers
the Store of

HIRAM CHASE &
OPPOSITE

AMERICAN

SON,

THE

HOUSE.

Possession given the first of March.
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HI It.4*1 CHASE.

T. W. Pitclier &

Co.,

BLUE STORE.
All orders
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mail

promptly

tilled.
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the Bladder Kxpelled b) I'slng |)r. Ken
nedj's “Favorite Kemedy.”

tn

Hick.-, of Pleasant. \ alley, Dutchess
-"ii "i Mr. i; >. Hicks, whose name
have appeared in this journal in connection
W.

may
with
a

Interesting; Account!

V \
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The

the

article similar to

an

til i etc l with

ease

was
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father's. On the
di-ea-e the father ad\iscd the

serious than his

more

appearance
“'ii to w rite

this, was, like hi- father,
Bladder, only that his

stone in the
I the

t«>

Dr. Da\ id

Kennedy,

Koudout, V
| ij. Kennedy replied, suggesting the use of “Kennedy’s Favorite Kemedy,” whic h had worked so successfully
in the father’s ease.
Mr. Hicks, who lias been assured by the local physicians that they could do
not!dug more for him, tried “Favorite Kemedy at
a venture,
\ftertwo weeks’ use of it he pa.-sed a
sLom
h of an inch long and of the thic kness of a
pipe stem, sima* then he has had no symptoms
of tin* return of the trouble.
Here i- a sick man
healed. What bette r result- could have been ex\

who, he -a’d, would tell him

pected?

What

confer

The end

lb.

K«
he

whi
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hat to do.

greater hem lit could medical science
was gained : that i--urely enough,
a--uros the public, by a reputation

eannoi

alb»rd to

forfeit

imperil,

or

that

"rile Kemedy” does im igorale the Blood,
cures Liver. Kidney
and Bladder complaint-.-, as
well as ill those diseases and weaknesses peculiar
the “Fa\

t" female-.

by

sale

all

Kennedy'druggists.
“Dr.

Kemedy’’for

F. norite

hull

Dr. CLARK JOHNSON’S

Round

of Life.

Don’t

Alarmed

“In New .Jersey if a bank cashier or public oflicer
of trust doesn’t get home by o'clock at night, they
immediately begin forwarding his mail to Kurope.

Grateful

A -oft green drll by the breezy shore,
A sailor lad and a maiden fair;
Hand clasped in hand, while the talc of yore
I borne again on the listening air.
Tor love is young, though love be old.
And love alom the heart can till;
And the dear old tale, that has been told
In the days gone by. is spoken still.

Special Notice.
W. K. MORISON &

are

men

Unrivaled.

being a certain cure for the worst forms of dyspepsia, indigestion,constipation, impurity of blood,
torpid liver, disordered kidneys, etc., and as amedi
cine for eradicating every species of humor, from
an ordinary pimple t<> the worst ulcer, Bt kimx k
As

Blood Bn lls stand unrivaled. Price SI 00,trial
size 10 cents.
For sab* b\ It. If. Moody, Belfast.

carry

\\ k. MORISON A ( <>..
52 Main Siren,
)
Belfast, Me.
March
Belfast,
27, 1S82.
All parties indebted to the late linn of E. .1.
M< >KI>t )N A < <). are rei|iiestcd to call and setth* at

once,

as

time longer.
4wl.‘l

Foolish

but

us

short

a

W. K. MORISON A

(

O.

NEW YORK

Mistake.

I >on’t make the mistake of r.mfounding a remedy
of merit with »piaek medicine.
We -peak from experience when we say that Parker’s Dinger Tonic
l- a sterling health restorative which will do ail that
is claimed for it.
We have used il ourselves with
the happiest results for Rheumatism and when
worn out by overwork.
See idv.
Times.

old churchyard on a green hillside.
Two lying still ill their peaceful rest:
the fishermens' boats going out w ith the tide
In the licry glow of the amber west,
hihlrcn'- laughter and old men's sighs.
Tin night that follows the morning clear,
A rainbow bridging our darkened skies.
Are the round of our lives from year to year.
A hatnber-' Journal.
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Prrijnrtics

Stimulates the Ptjaline in the saliva, vvhieh
converts the starch and sugar of the food Into
glucose. A deHcieru3 in 1*1}aline causes Wind and
souring of the food in the stomach. If the medicine is taken immediate!) after eating the fermentation ot food is prevented.
it acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the kidnejs.
U llcgulules the How els.
It Purities tin Blood.
It quirts the Nervous Sjs'cin.
It Promotes Digestion.*
K Nourishes, strengthens and invigorates.
It carries oil the Did Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and induces
Health}

1

I: m-ui rad/.r- 1!
n
in
hereditary t.nu
;i.r i-1-mmI. wiii-li generate- Ser.-tu:a. Kn
>ipelas,
and all manner ..f
-kin di.-. a-e- and 'internal
humor-.
n
1 n, r«
::
-jnrit.- empi-red i;i ii- m.iiuifaet
e.-ta he lakeu In ['•>■ n:--t dclmate !. tb
Ul'e. and 1
"C
Ho* a.- i and to- ld« -'.’I e only l-rih•: / ( ,'H
til iltt’iitmn
ill r't ■etivh'i.
>

Bm rw-i*.»i*i, Ha:,, nek ( .... M.-.
I hi- i> t-» ecrtil'\ Li,at 1 had ( hr< -nm 1 >i m-i: n a l’nr
:-: I;
ia.-di< ine I have
years, and l»ave ii- -d all t
k-sird re<aoiiniemied, tried all tin* dortm- within
L•'i• r’
mil- -, and pai i out over tv.,. inn.,1
d-d ir-,
nil 1
no purp-1 pr— am d
n
m agent. -mm*
t Dr. ( dark John-on’- Indian id.!
>*yrup, .and it
ha- now enhelped me immediately. Tin.11.
I adv ise
Cirely left im\ and 1 eoii-bler m -elt
ill -mferei--i try it.
W ! i. 1
\M i. K.\ NT.
1

Dr.--.i- n Mills, Lincoln (
M,
!
trouble-1 witli 1 »\ -p.'p—i-<. ami I •idiae.-tl-in,
md J'aii-* 1 t- lim! relief until I triol I >r. < 'ark John
sold- Indian |*d.I >\ rap. w !ti. 11 -nalle h.-m-iited
Mis- M \ m T. ( .ID

as
as

deep w aa flowing

w as
our

s

I’.ioaliam. s<-m- r-- Co.. Me.
ha\ o !!-•'' 1 Dr. < lark John-on'- Indian Blood
s\rup for hi-oa-e of tDo '-t-omu-h ami Liver, ami
have been mii-di Unelited thereby.
Mils >. i;i< H Alllix is.
I

\gmil~ warnnr tin- -ale of I In- I ndban Blood
in ev«-t\\ h.-wu
r \ ilia/.-, in w iiieh I !ia\e m.
agent. I*arli«-ular-given <>u a}»plieatimi.
!j C.
svrnn

tJRUSGiSTS SELL IT.

Laboratory 11 West 3d St.. N. Y. city,

m

from it

made, not to command our will.
lawful pleasures to fulfil.

prosperity.
one

in advvi-

and am

»nes

Usual.

is

Fortnightly; English Players

in

in i!«*s1ivvouihLs, tel?«
istiii
S'>ivs. etc..
It is the no st cti\ e f‘<ul fiu dy v. know of.
No family should be v. it lioui a bottle of
for a single hour.
•*

?

fjI

liB

r
Cincinnati Dispatch:
from.the" •> have .■*•< il its luagm effects, and know B
U to be a good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld, B
Rhenish Prussia:
Aft- r long vears * f use,
am satisfied It
Is p sitively efilcl. nt as a healing remedy
f1 r wounds, bruis *s, and sprains/
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., say3.
It is a panacea mr all bruises and. burns.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave m.? immediate relief.
U
R. Lewis says:
in fort > ..ears'us-'* It never has flailed me. 0
W. W. Lum, Nicliolville, N. Y., says:
1 use your I’ain Kiu.eu frequently
relieves pain an. I so re ness, and hwtia wounds t

like

|

magic.

J.W. Dee says :
I
For scalds and bun s it has no equal.
3
PERRY PAYfK PAIN KII.I.ER is not!

amount

of poetry.

Littell

Boston.
New

-M,

paper pe tition. even though it contain
“doo.oon signatures.”
Tin issues which they
“new

political organization"

are

themselves or already appropriated. They would : **L Hestroy sectional i
strife.”
The strife was ended a year ago, "2.
Pa\ promptly the public landed'debt.**
Why
not give posterity a chance?
**:>. Reduce taxes
and expenditures.” Why. certainly. So
say
we ail ot tis.
But how can you do
2 if von
mean business on No.:’*?
“4. Establish the unlimited coinage of gold and silver.” Especially,
w
suppose, of clipped silver dollars, that won’t
circulate even under compulsion. “f>. Substitut«- government legal tender
paper for bank
isMto>.”
And never mind the constitution,
which had to lie strained to the breaking point
i" warrant the issue of the present notes as a
war necessity.
“<». 7 amis. Overthrow corruption. st ‘‘tire a free ballot and a fair count: dethe
stroy
power of corporations over money,
transportation, invention and land and labor.”
1 imse plunks are all patented by Sam Tilden,
Bill ( handler and John Kelly, ami the use of
them by the galvanized Greenbaekers is a clear
infringement. The new party, when it comes,
will not, it is safe to say, lx- found in any such
combination of clap-trap and buncombe. [Boston Herald.
as

|,|„|

,|,||

-IT—

1 y r'.'i

Steam

[Rockland Opinion.

Newspapers in

1882.

Tie* American Newspaper Directory, which
ill he issued next month by Geo. 1’. Rowell &
of New York, will contain the names of
HUil I periodicals in the t inted States and Territories. which is a gain of ;(44 in the year just
passed. The number of daily papers lias increased in a somewhat larger proportion, and
is now represented by a total of ‘tilt; against !*21
in 1881. The largest increase lias been in New
7 ork—10 dailies, 20 of all sorts. Illinois and
Missouri show a per eentage of gain which is
even greater, w bile Colorado leads all others in
the percentage of increase, both of daily and
weekly issues. California. Nebraska. Nevada,
Oregon, South Carolina. Tennessee. Vermont,
and West Virginia have fallen behind 1881 in
the total number of periodicals issued.
In
Georgia, Maine and Massachusetts, the suspensions have exactly counterbalanced the new
ventures. In every State not mentioned above,
ami in the Territories, there has been an increase.

It is estimated that nearly a thousand horses
are
suffering and a good many valuable animals
have died in Boston front the effects of what
appears to he blood poisoning, caused bv the
use of impure salt on the streets bv horse
railway

companies.
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LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 an.l 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Maas. Price $1. Six bottle? or $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of Inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PIN'KITAM’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
HtT Sold l»v all Druggists. *ii3

i-

Shon l.
prim; wiirk.

la-ltcr jju

I,.

I
A
Are v«*u aware that ju
| C
LMU8 E.O the low-priced SPOOL COTTON
is cither short in length, or only two eon 1, and
possibly both?
Much that is labelled 200 yards does uot contain
over l :{0 yards.
Dealer" sell it because they can buy it
11 • ap. and
do not expect the cheat to lie discovered.
You should insist upon havingH0LV0KK Til HI,A!),
everv >p »o! of which i
warranted three-cord, and
to contain 200 yards.
It is cheaper for you at three cents a .-pool than
most makes are at t wo cents.
•sou that a poorer article, on most of whieli the
manufacturers are, properly, asliamed t«* allix their
names, is not imposed on you instead of it. from
interested motives.
ldwl

$7.25 PLOW.
ATAYOOI), AVinterport. M•

LIVE MEN

\\ AN I KD to solicit, orders tor our Nursery Stock.
Auv wide awake man Irt vears of age, or more, ran
succeed. K \ I K It I K N ( K M»T NKCKSSARY. Ad
dress, stating age,

Vitalizes anti Fnrirhos tlio Blood, Tenon
i:

tlio fystcxn,
Strong, Builds

>

down

3I:ik<m

Brain, and

--CURES-Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and

R. G- CHASE & CG„
8 Pemberton Sq., Boston, Mass.

American Hotel

tin*

up the BrokenInvigorates tlio

Having been unexpectedly called upon
to take charge of the above hotel, I hope
with the assistance of MIL KI)WARDS, the
former clerk, to maintain the good reputation heretofore formed bv the late land
lord, MIL WILL It. IIOLMKS, who has taken up bis
residence in Rockland.
II. N. LANCASTK1L
American Hold, Belfast, Me.
lyrin

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.

people attending the S. .1. Court.
ticulars will lie announced hereafter.
CH AS. H
Belfast, Dee. _»‘i, IKSL—ltt
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HILLandDRILL

PHOSPHATE
SEND FOR PAfVSPH LET.

!,

'ji
\ N I

>

KIPS

I»K V I.

IN

Ha}.

Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Beans, Butter,
Cheese, Fggs, Poultry, tonne, salmon, Fresh
Water Fish of all hinds, Ae. All Kinds
Barrel Heading.
110 South Market St Boston, Mass.
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This is a true bone superphosphat e and
in the hi 11« drill
may bouxal ,n,
or hroadcast.i it her ir>:h er in
>;t manure
and will produce a mu. h on li. rand larger
cr.a». In the Jicpert-d' tin* .'Mass. Insp** tor
of i-ertili.a rs. it-. valuation is l‘r m £.') t
I'll •; h ites
,910 per ton l.i :!,••?• than i.th
which sell at tin* .-ame priThe past
year over dOon tens v. er*' sold ar.ainst loo
tons three \ eai s ago. Mowing that it is
liked hy the farmers. If there is no local
agent near you. send to us.
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DISCOVERY !
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CONARD GO'S

BEAUT1ITL EVEiUBLOO MZTA l

Commission

IIS biotli Market Street,
llofiTfiK'es, by poi'mix.-ion.
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WE GIVEAWAYS®

lios.-s than most establishments ermv.a
arc
the only e<incern making a S|*i:(’3.\l, ls:e rness
of K 'soOv. roOharur Houses lor Koscsalone.
Our New 4* aide, « coni/dete Tren'i.ie SP" £\)
On die Hose,70i>\>,elegantly illustrated,** nt j"" SiW
K&L
It

Aetire and reliable men to travel
and solicit orders for XURSKRY
STOCK.
Address, stating age,
jirerioas oeenjiation and names as
,S. T. CAXXOX,
references.
Augusta, Main.).

;it»c
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roweru,

West

Strove,5‘nosier i

o.

l*u

17 w s

SAMI KI,

<

WM.J. lilt I MTivn

MTTI.K, l're-.

BOSTON

LEAD
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dliee, 24 and 2D < diver street. llnston, Mas-.
CORRODKItS

“BOSTON

Agents Wanted for Suinvares

VN1) MAMT U'TI'ltKRS.

STAR
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PURE WHITE LEAD.
.la ti
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It tell- .1
at"
cl .tad
tt' i. ..a ! li

Lei.;..'
Xfr
Sole
in:,
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by Thou. Power O’C onnor, M. P.)
people arc poor and itii’-durati-d. v. It y

UKI» I.KA1) AM> l.l mAKi.i;,

tic1
linin'

rents
>
ar.
It shows li.-w the land was confissn n-ut.tctories ruined.
It
h-M ribes the [.and
I mi A.tand the Coercion Jhll.
attains {52 ! nM. !■ in Col«>r>.
Price only $2.00 per Copy.
a 1 uOftH. I'<T full outfit and 1>.:
wOT-i at
full ji trtii ulars, address

vt

J. (. McCUKDY & CO..

Philadelphia, Pa.

LEAD

PIPE

&

SHEET

LEAD.

and TIN UNKI> I’lPi:, 1*1 MIN, m>U>I:K,Ac.
COLl> MEDAL awarded by liio Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanic’s Association in 1 ss 1.
Hms

TIN

llw!)

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Supplies the blood with it-, Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IKON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and Now Life into r*II part •. f the system.
<

BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, it; energising effects are r.ot followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent.
SETH W. FOWLE Sc SONS, Proprietors, 86
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists.
lyreow4S

FURNACE FUR SALE.

A
to

SECOND HAND FURNACE, good make aiul
In complete order, will lie sold cheap. Apply
JOHN H. WADI.IN, Main Street

Butter Color. First

SEAMEN WANTED.

I

By Mary Clemmer. It portrays tlic “inner Bra,"
Sights ana Scones, Marvels and Mysteries of the Capitol;
tells of the daily life at the Wliite House and of all its
fnmou9 occupants; shows the wonders and inside workings of
Government Department; and gives truthful revelation*
every
of
life behind the scenes,'’ “as a wide-awake womanizes t.'.'*
4tf flne En^ravin'p;. The brst selling book out. A«re:i!s Want'd.
JLttdiowlojrrandlv. Extra Terms given. Send forcircularst > the
JIAJiTFOfcl) i* L BIJLSIlLNiU CO., llurtibrd, Loud*
thvfi

XDRED Si ] A M EN W ANTEDIX R( >(JK
land for coasting. Apply t<>
.RUIN' s. RAXLF/fT, Shipping Agent.
Rockland, Aug 30, lssil.—3<5
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t-nsl Knox.
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K.

I'llIUtUOOK farm in

Kminire of
MltltlSON, Belfast,

FERTILIZERS T

Call and
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Mis

for FERTILIZERS before you
I3\vs
FRED ATWOOD. Winterport, Me
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NERVOUS DEBILITY :
A Cure Guaranteed.
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1
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1 i; | VI
;•
-p. eiii. t',>r 11y-teria, I >i/./.ine.--. <
V-r\ "U- lie la< lie. Mental Id pr
n. I.
I Meiion
tin nun
"(i. ri:i Hu!a-li.i a., laipoi.
tary Kmi--ion-, Premature Old \g#», an -ed
«>\ ei'-e\erti..n, -ell abuse, <>r *>\ ,-r in In lire nee. a hieh
leads to n.i-ery, di-ay and death
»m
l-.\ u \\
lire reeent '-a-eI-.
11 n.\ e,.»,t dn-"in month'
treatment. «>*.■
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e. lien fnr treatment i- ordere i dire,
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BLOOD WILL TELL !'
I Id he kept on the pivnii-e- t the id... no,
Id
k-. lor
thsa- l:.
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IdiPP' •
Me. -Mat" der-e;
herd i'—.k.
I'* red b\ <iru. Ilia IK'ha I'd A Brm.l mill). | tr.. Broad
in
ir I arm.
"ire. •*<'ormut-." dam. “lk --i. I»*r.
"ire and dam are from the lie-t milk and hut
ter strain- of Ido., !.
P.eppo ha- \ er\ y il.-w .-k11
and ear. remarkanie line milk point-, m i
e-.-ateheon.
\ very -uj»< ri
hull.
Ihd.-fein hull
d < n .1". from d-mi- farm. > dier'- II
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the "Inadhorn and \vr-ldiv in a _'r<
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\I r A Ll><) S> 111 ( ..Hi t «u Probate, held at IV!
\\
fast, on the second Tuesday of March, D-J
NATHANIEL It. Ill BBA IID, Vlmim-lraim- m,
the estate of ,J< Hl\ >TEVE\S. late f IV
i:
said ('ounty, deceased, having pr« -etited his tir-i
account of administration of -ai l estat. : :
That
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successively,

in the llcpulhi -an J,
Belfast, in said < mndw that all pm >n
attend
interested, may
at a PnJ.atc < uari. to
held at Belfast, on the -ecoml Tue-lav ..| Apri
next, and show cause, if any rhe\ have, ui.. ti•
said account should not hr allowed.
JAM 1> D. I.AMsON. Judge.
A true copy. Ute-t
A Emit in
\l. i-ter.
in

••

■
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PH E subscriber hereby gives public notice |.> all
1
eonct‘i'ne.1, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Admini-tra
tor of the estate of
LIZZIE n. LOI'KE, late «>i Sw auv ilit*,
in the ( .unity of Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
a-the law directs; be therefore
request-all persons
who are indebted t" said deceased’s r-tnte t<» make
immediate payment, and thu-r who have any ;•
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlenient
t‘> kim.
EDWIN (.UK I. I A

Commissioner’s Notice.
undersigned, having been appointed bv
rpHE
Hon. Judge of Probate for the
1
<

I
lltlltlTOM' HOTII I. \ PKRKKi 1
Cl Hi: : 'i ;11 i the W'T't lnrm>o| 1’11.KS, 2 to I in
all the wm-l e.'i-eI.KP1P »>Y, X RoKCl \
1's'HlI \sh,C \ Ni KR. K< /I'M \ ,v \ j [ K111 l M
nul l M A HM1
KIDYKYx I > Y^PKPX A
<
\
ot the s|\lN ami KL< n »I»
1' \ RKI1. :■:»•! *!
c* :o
si ,i '•■•!:!.
u h.
•«
x-nd t«»r
pm.
free, -irevian it- Wonderful eiifev
(>. H111! d e t
II
I>- HhVl.l
Pi,.,
t. !»
eittral Wharf, Rost.m
td 1 > K N !
2ft cow 2'1
■
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Qualify

HtH> ATWOOD, Wintcrport, \lr.

-uniy

17 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.
Price List Sent Free.

lYlachlnery.

'I''' I'l. MKTAK, tin* hex antifriction metal for
1
’tiling marhim-rv boxes, for sale at
-°Istt
TDK JOI RNAI. OFFICE.

■

Notice.

Messenger’s
*
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'll hi: <»l

W

VI.PII Col Mil
MAI I * »F M UNK,
W Al l>o vs
Mareh 2s, \. D. Ism.
\
I'llh Is TO I.|\ I NOTH K, That on tin 27thda\
i
of Mareh, \ l>. I»2, a W arrant in Insolvent)
u a- issued .mii of tin* t ourl >1
Insolvene v ft>r >aid
11 n t
id'Wald", against 1 he estate of VM A/1 All
I Wiiol)s..>f l nit y, in said (oimtv, adjudired to he
an Insolvent 1 >ebtor,on petition of said debt or, w Inch
petition s is tiled on the 27th day ot March. A l>
H"-, to which last named date interest on claims is
h> he computed
That the payment of any dehn
and the delivery and transfer of any property be
lonirin^- to said Debtor, to him or for his use, and
the deliver) and transfer of any property by him
arc forbidden by law. That a meeting >»t' the creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts and rhoose
one or more
ijynees of his estate, will be held at
a Court of Insolvency1!'* he hidden at the Prohate
(Mlieein said Relfa.X, on the l.'Uh day of April,
I>. |s>2, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Civen under my hand tin* date first above written
< H As. RAKKR, Sheriff,
A" Messenger of the Court of
for said
('mint v of Waldo
2\vl.T*

J

LEWANDO’S

BYE HOUSE,

--

SahbiTt Melal for

W aldo, on the 2d Tuesday ot March, in-tant,
>ii:
missioners to receiv e and examine claims am. m-i
the estate of JOHN STEVENS, late of Belfast, in
said ( ounty, deceased, repie-, nted in-.dv mil In
by give notice that -i x months from tlie date d -aid
appointment are allowed to the ere lib>r>.d -aid «•-.
tale for bringing in ami proving their elaim-, and
that -aid commissioners will he in .-es.-imi for the
purpose of reeeiv ing and examining said elaim-, at
the ottiee of Win. H Eogler, in sai I Belfast, mi the
eleventh day of April next, and mi the eighth da\
of August next, at ten o’clock in the b.rcimmi a
each day
WM. II. EOOLEII,
II. E. DENTo\
Belfast, March 20, iss2. Jvv 12

BtST DYEING AND CLEANSING.

FRENCH

■

tin

!

Farm for Sale.
Tin-.Mills

TWO COOli HOrSFS FOR SALK IN
Bueksport Village, either or both on easy terms,
or will exchange for western land and
pav dittVr
cnee if any.
Address Mr. S. P. Hai.l. Bueksport,
or the subscriber at Kewanec, Illinois.
-JOHN WKNTWoRTII.
March IT, l*s2.— 3ml:i
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IU

SURGEON DENTIST,

<

••

lie u

e

BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR

II

BELFAST

more

THE D1NCEE ft COWARD CO,

WANTED.

Six

Sy

ISAAC HILLS,

the -ame for Prohat*
That the said Fxerubu
m
all persons interesteil hy
ms
this order to he pubii-hed three xweks
m*-*
-t’x !
in the Republican Journal, printed at Be';' t-t. ra
they may appear at a 1‘robate t unt, t>. ;.<• i•«-]<i it
tic
Belfast, xvitliin and for -aid ( ••unt;
Tuesday of April next, al ten *d ihee'nck h.•!••!>•
noon, ami show cause, if any the. ha\e, why Hie
-ame sluuiM not he proved, approx e<l an i allowed
.1 A M I
D. I.AMmiV, .1;. i_re
A true copy. Attest :
A. A. I- Kill < ill u, lh

printed

\i

,f*

|

l’robate ( ourt held at Belt'a-t. witlnu .and 1
( ounty of Waldo, <»u the .-*•*•.»u*i T 1. -e x
March, A. I>. l»j.
Xt ATM A\ p. BFAN, maim I F\. .i.-r i 1 a e,
ay tain instrument purport: nr 1
ihr
and testament of JANF II. II A W FS. I.,:. u -.
inoiit, in -aid County d' Waldo, de<a-i-rd. : 1 1

Ordered,
VARIETIES^

D,,

n.’s store,

P.

Cor nr, ■(' Chnrr

At a
the

weeks

all label,

,v I

a vii ii

•iTtf

ance.

5SPLENDID
.t.your CHOICE

ill

LOMBARD,
D MSIXT T 1ST

!

-’min

Iyr37

THOMAS S. RICH & CO..

MAINE

II. .1 ii Ii

II.

iiht

Q.

i

Ordered,

■uilM

MAINE,

THE BlNGEE O,

Law,

at

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
Majlil calls ansurrrd from llir Hiller. 7o

to

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of
outhful imprudence causing Prenia11n*«* I\ Nervoii.- Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.
having tri i in vain every known remedy, has die.i\ ci'i'iI a
-r.uple -l if ure, which In* will send FREE
hi- follow -ulV'-r* r>, address J. ||. RKEVES. 43

tllllcr

presented

[{

ii

J;'j Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES. jj
BOWKER FERTILIZER CO.
FRANK R. GRAY,

ROGERS

1

.1.

■

—...

TARTLINC

R. W.

G. G. KILGORE, M.

■

r

■>

n
!

BELFAST.

SA

l.l

»• -.,

■

Attorneys

R \ H I. A N K, w idow’ ot \ .Mo- I \ \ |;
t.
Frankfort, in -aid ('ounty of \\
hax in,”' presented iier petition f.- r an li«.\\ a
of the personal estate 1.1 -aid dee,-a-< d
Thar the
aid Petithmev■ -\\e
Ordered,
to all persons intei’e-ted hy on u silica e. n\ ..t t' >
order to he published three w eek--1,.
111 the Republican Journal,
printer at lh fa-i. th
they may appear at a Prohat Court
at Relfa-t, within and for -aid « unit'
m Km
ond Tuesday of April m-xt, at ten of tie* eh
k
lore noon, and -lm\v cause, if .any im
i:,r,\\
the same -hould me he ar,anted.
JAM
D !, \M-ON. •! m
A true copy. Attest'
\ A. I1.1. r< 111.1 •. R. ;;-ter.

■

i;

!,
.tii'l In-1
I •■.in ivin in
(m \ in.

rial

|,i:,ii jn

JOHNSON & ROGERS.

<

at

At a ProDate t ourt. held at
the Conntx- of Waldo, on
Mareli, A. I >. Iss-J.

—

r\i

GEO. E. JOHNSON

1

:*\vi:5

I KW K IT having di-posed of the milking
•
-::11* 1 i-hniei•.t on hi- farm, will endeavor to
"ink** it for the interest of litigating parties and
their
.iin-el to call on him for professional aid in-t oi of g.iih-i out of tli
county lor it, as he will
now uive hi- time t*. hi- profe--ion, and the service
ot ni< clients, w 11o will tiltd him in his olliee
daily
tf'Ui a \. m. to pj ,it noon, and from 1 to a p. m, and
at hi- hon-e at ail other hour-id' the
day ready to
attend p> eiient.-. Tin* W aldo I'.ar embodies all the
h-iral talent repaired P» try both -ides of any ease in
n:rt. and need not -u;.init to the mortification of
-oing out of the countv for professional assistance.
\ <;. .ikwktt.
Feh. I f. l
•:mT

•:tlf

1

:<•••,

>J\\T1IAN

is

:

:t

or ;
5>V. Mi
$1 Size.
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1

ba-

P
BKAN. mimed Kxeeuio
I
tain instrument purporting
will and testament
I
1
\M>RF\'
l iPdbn lx
late of Belmont, in -aid Count;. «-t \\ dd •, o.
...
haxinir presented the -ante t -'r Probate
tie.
Ordered, That the -aid K\eall persons intrre-ted by eausira a e
rim
der to be published three xve. k-e. --1 v. 1
... ; !i.
Journal
d
at
Republican
Belia-t, tie,
print,
may appear at a Probate ( .*urt. b. he m-M a: !, i
.-n tin
hist, within ami for -aid < ounl.
o.
Tuesday of April next, at im of tin*
noon, and show cau-e, if any they haw, w h> lin
-ame should not he proved,
approx cd and die". < d
I AMI-> D. I. \ M St
11; i _.
A true ropy Attest -A. A. Fl.KK 1IKU, R1 -1.

I

<

iN.

DOLLA Ti

i«*

j :. t :.
valiia !«• "in;-t• 1 :t!.
inn I tor- in -anl t mirt.
I*nl la.-t, Jan. 17. I^**1

r,

—
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The subscriber announces that lie lias
leased the New Kngtand House, in this
eitv, and will take charge of tin* same on
«
t' It l> .4 Y I»K( .31. The bouse
_will be thoroughly renovated and put, in
first-class condition. Special attention will he given

to

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

V,;

tile

Wilbur's < ompmiud of Pure Coil-Liver Oil and
1-iMi
Tin- advantage of thi-compound over tin*
plain oil i-. tii.it the nauseating ta-te of the oil is
11 n
ivin-wed,and the whole rendered palatable,
lla- <iiVen-i\ e ta-tc of list* < 1 has long a led as a
-reel object j. m f
it- u-e; hut in this form the
trod
enliivh obviated.
A host of certificates
oii jilt he ji. en here to te-tit'y to the excellence and
of
ll'ilbor's ('<>(/- Lir<‘r Oil and Lime:" but
•'oe far? that it i~ pre.-enbed bv the medical faeultv
i- -uthn ieni.
>old b\ \. It. W'l i. now, Cliemi.-t, Itos

work, light draught. Only one Plow to a cu-tonur
Cash with order, ciive shipping directions.

•■iwl:i

.:-e

At a Probate < 'ourt held
the County of Waldo,
March, A 1) ls-_\

UHL ANDLIME.i

To open trade, I shall sell a limited number of
Two Horse 1'ulhliiggvd Iron l*eam Plows.
d

FRKD

■

PTJEE COD LIVEE

<

»Jwi:S

w .t;.

^

WILBOS’S COMPOUND OF

or a
vcr

in-

l•

—

A. It. (.cl a ItlBBKIi
COATED M l THE tmi. lor
dialer lie maj tic out of
c i
them.

early stage of development. The t( r.dcney to canhumors there is cl:* ked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving

harmony with the laws that govern the female syst« in.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints f either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
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Hoe,

ATWOOD
AVIiitrrpurt, Mi‘.

cerous

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backacne, is always permanently cured 1 y it.; u; c.

a

FRED

an

for stimulants, and rcli* cos weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, N.-rvous I’r*• tr: ti* r.
General Debility, hie- eiessness Depression and Indi-

ilu

\v \ vi

or
—

best female population.
form «-f I’< :::ak» Complaints, all ovarian troubles. Imlammaticn rY' era
and
tioTi. Falling
Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
*t>common

It will

a- .r«*r

Wlnterport, Maine.
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1
uni testament
>>1 MARY Hl.’ANN, ,;ilr a
I.im
v ill*-, in -aid County "I Waldo, d •••*•; --d.
ax a a
pre-ented tin* -anie for Probate.
1
mderrd, 1'liat tin- Fxeeulu- tin rein nann 1 uix
notice to all per-on iutcre-led !■; ra u-imr a e..|\
lid- order to be published three x\ eek- -u -e, -,j\, [
in the Republican .Journal printed al
; a-t, I!
1
it
they may appear at a Probate Court, t
x\
bin
it
and
t
for said
m. 1
Belfast,
ounty, «.n tin>ek het r<
Tuesday of April m xt, at ten ot tie... and show cans*,, if ate
stum shoulil not lie proved, approved ami
a
I AM F> In L \ M>« >N. .1 MA tem- copy. Atte-t :
A. A. I-'l.K M '111-1:. Rea; -1

The Best ant! Surest Cough Cute Ever Used.
1
it!
t
If \

dcsirabh Ki.sk by

FKKD ATWOOD, Agent,

Positive Cure

all tho*c Painful

on
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.'!ne->
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hand and seal

No. 1, Hararicn Block, Belfast, Me.
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prevci:'
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IMMIAM, President.
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PARKER’S

s t-'.l .1 Ih.'.h
Holders.s 1,4.'d .1 1C.*7

.1. II \ LI. Secretarv.
A N I >U 1 :\V .1. WKH.HT, Tit
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?

natur. .1

s.h-.’V..sC s-j

stock all paid up. .si.nee.nnn.no
< Hitstanding Losses
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lie Insurance I and.
I.'i.u.'i.Vjo
All other < laim-.
•>u,7uo.uu <: ,s-_> j,e,.*o.s:,
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dandruff

sues

Probate ( ourfheld at ReR'a-t. wit bin
( "Itlilx of Waldo, on f (1
ii
j 1
Mardi, A. I). iss-.-

A! a
the

pci
a:

PHiLO MERSEY,
Ally, i Counsellor at Law,

--

dress-

m t

less.

III. HI. an-h Injt at 111 Hast at Id..Mi a. m.
I .'.'IV.' Huriilmiii at .7 "7 p. m., ..arT- ( n7.17, C1 lily .7.-in, Tin.nil tiki', 7.17, Kimx, 7, 7.1. Hr. ...k
Ia,W.alilin 77.1 itj I’.iint (74U, arriving at Belfast
I’llMIV Ti t kill, Miurrinlcnde i.
Bella t. On.-, t, i-S'l-—lift

I F-EA 1>. W ATT-, named 1 \c< tri:i
tain instrument purporting t
te-tament of 1-AAC W \T1’-. i.• i•
•! lb
in -aid County of Waldo, deceased. bavin.- pn
* -1 t he '.aim* for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Lxe«*uti: x gi*. *•
to all per-ons intere-tial 1>\ causing a <•- p■, •.»
*.:
onler to be published lhr«*«- n ••* k
sin-.-.
:
the Republican Journal print*** 1 at lb-lf t-t. tb.c
mav appear at a Probat-* Court. to be held
I lb
fast, within ami for sai*l County, on tac
Tue-day of April next, at ten nf'th- eh- k bt-b-r
noon, ami show cause, it any thev have, w h;- th-same shouhl not !•<* proved, approved an i allow d
J \ME- EL I. \ M-i *N, JudgA true ropy Attest
A. \ E I ,t:! * 11K n, l,V.
a

Sold everywhere*.

]I

..

r'i)
and

Henry, Johnson & Lord. Proprieturs,

Kflhist i!
7.1',

111.

.\t a Probate < ourt in Id at Leila-t, within ami bn
the < *untv of Wahl", on the second I'm-' la
-1
Mar* ii. A.' I). ls.s-j.

ing full «liv-ections for the
treatment of above cldeases.
Price25 cts. and 50 ct<. per

Wai'ln

■■

Ketunilnu l.i'ini1 liurnliani at -.77 a. n
la
nut's Grossing :i.n7, Cnitv a.77, Tin .nalli-:■
Knox I'-ts. H..
U'alil.i in.

4

IN ST AN TAN EO US.,
Every bottle warranted to
give satisfaction. ><•;.. I rddress for panmbh t. fr«•« giv.

‘l.l

I .I

■

lit 1.17. p.

>

HORSES

.U!'

"I

T.:i7, Tlriniilikr 7 7-7, Ciiitv -.17. I.imiara
I Tus-hiy
77. arri' inu at Ittiriilim’ii at
a. m
I'l i'i- Hi'lfii't I" 7."ill p. in., ntv fniiit ■J..17, Walili
717, Hi.. :7 17, K11■ x
.7,1, Tlinni'tiki; ( "ii, I n
--i ap 4.77. am
t.7'7, la.Ill'll I
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1.IN II. PR EX « >1 T a ml < l..\ KA J. <. RE IN LAW
beirs m the real estate u her*-"! Ji >1-.L 1 'ItK-( oi l',
late of Nortliport, in said County, died seized ami
possessed, whose estate is in a course of settlement
in tin- Court of Prohate tor said I ounI\
lhat In
portion of tie* >ame is two.third-, which she i- <h
"irons of holding and possessing in srv erall : .-di*
tln*refore prays that vour Hom r will i
uc a w nr
rant to suitable
authorizing them i.. make
a division of said cst.at*
and set oil to ach !<( n
dev isee, ami ail ledding under tl;«a
her
«
the sum
ATIII.KIM, \\ p|;||
March, l t. Iss-J.

I 'A AC E. HATt II aid l hi All I 1. »\\ I
E-..
eutors of the estate of 1.1 A N 1»E. I; J i I \ 1 < II,
late -.1 Morrill, in said County of Waldo, I
a
having pre.-entnl their s(M-ni),| ;i|,d liua. a --ei:.i :
allowance.
Ordered, Thai the said Executors gi\e !,•
tiii- a hr
per-ons interested by «-aiising a e*»p\
t" be published three" weeks si!*-rcs-:'v.-1\
:ih< R*
Journal
ma\
publican
printed at Belfast, that t:
at l.-iia-:,
appear at a Probate Court, t** be hwithin and for sai 1 burnt v, on th
«»f April next, at ten <-t' th-n<» n.
lock ben a
ami show cans**, if any they have wuv the -am-should not be allow ed.
JAME> H LAM"' >N, Judge.
A true eopv. Attest
A A El Kl * IIKK, R.-ai-ler.

Galls, Strains, Scratches,

I.. ■: »'«*
in,

:
a-

Kii"x

1

Pains and Aches.
a safe, sure, and
effect nat Remedy for

<

On and after Monday, Dee.
4, I ** J, trains \\ ill run a-

m-

..

At a Probate Court hel-l at lUdfa.-t, within i,
the Conn tv of Waldo, on the second Tm-~b
March. \. I>. lss-j.

It is

No. JiiJ.-.

Capital

<

.'d. by causing a c«>p\
then-on to b« published three week.*—i\. 1.
in tie- Republican Journal, a newspaper
■:
pri:
Ibdtast, in said County, that the »11•.> ap;.. a- at a
< ourt of Probate for -aid
i*(Courf'v, t<* l.c m«-1-1
Proi-ate Oni**e in said Belfast, outlie -c*-.-nd ii,
day of April next, at ten of the clock in th,- t. rnoon, ami show cause, if any thev have, whv 11.■
praverof sai«i petiti«'!»ei -le»ul«l imt be mantrd.
J \ ML- I). LAMsi
Judg*
\ true copy. Attest -A. A Ei.kk mac, RegiMer

Ears, and all other

March, I»-j.
./•BIN ,I \Y KNOX,
"mptroller of the Currency.
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per-oiis

Burns and Scalds,
Bachelie,
Frosted Feet and
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e\ening,

same
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B HK undersigned, ( A IIILIUMl W
|*RK>, < >1 l
of Nortliport, in said C-.untv id Wald-.. M
1
t- ml
speet fully represents that she is seize* 1 a
\1*I)1K I. HILLS, LIZZIE M
H1U.-. I- i; \\|<

|
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of

STATE OK \! VINE. W VLDO NS.
PuoitATL. March Term. \ l»
l pou the foregoing |m tiii,.n, Or h r- -1. th.it

khkncv. >
\
Km>.
bv
ti-iactory e\ idence presented
!«• 'in I r-mned. ii has been made to
api II K sKAiiSPOUT N \ ! ION \ !. BANK”
1
a
^v :ir-1•• hi. in the Comity ot Waldo
Aid M ale f M due, l a- complied with all the
pro
"I lb
ibAised '•taint*
the Cnited :States,
i"‘ c>•mplieti with l»efore an association
"’*11
-bail
aui ii--l i/.i-'l to < ommeiire the business of
•amk11.g
Now theref- ia- I. doHN .1 \ N
KN(*\.
ii'Mler
ihc
urreucy, do hereby certify
1 bat "Tiac s. a r-port National I tank." in the town of
"■
'!-! AI. ill tuo • '..mtj, Ol Waldo and Mate of
Maine, is authorized t commence the business of
banking, a- pr<*\ided in section lilty one hundred
and -i\t; nine oi
lb >. i-.-d "tatlife's of the Cnited

UT

.Judge

o'clock,’tom-hug

1.50

Maine Central R. R.
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BORMAN AND BEAST, j

j

CAPITAL ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

4-*

179-183 East Main St.

Dull

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

\iinual St at c mem. Januarj 1st. l"'J.

o
N

ROCHESTER,N.Y.

..

Tlmrsda) morning,

above, arriving ii, Portland

train for Be-Pm
with Sanford >. >. < «>.
sleaiuer.- each trip for Belfast. Bangor and Riv
Landing."-', abo with -teameroi, Monday, Wedneday and Fri-lav trip- br Breen'- Landing, Bin*
bill and Kl‘-vvorlli.
At Bar Harbor with -teame;
lor Lamoim and >ullivan. At sedgwiek with-tago
for Plueli.ll
< <).MI n•. \\ i> !
At Uoekland Monda
and Thurfro
Bang o and Rivet
day- with San for-1 s. "■.
Landing- bo- P •nlaiei.
K. ( t '-HI IN* *, General Mauagt r
< K» ►. I., 1) A
V, t feneral Ticket A gent, P inland

Bulbs, Ornamental Grasses,
Immortelles, Gladiolus,
lalies, Koses, Plants, Garden
Implements. Beautifully illustrated. Over lOOpages. Address

Ki:UKl)V AT l.AsT. 1
.:,e.
r.--:.ys V. Seated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.

n.n-r

111.1i

anti
as

and

SERF

1
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their < ntaconi aii. mg a
Frier l.ist of
and Garden

u

ne- 11sst*
v ill. the Pullman
< oniieei- .u
lioeklaml

an

3EABURY A JOHNSON,
M tnv.it acturing Oh, mi.-t-. N.-w \

v

'»

rl"
t K W I mo 1
n v -.
I >1% 1. RI n <, .Ma-tei, will leave
art'. Portland, every Tuesday and Frida) evenings, at 11.15 o'clock, or op arrival <*i
Pullman expiv
train from Bo-ton, for Uoekland,
< a line. l>e. r l-le,
>edgv\ iek. ><». We-t Harbor, Bar
Harbor. Mt. De-ert,. Millbridge, .Jone-port, and
Maehia.-porL
Betui i.ing, \v ill leave Maehia>port e ei
Honda)
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Flower, Field

a

■

Sjtt’i tujjiclil, M<tss(t(‘Ji ttsrffs*

ment.

Co.,

lyrtfeow

PINKHAM, OF LYMH, NASb.

ever

w

CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat aro its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is wise to
B11LD FOR HEALTH.
! Wheat Bitters are prepared, not lyfcrmcii tcition but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter aro eliminated.
These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to t he taste and mttst not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
8old by druggists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., MTrs. N. Y.

r.. This

trip of ttie three-masted schooner
rigged steam propeller Maynard Sumner, built
at the South laid, was made
Tuesday. So far
as can he
judged from this preliminary trial,
the vessel w ill he a success. She is an
experi-

American

.---

\alely, and vadi-iilhj.

1 In- trial

ner.

new

<

Coaster.

being (lie first steam vessel of the class
Imilt. she is Uti feet long, 28.1 feet lieam.
lo feet hold, and registers lit 17.07 tons.
Her
carrying capacity is large for her size, and the
engine anti coal hunkers are so disposed that
room which would otherwise not Ik* available
i' utilized.
The engine is 120 horse-power,
which is sufficient for the attainment of a considerable rate of speed. The mizzen mast is of
iron and is used as a smoke-stack. She is commanded by .1. C. Cousins. John H. Rich is
m ite.-Kdw
imett engineer, and four seamen
and a cook comprise the crew. She goes to
\ inalhaven to load
granite for New York and
Mliany. As reported last week, parties have
contracted for a vessel like the Maynard Sumner to he commanded
by ( apt. James 1,. Smith,
now master of schooicr John Hi *d.
She is to
lie built by Goss A Sawyer, of Rath. Mr. Goss
was present at the trial of the
Maynard Sum-

s.»m<*

■

••«!:n-ui of Dr. ( lllverwellN
published.
n
Celebrated Kssa>
the r.•«/■•
t ^ri i;\i\
l‘( >K i: ii«l. v >0'Srmiual Weuknc". !i..
!ui.t ur >«-in
iiiai 1.1 wro11 \<
Menial ami !‘ 11\ i• 1 In
.'{I< <*\
eapai itv. Impediment-. i.. Marriage, ele
>i mi imv. Kir i:
\ ami I 11 .. indr •.•!'•
diligence or >c.\ril extravagance, A<
The celebrated author, in this admirable K--.a\
eiearlv demonstrate., from a thirt\ > ai'.' -m-.
t ill practice, t hat tie* alarming eon-• <jnonces >i sell
abuse may he radically cured : pointing out a im-dc
"f cure at onee
certain, and eih. iu.ii, l\
means id' which cver\ sufferer. no mattei- w hat hi
eomlilion may Imay cure himsell cheaply, pri
.hi-t

1 vrl6

Rockland’s

off

1

LYDIA E. PINKHANl’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Party.

palm

Its; 111 BKK>, A> st -'Sitrs of'Belfast, here
e
ii1 <iee t‘> (he inhabitants of said
I.
city,
neil
an ! bring'in to them true and perfect lists
t!e ir |*• 11 is and estates, real and personal, in
'\riil;
ii'i-inding money on hand oral interest,
d debt- dnn-re than they are owing, and all
o
in trust as gruardian, executor, adI" pcrt\
1 ! !
n
>i hcl \\ 1 -e
except -mil as is by law
«■'.>
luxation which they are possessed of
npi
"i
ill-- :i: ~t day of \pri! next, and be
prepared to
-■io-ianl ;ul«
; ne same according t<- law.
And for
f
-f
ri\
-aid
li-t-,
and
;1,u p
ing
making
'i n
: i’• ■;a
c-talc. the undersigned will he in
"i
ii
ai ih" a
ssoi
ntli-a- during the business
1
>•:!'
i a \ from tin- I I
T<» T1IK M \
I IN i'll 'd A i’K II. N i. \'i. and no longer) and
hi'
I
;• r-• act! examination
property by the as- i
a
r
id ii
considered as a waiver for !
;aii\ person in '-ringing ii
true and per
!■
Mst- iuiredby law. Blanks on which to
'•
o ! h-ts ma\
i.e had hy applying to the as
II1-'
c
-urv.'Nor- of the several dis
':
•"! i~
i' c. j, e *. d t o bring in their tax-hooks of
i
a1.
!' a lb ot April next.
\
of ihc
erai -chool districts are
request
>'d
make
turn under oatii to tin* assessors, of
;T i.'i d" r
;
hoiar- belonging to each family in
‘be
:e> .!
li-ti i>
lin-ir names and age,together
a A ii iin- name' .-I the heads ot the
families, as soon
a
•«'
t a :• il.o tir-l da\ of
April.
• II Am M< >Oi;K,
)
\ ssessors
I
W \ LI. \ CK,
of
\ I.IIJ I; I» A SMALL.)
Belfast.
I •" la-1. M.crch
!>>•_>.-:tu p_>
"•
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COKER.

mail

Castin?Jillbritlge & Sachias

"jjdEZH

V

logue tor 1S8'J,
full descriptive

Benson'? Oapeine Porous Plaster? have been imitated.
Do
not allow your druggist to
other plaster having a similar
See that the w .rd
-ne led
Pee *>:, ns.

|

—

r

Leisure Hour:

in medicine.

■

proving.

■« *

;

..

-•

0

years2

untried remedy, l or forty
it has boon in const ant use; and those uiio
have used it the longest art it.- best frit mis.
Its successiarnfirrly becauseof itsmerit.
Since the Pain Killer waslirstintroduced,
hundreds of new medieincs have come and
gone, w hile to-day this medicine is more
extensively used and more highly valued
t ha a err r before. Every family should have
a bottle read)/ for use. ->1 m b pain and heavy
doctors* hills m<nj often be s urer! by prompt
application of the Pain Killer. Unlike most
merit
it is per feet ji safe even in the hands
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
will prove its \ aim*. Your druggist has it
at ?.»(•., 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
a now

i

rapi

«• superior to Electrieily or gal.
They Act Immediately.
They Strengthen.
They Soothe.
They Relieve Pain at Once.
They Positively Cure.

■

II

Things that a CO
L id\ would like to know. Swindling as a Fine !
C
Ait. and s. tv ant Hunting,
Saturday Review: j OC3
I'fi' iids and Friends, and Wives in
'Training, c
spectator: Three Inpuhlished letters of Horace j «
M a!pole.
Academy, with instahnentsof “Robin" E
0
■’} Mi'- Parr, and “Lady Jane" by Mrs. (Mi-

present tor a
either as dead

and now

<~

resurrecting themselves unless they can bring
t" 1 la ir assistance a more
potent miracle-worker

[
Perry?

rs

row

Art*Superior (on!l other Plaster*.
Arc Superior to Puds.
Are Superior to l/miments.
•rior to Ointiiieut^ or Sui-

—

3

c
a

and ('aroline Bowles, Eraser: 'The .Social State
"f the Hebrides Two < Vnturies
Ago, (’omhill: !

The

Never-Failing Cure for Burns. I
Scalds, Bruises, ( uts. Sores, vie.
After forty years of trial.
Daviv Pain Killer stands unrivaled. 1
It is safe! It acts immediately! It S
never fails!
Editor of the St. Jolfci (N. E. News, say3:

o
a
o

THE CULVERWFLL MEDICAL CO

Tin* dead (i lvenbaekers will hardl\ succeed, in

A

i’iiu

NVill

Ncuralsia or Kidnev Diseases.
Lumbaeio, Severe Aches or Paine
Female Weakness.

■

youth

Ger-j

I«;no. Nineteenth < entury; Roma nee in
1 ’»u> im*ss. am 1.1 ill iet. Black wood; Robt. sou t lie \

nian\,

than

ii

Sprains.

wramps or

CllAS. MASON.
ommis-iiu.- r of Patents.

Assessors'
II I

I.

l£atir**a'i

s

^

I

I \ i-7

The numb* r> of 'The Living Age for March
lvih and liotli eontain Th< Relations of Religion
t>« Asiatic States, am) 'Th-’ King and llis Suc-

'i.

i!

simple.

puidishes only healthful literature,
and is deservedly tin* boy's favorite. James EIv« rson. publish* r,
i'liilaihdphia.

(

o

Mi. Ilcserl, Httklanil,

Gackacho or Larne Back.
Rheumatism or Lame Joints,

lyjt;

l.osruN, >rtober in, 1S70.
il. Efi-v. !i-j
Dear >ir
You procured for
in Dio, u
tir.-t patent
since then you have
e iei( |i,r act ,-d v i.-cd me iu hundreds of
eases, and
!•: •••uivd
patents, rei-.-ues aud extensions. 1
ha\ e <•••■• i-1 n.illy employed the best agencies in
Sew "l ork. Phil leipim and Washington, hut I still
-iv“ you .alnio-t tin* whole of my business, in your
line, a: 1 advi.-c “tiler- to employ you.
A our-truly,
(.EOKt.E DRAPER.
I- ton, .Januan i, 1 ss_*. -1 11

-Hilt-

fi

A.I

~~ ~

SOLO IN BELFVST BV IL II. MOODV.

tjemedy^for

P
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•1 LYDIA. E.

r
"rib;.
and

me.

T3
a

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Malaria,

ji

A

••Ei\«•),;.-rv.

earlv
li

3

Weakness and all diseases requiring a true, reliable, ncn-Sicoholic
tonic. It enriches the blood, gives
new life to the muscles and tone
to the nerves.

April is bright ami suna dainty and delightful

(

a

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS is
complete and sire remedy for

a

sieial i11tere.air-e."

a

0

l.sTIMONl AI.S.

or.*.

•J\\ l:>

The mimthl\ part of Golden Hays for April
eontaiiis interesting serials, short stories of
tr.i\«l and adventure, and numerous illustra-

pliant. and the usual

<i!> in

u
sx

>ent

Etiquette.

nv,.

A

Magazines.

f«u*

I.

J he Best Known

Eddy as oneof the most capable and
<sg'ul practitioner-with whom I have had of
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.4 CO., Proprs,
BUFFALO. N. V.. U. S.

Superintendent, Boston, Hass.

D. LANK, Agent, Belfast.
Belfast, Fell. 20,

fi

The best internal and external remedy la
the world. Every bottle puarar.teed.
Price, 50 cents and $1.00
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litis

i»\> at 2.201*. m.
L caving Boston eyery Monda \,
V V k >s i: -1 > ,\ a and Friday at .">.00 !*. \i.
Freight
taken at low rate-.
JAMES LITTLEFIELD,

Rheumatism, Lumbago^l
Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,!
Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs^Colds,^
Sore Throat, Diphtheria,
Burns,jii
Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, andl!
Headache, and all pains and aches. |
Cures

\n. 71» state st., opposite Kilby, Boston,
"■ emv- Patent
in t lie l nited >tatcs; also in (ircat
Britain. Crane, and <tIut 1 "reign countries. ('opics
‘f tin claim
Patent furnished by remitting
:,ne i!• '1 lar
A
mjiiment- recorded at Washington.
Aip’tfy in Ho United States possesses superior
’■iciiittcs for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
parentaldity of inrentions.
P- IE EDI O
Solicitor of Patents.

since. About four
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people of this country have shown, by
thi highest proofs human nature can give, that
wherever the path of duty and honor may lead,
leiwi v- r sleep and rugged it may lie. they are
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brown’s Ir>
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tiles 1 ran
after taking tw<>
i go around
able to get ;

I nwiliingness to acknowledge whatever is
..1 in religion foreign to our own has alwavs
•>
ii a very common trait of human nature,
■m; ii -eims to me neither
generous nor iust.
Lydia M. Child.

The

ornament f

time was unable to retain even
liquid nourishment. 1 tried

"Win should we tear?" whispered the rhilllivii,
■There i- uoiliing so small
Bui (.0.1 w ill rare for it ill earth or heaven :
lie so, -(hi sparrows full."
[< lia Thaxter.

walk in it.

5*1

years ago it brought on paralysis, which kept me in bed six
months, and the best doctors
in the city said I could r. t
live. I suffered fearfully from
indigestion, and for i>\ r two
\ cars could not
«t si ic k»od
and for a large portion of the

i low w ill many filings that are familiar! look
wlieii we eoiin fosei 1 hem from tliai new and
disiant point of view which we must all take
up. one day or other.
[Dickens.

Hutch

Ar.'l

N. Fremont St., Baltimore
During the war I was injured in the stomach 1 y a} iece
f a shell, and have suffered

publication.
^ on., 'i ork Co., Me.
I fci*.t i :1s J tai-.-n
Indian I Hood >\ r up ha great
i; *" noli!-d met r D>-pep-ia ami Dillieuily of the
Nd-rvor-tom.
! would m-t 1-e without it.
J. A. M IT 11A M.

A PLACE FOR YOUR DICTIONARY,
A PLACE FOR YOUR
NEWSPAPERS,
A PLACE FOR YOUR PERIODICALS,

5_'i

Humility is to make a right estimate of one's
s'If.
It i' no humility for a man to think less
"f himself than lie
ought. [Spurgeon.
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Druggists and dealer-
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Thai sc. 111s to me very great and noble- that
pew. r of ri sporting a felling which lie does not
sliari or understand.
[George Kliot.
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Simmons Building Boston.
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55 CONGRESS STREET,
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truth hut too well known, that rushatti lids youth, as prudence does old age.
ieern.
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But all
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AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CD,
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l ake care to he an economist in
Tin-re is no fear of your bring

t

Perspiration.

only trill* eninterrupted. [Richare

I ireadful is their doom whom doubt has dri\
To censure fate and pious hope forego.
Beattie.

12,000,000 Bottles

l»

R, H. EDDY,

eoii u ie

KATAHD1N.
( apt. Hm. li. Roll,
In^ralnim,
Comment''lug Honda), Feb. 20, IHV2, will make
TIIKKK TKIPS PKK WEEK until further notice, leav
ing Belfast, every .Mundav, Wkdnksdav and Fri

CO., Lowell, Mass

This security is a Jirst mortyaye
u/tou t/i is rood and its jtrojterfics.

had the strength!” If you are
broken down, have not energy, or
feel as if iife was hardly worth living, you can be relieved and restored to robust health and strength
by taking BROWN'S IRON BITTERS, which is a true tonic—a
medicine universally recommended
for all wasting diseases.

[Carlyle.

The words of a man's mouth are
ters, and the w•ell-springof wisdom
I .rook.
H i'

a

PATENTS-

wanted, in the often
heard expression, “Oh! I wish I

this World goes, is to lie nlle
out of ten thousand. [Shakespeare.
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sents what is
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Sleep, riches and health

Lit'i f
I Harrises. I'rrrr «f.! due. Khetunat i > til
D r O )>S!J,
H ru rt
Disease,
\erroas Debit Hi/ Ac.

Remedy

lie home, hut life with-

hut what wc d«.

we oi.-oi

joyed

The Best

can

every mountain height
is rest.
[Goethe,

i'll he holiest

Di/s/iejisia.

liil ion siii'ss.

of his own works.

Before 1 Bring words to market, 1 should like
to soi ’om a hit scarcer.
[George Kliot.
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vigorously push a business,
strength to study a profession,
strength to regulate a household,
strength to do a day's labor without physical pain. All this repre-
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Practical anti Analytical Chemist.

STRENGTH

TIME.

OF

CAMBIUDQE,

taut.

Kidneys, l.ungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases
of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or Erysipelas,
Dimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, 'Tetter
and Salt Rhium, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones,
Sid-' and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucor.
rhijca arising from internal ulceration awl uterine
diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation aud den
W ith their departure health returns
end D>' itifii.

Thought.

[Quarles.
He is gentil that doth gentil dcdis.
[t’haueer.
Husiiands are like lots in the lottery.
[Mars-

CHANGE

complaints which are very
prevalent and afflicting.
It purities the
blood,

UKTAHI

Kxpect hut fear not death.

-AWARDED-

purges out the lurking humors in the system, that
undermine health and settle into troublesome disorder-.
Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the -wrfaee of humors that should be
expelled
from the blood. Internal derangements art* the determination of these same humors to some internal
organ, or organs, whose action they derange, and
whose -ub.-tanco thc\ disease and destroy. Ay Kit’s
s \ us.\ i* A id M. A ex pel.- t hesc humors from the blood
When they are gone, the disorders they produce
disappear, such as Ulcerations of the liver, Stomach

DR
U-ems

Bangor

Touehlni: al Wlnterpnrt, lluekspnrt, Nearspn
Hrirasl, Camden and Knekland.

/-- saparilla, Dock,Stillingia,
and Mandrake, with the
/Iodides of Potash and
/Iron, makes a most effect-

)

the hooks will In*
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STEAMSHIP CO.

This compound of the
vegetable alteratives, Sar-

general

W. K. Moiuson,
•Ionn (.. I‘im)I.ktos,
(
E. Monisov

pockets.
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FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Hardware, Iron, Faint, Oil, k,

“Angelica .June’’ is curious about the meaning of
the word “swag.” Well, Angelica Jane, swag is
what successful politicians carry in their vest
A

the

on

Boston

Benson s

S AES AP A RILL A,

CO.,

A man with a felon on hi.s band is entitled to
How much more the keeper of the state
Prison, who has a great many.

who stand around on street corners from one election
campaign to another without
knowing to whom tliev belong.

in an old arm chair;
A golden light from the western skv;
Hi- wife by his side, with her silvered hair.
And the open book of (tod close by:
Sweet on tin bay the gloaming falls.
And bright i- the glow of the evening star:
Hut dearer to them are the jasper walls
And golden streets of the Land afar.

rpills

business as formerly conducted bv K. J. Morisot) A
t o., 52 Main Street. \V. K. Mori'sim, who has ha«l
the almost exclusive control of the husiness fur tinpast two vears, will continue to act as managinu
partner. \Ve would he pleased to see all old customers of the late firm, our friends, ami the
public
generally, at Hu* OEl> STORE, when in want of
goods in our line.

There

man

is T()(,I\ E NOTICE TO A LECONCERN
JL ed, That we have this day formed a eopart
nership under the firm name of

to

Nursing mothers gain strength by using Brown's
Iron Bitters. It acts like a charm in restoring to
health and strength overstrained nature.

bright.

AYER'S

Invalids.
Floreston Cologne is grateful to invalids, because
it is refreshing without the sickening effect of most
perfumes.
to

sympathy

A trim-built home on a sheltered bay;
A \\ ife looking out on the listening sea:
\ prayer for the loved one fur away,
And prattling imps 'neath the old’roof tree:
A lifted latch and a radiant face
Hj the open door in the falling night;
A welcome home and a warm embrace
Trom the love of his youth and his children
An aged

be

Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, or any disease of the
kidneys, liver or urinary organs, as llop Bitters
will certainly and lastingly cure you, and il is the
only thing that will.
at

Two children down by the shining strand,
With eyes as blue as the summer sea.
While the sinking sun tills all the land
With the glow of a golden mystery ;
l.augliing aloud at the sea-mew's cry,
Lazing with jov on its snowy breast,
Till the tirst star looks from the evening sky,
And the amber bars stretch over the west.
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